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Abstract

Athletes benefit from immediate and frequent feedback on their performance during training. Therefore, coaches try to provide instructions and feedback over multiple sensory channels before, during, and immediately after an exercise: they explain and demonstrate how to move the body, and they move the athletes’ bodies into correct position. In many situations, however, athletes only receive feedback after performing an exercise because they are spatially separated from their coaches. Also, they do not experience tactile feedback through the coaches’ hands.

To overcome these limitations, this work proposes and investigates artificial tactile stimuli for providing instructions and feedback on performance in realtime. These tactile signals are called tactile motion instructions. They stimulate specific body locations to communicate how to move and how to adjust the posture. Empirical studies conducted in static and in active situations informed the iterative design and the evaluation of a general set of tactile motion instructions that can represent body movements in an intuitive way. These tactile instructions can be perceived and recognized with high accuracy in situations that are cognitively and physically demanding. In particular, they can lead to faster response times to move the body than spoken instructions that are conveyed over earplugs.

Tactile motion instructions constitute a simple language where sequentially triggered instructions can guide athletes during sequences of body movements. Using snowboarding as an example, a field study conducted with snowboarders who experienced tactile motion instructions while practicing a new riding technique demonstrated that this tactile language can help athletes to learn motor skills.

This work is the first investigation into the intuitive interpretation of full-body tactile stimuli that can instruct how to move the body during physical activities. The insights into the perception and recognition of these stimuli in stationary and in active situations lead to guidelines for designing tactile motion instructions. Besides sports training, the findings from this research can be applied to various domains where immediate feedback on incorrect posture is typically missing or impracticable, such as to prevent injuries in unsupervised situations during daily physical activities, or to enhance rehabilitative exercises for regaining lost motor skills.

This dissertation also presents a custom-built wearable and wireless sensor and actuator system. This system enabled the design of tactile motion instructions and their evaluation in real-world conditions, and demonstrated that sensing and classifying posture and body movements while snowboarding is possible in realtime. This system resulted in the first wearable assistant for snowboard training that automatically provided tactile motion instructions during descents.
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Conventions

We will use the following conventions throughout this thesis:

We will use the plural “we” instead of the singular “I”, even when referring to work that was primarily or solely done by “the author”.

Technical terms or jargon that appear for the first time are in italics.

Some of the material covered in this thesis has been previously published at conferences. We will note these parts in the corresponding text passages.
Chapter 1

Introduction

"Defer no time, delays have dangerous ends;"
—William Shakespeare (excerpt from Henry VI)

Sports scientists have shown that frequent feedback on an athlete’s performance and concurrent feedback provided during the execution of body movements can improve the performance and learning of motor skills [Wulf, 2007]. In general, coaches provide feedback via three channels: they explain and demonstrate exercises, and they move the athlete’s body into correct position. Even so, the type and the frequency of feedback that athletes receive during training depend on the sport. Compare, for example, typical lessons in the tennis court to lessons on the slope (see Figure 1.1):

As a tennis student, you learn how to perform backhand and forehand strokes. Your instructor explains how to position your body and how to wield the racket. He talks to you whenever you need assistance. Moreover, he guides your arm when your technique is wrong.

As a snowboard student, you learn how to perform turns. Your instructor explains how to move your body during the ride. Then, he descends the slope to demonstrate correct technique. As he stops, you start to slowly descend. You are afraid to fall while turning the board. You look at your feet and focus on keeping balance. The snowboard unexpectedly accelerates. You lose control and... ouch! Your instructor cannot tell you how to adjust posture to avoid further falls; he is too far away. He cannot push you into correct position either. You only receive delayed feedback on your riding mistakes, after descending the slope.

Spoken instructions played back over earplugs could assist students who are spatially separated from their coaches. Such messages, however, are less appropriate in noisy environments because they can block important audio cues that occur naturally. In our example, the sound of the snowboard shoving snow away helps the rider to adjust the pressure and the edging angle. Without these audio cues, the rider’s performance would degrade.
Figure 1.1: Left: Tennis students frequently receive spoken, visual, and tactile feedback during exercises, which helps them to differentiate between correct and wrong movements (courtesy of Cooper Aerobics Center [2010]). Right: Snowboard students do not receive feedback from their instructor during exercises. They only receive instructions before descending the slope and feedback after the run.

Moreover, the sound stemming from other skiers and snowboarders who quickly approach from behind can help prevent accidents.

1.1 Tactile Instructions Correct Wrong Posture

Instead of spoken instructions played back over earplugs, small vibration motors attached to the body could generate artificial tactile stimuli that instruct athletes how to correct their posture. These stimuli would not interfere with environmental audio cues. Moreover, they would directly stimulate the skin such that athletes could immediately feel which part of the body to move, as if the coach pushed or pulled their limbs into the correct position. All physical activities and sports where coaches cannot provide feedback during exercises could benefit from such tactile instructions, including skiing, surfing, dancing, and martial arts. This idea has been mentioned before [Nakamura et al., 2005; Van Erp et al., 2006; Lieberman and Breazeal, 2007], but it has not yet been explored in detail.

Our vision relates to wearable computing, which inspired researchers since the 1960s: “Wearable computing pursues an interface ideal of a continuously worn, intelligent assistant that augments memory, intellect, creativity, communication, and physical senses and abilities.” [Starner, 2001]. We imagine wearable computers and smart clothes [Mann, 1996] that supervise body movements and that automatically provide tactile instructions when the athlete’s posture is incorrect. Such systems have to accomplish three tasks:
1. Sense the athlete’s posture and body movements with sensors inserted into the clothes and the sports equipment.

2. Build a posture and motion model of the body and determine if the athlete’s movements are correct.

3. If the athlete’s posture or movements are incorrect, provide tactile instructions to those parts of the body that have to be adjusted.

Assume again you were trying to perform consecutive turns on a ski run. This time, however, your ski suit and your snowboard have built-in sensors. Moreover, your suit contains vibration motors that are located at the thighs and at the torso. While descending the slope, focusing on keeping balance, you do not notice that you unconsciously shift your weight towards the right foot, which points backwards on the snowboard. This posture makes you feel safer because you do not lean your upper body downwards towards the slope. Riding with this weight distribution, however, makes it difficult to perform turns. Suddenly, you notice a push laterally at your upper right thigh and right shoulder as if your instructor pushed you towards the left. The vibration motors signal to shift your weight to the left foot towards the front of the snowboard, thereby leading to a safe turn.

As envisioned in this scenario, learning to snowboard could become similar to learning to play tennis where the coach can directly guide the athlete’s body into correct position. In particular, wearable sensing and feedback devices that automatically provide tactile instructions during exercises could enhance the learning experience in all sports where athletes do not receive immediate feedback on their performance because they are spatially separated from their coach. These devices could also support coaches who cannot focus their attention on all athletes at the same time during courses.

1.2 Context and Scope of this Thesis

Sport technologies are one thriving application domain for pervasive and wearable computing [Chi et al., 2005]. Researchers from various fields, including sport, kinesiology, physiology, and computer science, have started to develop systems for measuring muscle movements and other physiological aspects that can help coaches understand and improve the performance of athletes, for example while swimming and rowing [James et al., 2004], or while skiing [Michahelles and Schiele, 2005, Brodie et al., 2008]. As Chi et al. [2005] stated, “Almost any sport could benefit from equipment enhancements as well as novel measurement and analysis of athletes’ performance.”. In fact, several systems that can provide visual, audio, or tactile feedback during training have already been presented. Some systems target at elite athletes, whereas others focus on amateur athletes. Some systems are research prototypes, whereas others can be purchased. In this section, we will give an overview of these systems and of their most popular application domains, including sports training and daily physical activities.
1.2.1 Visual and Audio Feedback

Baca and Kornfeind [2006] introduced rapid feedback systems for rowing, table tennis, and shooting, which visualize on computer displays the quality of an athlete’s technique, based on sensors built into the sports equipment. Another example is the interactive throwing sleeve, which is a high-tech armband with sensors at the wrist and elbow [Technology Review, 2008]. This wearable training tool for basketball players measures arm movements when the athlete shoots the ball. A remote computer analyzes the wirelessly transmitted data and maps the result to musical cues, which allow players to immediately recognize arm movements that lead to successful shots.

Personal training devices offer visual and audio feedback for amateur athletes. Other systems target at amateur athletes and are meant to motivate fitness and a healthier lifestyle. Examples include small armband-sized weight management tools and personal training devices that can provide visual or audio feedback after workout or to specific body movements, and that can play music that suits the training program [Asselin et al., 2005, Wijnalda et al., 2005]. A popular commercial device is GoWear fit, which can monitor all physical activities performed during the day and which can display the burnt calories [BodyMedia, 2008]. Another commercial system is Nike + iPod, which can summarize the time, distance, pace, and the burnt calories while jogging [Apple, 2008].

The Sonic Golf Club is a commercial gadget that focuses on golf training. This club measures the acceleration of golf swings with sensors inserted into the shaft and converts the measured speed to sound patterns [Sonic Golf, 2008]. Similarly, the Suunto G6 watch has built-in sensors for analyzing certain characteristics of golf swings, such as the duration, the speed, and the length of the swing plane in degrees [Suunto, 2009]. Although these devices only address a small subset of body movements that can affect a golfer’s technique, amateurs can immediately experience after putting how fast and wide they swung their club such that they can adjust their technique during practice.

Martial artists can also benefit from instant feedback on their performance. The quality of punches is often difficult to assess because the involved body movements are quickly executed. To address this issue, Takahata et al. [2004] used accelerometers to analyze the timings and the forces of the wrists, the ankles, and the waist while punching, and turned these measurements into sound patterns. This audible feedback enabled amateurs to hear and compare their movements to the instructor’s movements. Also, Kwon and Gross [2005] combined accelerometers with video analysis to visualize the power of punches as circles of different sizes.

A ski instructor devised a simple tool for correcting the posture of skiers. The Ski Coach [Braisby, 2005], a commercially available mechanical device, worn in a backpack, generates sound feedback that signals correct upper body posture during turns. This tool consists of a tube slightly curved upwards with three ball bearings (see Fig. 1.2). Skiers who correctly per-
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Figure 1.2: The Ski Coach [Braisby, 2005]. The clink of balls signals that the posture of the shoulders is correct (courtesy of Chris Braisby).

form turns without tipping their shoulders hear an audible clink that the moving balls produce when the forces that develop during turns pull these balls from one end of the tube to the other end. Skiers who incorrectly tip their shoulders do not hear this clink; the forces that develop during turns are too weak to move the balls along the tube.

1.2.2 Tactile Feedback and Force Feedback

Up to now, only few systems have been devised that can provide feedback over the tactile channel, typically in the form of vibrational signals. Nakamura et al. [2005] experimented with such tactile stimuli at the wrist in order to initiate dance movements. Van Erp et al. [2006] reported that tactile stimuli have been tested as directional commands for navigation during soccer training, as corrective instructions for improving the posture of cyclists and speed skaters, and as timing signals for coordinating body movements while rowing and dancing. Lieberman and Breazeal [2007] applied tactile stimuli to the joints in order to indicate movement deviations from the target movement; these stimuli resembled a “force-field” built around the correct motion path. Moreover, Huang et al. [2010] demonstrated that passive tactile feedback can help teach motor skills for playing the piano.

A few systems focused on clinical applications. Wall et al. [2001] built a balance prosthesis that delivered tactile stimuli to the shoulders and laterally to the torso for reducing postural sway. Priplata et al. [2003] suggested vibrating insoles for helping elderly people to maintain their balance while standing still. Also, Lindeman et al. [2006a] proposed tactile stimuli to warn patients of improper joint movements, such as after surgery.

Besides tactile feedback, haptic devices that stimulate the sense of touch through force feedback [Oakley et al., 2000] have been developed to teach motor skills. For example, a haptic interface can assist stroke patients in moving their arms along a predefined path through forces that pull wrong
movements of the limb in the correct direction [Loureiro et al., 2004]. Overall, several studies indicate that this haptic guidance can enhance rehabilitative exercises and can be used for training patients lost motor skills [Holden, 2005; Bluteau et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008].

In our view, automatic sensing and feedback devices that provide tactile feedback could support patients at home and could assist people in unsupervised daily physical activities. Feedback could also support and motivate patients to continue practice at home, in particular in-between the short sessions with doctors. Moreover, these devices could assist in unsupervised situations during daily physical activities when people do not receive feedback on their posture and body movements. For example, many people who pick up a heavy box from the floor bend their upper body forward but keep their legs straight, which can injure the lower back and which can cause lumbago. Smart clothes that detected these harmful movements could immediately deliver tactile instructions to the thighs, thereby signaling to flex the legs.

1.2.3 Outlook

The aforementioned examples illustrate that there is an increased interest in personal training and monitoring devices for sports, for medical applications, and for daily physical activities. On the one hand, performance statistics motivate and allow athletes and amateurs to keep track of their progress between workout sessions. On the other hand, frequent and concurrent feedback during training can improve the performance of athletes. Wearable computing can break new ground in designing technologies that sense and analyze body movements and that immediately provide feedback and instructions, either over the visual, the auditory, or the tactile channel.

In this work, we have focused on tactile feedback. This channel has not been explored yet in detail for providing realtime feedback and instructions that could signal how to adjust the posture and how to move the body during physical activities. In particular, we have investigated

- which artificial tactile stimuli delivered across the body could work as instructions that represent body movements in an intuitive way,

- how well these tactile instructions were perceived and recognized in active situations that were physically and cognitively demanding,

- how tactile instructions compared with spoken instructions delivered over earplugs in active situations, and

- if tactile instructions could enhance the performance and learning of motor skills in active situations.
1.3 Thesis Contributions

This thesis evolved out of missing realtime feedback while snowboarding. To instruct snowboarders how to correct their posture while descending the slope, we imagined a wearable system that automatically sensed the rider’s movements and that provided tactile instructions to the relevant parts of the body. This initial idea resulted in the design of a general set of full-body tactile patterns that can represent body movements in an intuitive way [Spelmezan et al., 2009b]. These tactile patterns constitute a simple tactile language of motion instructions for physical activities. This language can guide through sequences of body movements similar to words that form sentences in spoken languages [Spelmezan et al., 2009a].

Our work also addressed the three tasks that wearable sensing and feedback devices have to accomplish: sensing of posture and body movements; detecting mistakes; and providing instructions (see section 1.1). As an example for developing such a system, we have informed the design of a wearable snowboard training system [Spelmezan and Borchers, 2008], and we have built hardware and software tools that support rapid prototyping of simple wearable computing applications [Spelmezan et al. 2008]. These tools enabled us to build the first assistant for snowboard training that could sense and interpret the movements of the snowboard and the posture of the rider [Spelmezan et al., 2009c]. To evaluate the proposed approach to teaching motor skills in a real-world setting, we will report in this dissertation the results of a field study that was conducted with amateur athletes who experienced tactile instructions during a snowboarding course.

The main contributions of this thesis address several research topics that relate to the interaction between humans and computers (see Fig. 1.3):

- The development of hardware and software tools for rapid prototyping of wearable computing applications that can sense posture and body movements during physical activities and that can provide artificial tactile feedback for corrections.

- The design of full-body tactile patterns that can represent body movements in an intuitive way. These patterns can be quickly learned as instructions and recalled in the long-term. Moreover, these tactile motion instructions constitute a simple language that can communicate how to move the body during physical activities.

- The evaluation of tactile motion instructions regarding their intuitiveness, learnability, perception, and recognition in active situations.

- The evaluation of tactile motion instructions for teaching motor skills during physical activities.
1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured in four parts and includes the following chapters:

Part I Wearable Sensing and Feedback Devices

Chapter 2 focuses on wearable computing, context recognition, and state-of-the-art wearable systems that can sense posture and body movements.

Chapter 3 describes the custom-built wearable sensing and feedback device and the developed software tools that enabled us to design and to evaluate tactile instructions with users in laboratory and in field studies.

Chapter 4 informs the design of a wearable snowboarding assistant and presents algorithms that can classify basic context information on the slope.

Part II Tactile Motion Instructions

Chapter 5 discusses the fundamentals of tactile perception and introduces related work on tactile display technologies and their applications.

Chapter 6 addresses the design of artificial tactile stimuli that can represent body movements in an intuitive way and evaluates how young adults
perceive and interpret these stimuli in stationary and in active situations.

Chapter 7 focuses on the language aspect of tactile motion instructions and investigates how accurate young adults can recognize sequences of instructions that are based on two different encoding metaphors. This chapter also examines how intuitive users regard the designed tactile stimuli to represent body movements and how well they can remember the meaning of these stimuli after an extended time period without additional practice.

Chapter 8 describes a field study that was conducted with snowboarders to evaluate tactile motion instructions for teaching motor skills. Finally, the composed set of tactile motion instructions and recommendations for designing tactile motion instructions are presented.

Part III Conclusion

Chapter 9 summarizes the presented work.

Chapter 10 describes future challenges.

Part IV Appendix

The appendices of this thesis provide supporting materials:

Appendix A shows the circuit schematic of the developed motor shield.

Appendix B, Appendix C, and Appendix D comprise the post-study questionnaires for the conducted field studies.

Appendix E discusses the structure of formal languages.
Part I

Wearable Sensing and Feedback Devices
Chapter 2

Wearable Computing

“Where a calculator on the ENIAC is equipped with 18,000 vacuum tubes and weighs 30 tons, computers in the future may have only 1,000 vacuum tubes and perhaps weigh 1.5 tons.”

—Unknown, Popular Mechanics, March 1949

In this dissertation, we have investigated artificial tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body during physical activities. To design these instructions necessitated a wearable feedback system that controlled actuators for generating tactile stimuli on the skin. To evaluate these instructions in real-world conditions necessitated a context-aware wearable system that sensed and analyzed body movements, and that automatically provided instructions on incorrect posture. In this chapter, we will introduce the concept of wearable computers, and we will present technologies for building wearable sensing and feedback devices, as envisioned in section 1.1.

2.1 Wearable Computers

Wearable computers have a wide range of applications. Several systems have been presented and have been deployed in particular in health related domains. These systems can continuously record and supervise a patient’s vital signs, physical activities, or exercises; they can inform patients on their current medical status; and they can automatically notify physicians of emergencies [Martin et al., 2000, Steele et al. 2003, Pentland 2004, Lukowicz et al. 2004, Jovanov et al. 2005, Sung et al., 2005]. Some devices were designed for monitoring gait [Paradiso et al., 2004] or sway [Brunelli et al., 2006]; these devices provided audio feedback for corrections.

Besides assisting coaches in analyzing the performance of athletes and in motivating amateurs to reach fitness goals (see section 1.2), wearable systems have been built that can support referees in scoring sparring matches [Chi et al. 2004] and snowboarding competitions [Harding et al., 2009].
Wearable devices have also been deployed in industrial settings [Stanford, 2002]. Due to their small size, they can support trainees and workers in their natural work environments, for example while assembling and maintaining complex systems like cars and airplanes, or they can assist rescue workers in emergency situations [Lukowicz et al., 2007].

The aforementioned examples illustrate that wearable computers become increasingly important as assistive technologies. But what is a wearable computer? The adjective “wearable” implies that the computer is small and portable enough to be worn or carried on one’s body [NOAD2, 2005]. This straightforward definition only addresses the physical size of the device. Wearable computers, however, have specific characteristics that differentiate them from desktop computers and personal digital assistants. Rhodes [1997] has first outlined these characteristics: besides being portable, always on, and designed for hands-free use, they sense and exploit the physical context and proactively convey relevant information to the user.

Later works referred to these characteristics and refined the concept of wearable computing. For example, Dey et al. [1999] highlighted context-awareness and proactivity: being “proactive” is “the essence of context-aware computing: the computer analyzes the user’s context and makes task-relevant information and services available to the user, interrupting the user when appropriate”. Starner [2001] described the ideal attributes of wearable devices: they observe and model the user’s environment, the user’s physical and mental state, and its own internal state; they support input and output modalities that best fit to the user’s context and provide context-sensitive reminders as appropriate.

[Starner, 2001] defined wearable systems as “mobile electronic devices that can be unobtrusively embedded in the user’s outfit as part of the clothing or an accessory”. Such systems are context-sensitive because they “model and recognize user activity, state, and the surrounding situation”. Moreover, wearable computing offers a new interaction concept between user, system, and environment: the user simultaneously interacts both with the environment and with the system, while the system directly interacts with the environment and further mediates the interaction between the user and the environment. This concept is fundamentally different to the interaction in conventional mobile systems, which forces users to focus on the interface and to interact either with the system or with the environment, but not with both at the same time.

2.2 Context-Awareness

As noted above, context-awareness is fundamental to wearable computing. Context is an umbrella term for information that can describe the situation of an object, a place, or a person relevant to the interaction between a user and an application [Dey, 2001]. Context includes environmental conditions, the state of surrounding objects, the user’s location, and human activities
Context-aware systems use sensors that measure certain signals and physical conditions that can yield this information.

Recognizing context from sensor data is similar to recognizing speech from different speakers [Intille et al., 2004]. Speech is one specific form of sensor data that is noisy, ambiguous, and that often considerably varies between users. The goal is to map this variable data into distinct classes based on the characteristics of the speech. To capture the variability in speech, machine learning techniques such as Hidden Markov Models [Rabiner, 1989] are used for building statistical and computational models based on previously annotated training data sets. The new speech that has to be recognized is then compared to these models and mapped to the class that best describes the speech’s characteristics.

Of particular interest to context-aware wearable applications is the recognition of the user’s activity, gestures, body movements, and posture:

**Activity recognition** addresses the physical activities that people perform during the day, such as walking, running, bicycling, standing still, climbing stairs, riding an elevator, watching TV, cooking, or brushing teeth [Bao and \[Intille, 2004\]. The motion patterns of the body can reveal these activities. To measure these patterns, wearable systems typically use accelerometers to sense acceleration at various body locations. Based on the measured acceleration patterns, the system identifies what the user does.

**Gesture recognition** addresses movements that are often performed with the hands or with the arms. Such gestures can be captured with *inertial measurement units* that comprise accelerometers for sensing translation and acceleration in three dimensions, and gyroscopes for sensing rotation [Benbasat and Paradiso, 2002]. Gestures become increasingly important in mobile and wearable computing applications because they can enable “eyes-free” control and interaction with devices [Brewster et al., 2003].

**Motion recognition** focuses on fluid and continuous movements of the whole body. Similar to gestures, the translation and the rotation of the body and its limbs are sensed in three dimensions. Depending on the application scenario, various technologies are combined [Welch and Foxlin, 2002]. These technologies include inertial measurement units [Kunze et al., 2006], video analysis and accelerometers [Kwon and Gross, 2005], or inertial measurement units and ultrasonic sensors [Vlasic et al., 2007].

**Posture recognition** refers to the static pose of people. Stretch and bend sensors woven into clothes can yield the position of the trunk and the limbs, such as whether the torso is bent forward or rotated to the side, or whether the arms are stretched or flexed [Farringdon et al., 1999, Mattmann et al., 2007]. Threshold tests on the orientation of accelerometer data often suffice to detect transitions among simple postures, such as sitting, standing, or lying [Farringdon et al., 1999]. To recognize postures that are more complex or detailed, machine learning technique are applied [Mattmann et al., 2007].
2.3 Toolkits for Building Wearable Computing Applications

The wearable sensing and feedback devices that we have proposed for providing tactile instructions during physical activities (see section 1.1) are one example of context-aware systems that would observe the user’s physical state to provide context-sensitive reminders as appropriate (see section 2.1). These devices have to accomplish three tasks: the first task involves sensing of posture and body movements; the second task involves building a posture and motion model of the body such that incorrect posture and movements can be detected; the third task involves feedback for corrections, in our case, as tactile instructions applied across the body. These three tasks necessitate devices that can sense posture and body movements, software algorithms that can analyze sensor measurements and that can interpret the classified posture and body movements in realtime, and devices that can artificially stimulate the skin. In this section, we will introduce state-of-the-art sensing devices, prototyping platforms, feedback devices, and software toolkits for building such systems.

2.3.1 Sensing Devices and Prototyping Platforms

Various sensing devices have been developed that can sense context information regarding the user’s activity, posture, and body movements. Some devices are commercially available, whereas others are research platforms that cannot be purchased. These devices typically log sensor data for offline processing, or they transmit the measurements to desktop computers or to mobile computing devices that can process this data in realtime.

The MTx motion tracker is a commercial sensing device [Xsens Technologies B.V., 2010]. This inertial measurement unit has gyroscopes, accelerometers,
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Figure 2.2: Left: The Shake SK6 sensing unit. Right: The Arduino BT prototyping platform hosts an ATMega168 8-bit micro-controller [Atmel Corporation, 2009] and a Bluetooth module for wireless communication.

and magnetometers for measuring the orientation of body segments. Several units can be combined to a motion capture suit (see Fig. 2.1). Sensor data is transmitted over Bluetooth or over a wired connection to the host computer. Previous versions of these trackers have been used for capturing body movements in martial arts [Kunze et al., 2006] and in skiing [Brodic et al., 2008], or for tracking hand gestures [Zinnen and Schiele, 2008].

Similar sensing devices are Flock of Birds [Ascension Technology Corporation, 2008] and GS-190-M [Animazoo, 2004]. ShapeWrap III [Measurand Inc., 2010] uses shape sensors made of optical fibers. Since these systems are expensive, some researchers have built similar devices from inexpensive off-the-shelf components [Aylward and Paradiso, 2006, Pirkl et al., 2008].

The Shake SK6 and SK7 [SAMH Engineering Services, 2010] (see Fig. 2.2, left) are wireless sensing devices that can transmit and receive data over Bluetooth. These matchbox-sized units have various built-in sensors, including accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes, and a plug for two external sensors. A sensor fusion algorithm calculates the compass heading in degrees relative to the earth’s magnetic north pole. Moreover, these Shake devices have a built-in vibration motor and a plug for two external actuators that can generate tactile feedback. These units have been used for augmenting mobile devices with additional sensing and feedback capabilities [Williamson et al., 2007, Hoggan et al., 2009].

In contrast to commercially available sensing devices, many research platforms mainly focus on monitoring of daily activities and on activity recognition. These devices were designed to meet certain requirements, such as small size and day-long operation. For example, BodyANT [Kusserow et al., 2009] has one 3D accelerometer and can continuously sense and wirelessly stream data up to five days. Similar wireless sensing devices are WearNET.
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[Lukowicz et al., 2002], PadNET [Junker et al., 2003], MIThril [DeVaul et al., 2003], Smart-its [Beigl and Gellersen, 2003], MITes [Tapia et al., 2006], B-Pack [Ohmura et al., 2006], and MSP [Choudhury et al., 2008]. Some of these systems are modular and connect with prototyping shields or daughter boards, including the Hoarder board [Gerasimov, 2002], PadNET [Junker et al., 2003], Smart-its [Beigl and Gellersen, 2003], MIThril [DeVaul et al., 2003], BTnode [Beutel et al., 2004], and Telos [Polastre et al., 2005].

Limitations of off-the-shelf sensing devices and of research platforms

Although off-the-shelf sensing devices are appropriate for many application scenarios, their disadvantage is that they only have a fixed set of built-in sensors that cannot be exchanged. Moreover, they typically cannot be programmed to run custom algorithms and applications that analyze sensor data in realtime. Many of the aforementioned research platforms can be customized, but they target at professionals who have knowledge in microcontroller programming and in designing printed circuit boards.

Prototyping platforms

Another class of devices are prototyping platforms. They are similar to the aforementioned research platforms, but they were designed to foster rapid prototyping of applications. These platforms do not have built-in sensors, but they offer input pins to connect sensors. Some platforms also offer output pins for actuators. Moreover, many prototyping platforms can be easily programmed to analyze sensor measurements in realtime. For these reasons, prototyping platforms are often used for building custom sensing and feedback devices that address specific needs.

Toolkits for building physical user interfaces

Prototyping platforms that are commercially available were designed to support nonprofessionals in designing interactive systems and physical user interfaces. These platforms include Make Controller Kit [Makingthings, 2010], Phidgets [Greenberg and Fitchett, 2001], and I-CubeX [Infusion Systems, 2007]. They can connect to various sensors and actuators but normally require an external power supply and a serial connection to a desktop computer that can process sensor data. Thus, they are less suited as wearable stand-alone units for analyzing sensor measurements in realtime.

The Arduino physical computing platform

Arduino [Banzi et al., 2005] is an open-source electronics prototyping platform for rapid prototyping of interactive systems and wearable applications. Arduino also functions as stand-alone unit and supports wireless data transfer, such as over Bluetooth (see Fig. 2.2 right). LilyPad Arduino is a small variant of this board. Designed to introduce novices to electronics, computing, and design [Buechley et al., 2008], this construction kit targets at wearable computing and computational electronic textiles [Buechley, 2006]. All Arduino platforms can be programmed in a C-like language.

Sun SPOT for embedded electronic devices

Sun SPOT [Sun Microsystems, 2004] is both a sensing device and a prototyping platform. This device was designed to support rapid prototyping of embedded electronic devices that can sense and respond to their environment. SPOTs can be programmed in Java [Sun Microsystems, 1995], and they can analyze sensor data in realtime. They function as stand-alone units, and they can form a wireless sensor network.
Figure 2.3: The TactaBoard [Lindeman and Cutler, 2003] controlled the TactaVest [Lindeman et al., 2004a] (courtesy of Robert W. Lindeman).

### 2.3.2 Software Toolkits for Sensor Data Analysis

Software toolkits focus on visualizing sensor data and on context recognition. For example, IU SENSE is a desktop application that graphically displays accelerometer data [Caracas et al., 2003]. The Georgia Tech Gesture Toolkit (GT²k) focuses on implementing gesture-based recognition systems based on Hidden Markov Models [Westeyn et al., 2003]. The Context Recognition Network (CRN) Toolbox targets at distributed activity and context recognition systems on mobile and wearable devices that run POSIX operating systems [Bannach et al., 2008]. The WUI-Toolkit focuses on designing and implementing wearable user interfaces, such as those displayed in head-mounted displays [Witt et al., 2007].

A few other toolkits specifically support iterative and rapid prototyping of sensor-based interactions or of context-aware applications. The Context Toolkit [Dey et al., 2001] and iCap [Dey et al., 2006] target at ubiquitous computing environments. d.tools [Hartmann et al., 2006] focuses on physical user interfaces for information appliances. Exemplar [Hartmann et al., 2007] resembles IU SENSE but enables interaction design through programming by demonstration. iStuff Mobile [Ballagas et al., 2007] aims at sensor-enhanced mobile devices for ubiquitous computing scenarios [Ballagas, 2007]. These toolkits, however, are less suited for developing wearable applications and for conducting field experiments with wearable systems, as required in this work.

### 2.3.3 Tactile Feedback Devices

Only few devices that are commercially available can drive actuators. The Shake SK6 (see Fig. 2.2, left) has a built-in actuator and a plug for two external actuators. Another system is the Tactor Eval 2.0 module (9 cm × 9.5 cm), which controls up to eight C2 tactors [Engineering Acoustics Inc., 2010]. Eight modules can form a master-slave setup to control 64 tactors.
Many tactile feedback devices that can be worn on the body are custom-built prototypes for research projects [Cardin et al., 2006a, b; Jones et al., 2006]. Lindeman et al. [2006b] presented several systems. The TactaBoard (19 cm × 11 cm × 5.8 cm) (see Fig. 2.3) controlled 16 actuators and varied the intensity of the generated stimuli by pulse width modulation [Barr, 2001]. This board communicated to its host computer over a wired connection [Lindeman and Cutler, 2003]. The TactaBox (15.2 cm × 10.1 cm × 5.1 cm) improved the TactaBoard and supported Bluetooth communication [Lindeman et al., 2004b]. The TactaPack (5.8 cm × 3.5 cm × 1.35 cm) consisted of one built-in vibration motor and one 3D accelerometer [Lindeman et al., 2006a]. This unit was an example of a simple wireless sensing and feedback device that could sense and stream to a host computer the position of limbs during physical therapy exercises, and that could provide a tactile warning signal when the measured accelerometer signals exceeded a predefined threshold value, which corresponded to wrong limb movements. Besides these wearable motor controllers, several researchers have built tactile vests for investigating full-body tactile feedback [Yano et al., 1998; Rupert, 2000; Gemperle et al., 2001; van Erp and van Veen, 2003; Jones et al., 2004; Lindeman et al., 2004a]. These vests contained custom-built motor controllers that communicated with their host devices over Bluetooth or over a serial connection, such as the TactaVest (see Fig. 2.3).

### 2.4 Iterative Design: A Challenge in Designing Wearable Computing Applications

Iterative design and prototyping are key principles for designing usable user interfaces [Buxton and Sniderman, 1980; Gould and Lewis, 1985; Baecker et al., 1995; Schrage, 1996]. Although developers usually have a good idea of the final product, at the beginning of the design process they cannot foresee unexpected problems and usability breakdowns that users might face. Frequent tests of prototypes with users and redesigns of these prototypes in each iteration based on the gained insights help developers to refine initial ideas and contribute to the final design of the system (see Fig. 2.4).
These principles are of particular importance to wearable computing. Depending on the application domain and the services to provide, wearable systems have to balance various technical, economical, and social constraints and requirements, including size, weight, power consumption, processing requirements, reliability, maintenance, costs, privacy, and comfort [Schmidt and Laerhoven, 2001, Starner, 2001]. For example, users usually do not accept and wear devices that are uncomfortable or that interfere with fluid human movement [Gemperle et al., 1998, Dunne and Smyth, 2007]. To address these issues, developers of wearable systems should adopt an iterative design approach, and they should involve users in the design process as highlighted by [Bass et al., 1997] and [Smailagic and Siewiorek, 1999].

Iterative design and prototyping, however, necessitate development tools that allow developers to quickly create user interfaces [Myers et al., 2000]. Even so, very few toolkits, platforms, and devices are commercially available that support rapid prototyping of wearable devices and user interfaces. Moreover, off-the-shelf components rarely meet all requirements and constraints that new usage scenarios might require. For these reasons, developers have to build specialized hardware that address their needs. Although custom designs can have benefits over using off-the-shelf components, for example, they can reduce effort, overhead, power consumption, and costs [Smailagic et al., 1997], they also can have disadvantages. In general, custom designs require technical expertise. Also, similar to many off-the-shelf components, custom-designed systems can result in specialized hardware that might not be reused in other settings than in the usage scenarios that they have been developed for. These conditions can increase the time and the effort for developing the intended system, and they can raise the threshold to iteratively build and test new prototypes.

We faced similar problems when we started this dissertation. In order to explore tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body during physical activities, we were looking for a system that could control actuators for generating artificial tactile stimuli across the body. This system also had to sense and analyze posture and body movements such that tactile instructions could be automatically applied in a realistic scenario. As summarized in section 2.3, several commercially available devices and toolkits exist that we could have used, but they also had limitations. These devices could not be customized with additional sensors that were required for sensing posture and body movements in our envisioned application scenarios. In addition, they required us to use a platform for sensing context information and a different platform for providing tactile feedback.

For these reasons, we have built a general-purpose sensing and feedback device that offered connections for sensors and for actuators, based on the Arduino BT prototyping platform. Also, we have developed software that supported us in visualizing and analyzing sensor data for sensing posture and body movements. These tools enabled us to prototype simple wearable computing applications and to iteratively design and evaluate tactile instructions with users. We will describe these tools in the next chapter.
Building wearable applications is challenging.

Existing technologies are not versatile enough.

2.5 Closing Remarks

The goal of this dissertation was to explore artificial tactile stimuli as instructions for correcting wrong posture and movements during physical activities. To design and evaluate tactile instructions necessitated a wearable system that sensed and analyzed posture and body movements, and that automatically provided these instructions in realtime.

As discussed in this chapter, developing such a system is challenging because wearable systems have to balance various constraints and requirements. Although several off-the-shelf hardware and software tools are available for prototyping wearable computing applications, these tools have certain limitations. Sensing devices that can track body movements rely on additional computing devices for analyzing sensor measurements in realtime. Also, they have a fixed set of built-in sensors, and they do not support experiments with alternative sensors that might be required in some application scenarios. Moreover, most devices that can generate tactile feedback are research platforms that cannot be purchased, whereas off-the-shelf devices that can sense context information and that can provide tactile feedback only connect to a few external sensors and actuators. Another limitation is that software toolkits that address context recognition and sensor-based interactions either do not aim at wearable computing, or they only run on dedicated mobile devices.

In the next chapter, we will present our work on a general-purpose wearable system for sensing and actuation. This device allowed us to design tactile instructions and to evaluate these instructions with users, considering laboratory studies and field studies that also involved sensing of posture and body movements in realtime.
Chapter 3

A Wearable Sensing and Feedback System

“I must create a system, or be enslaved by another man’s.”

—William Blake

In the last chapter, we have summarized existing technologies for building wearable sensing and feedback devices. These technologies, however, had two disadvantages. They typically supported only a fixed set of built-in sensors, and they required two platforms: a platform for sensing and analyzing context information, and a platform for providing tactile feedback. To resolve these issues, we have developed a hardware platform that combined sensing, actuation, and wireless data transfer. Additionally, we have implemented software that assisted in analyzing sensor data and in designing tactile stimuli. These tools allowed us to prototype simple context-aware wearable applications. In particular, these tools enabled us to iteratively design and to evaluate tactile instructions with users in a realistic setting.

In this chapter, we will introduce these tools, which have been presented in part in [Spelmezan et al., 2008] and in [Spelmezan et al., 2009c].

3.1 Hardware Platform

Our wireless platform was intended for implementing wearable sensing and feedback devices as illustrated in section 1.1. This platform consisted of two units: a custom-built box that supported sensing and actuation (SensAct); and a host device. These units communicated over Bluetooth. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the architecture of this system and the tasks of each unit.

Both units had a programmable micro-controller that could run custom algorithms for basic signal processing and context recognition. In a typical setup, the SensAct box sampled and preprocessed sensor data, and...
streamed this data to the host. The host ran algorithms for context recognition and implemented higher application logic, such as rules that could interpret the classified posture. The host could also send control messages to the SensAct box. These messages could define the sampling rate for sensors, and they could start the transmission of raw sensor data or of classification results. Other control messages could activate actuators, such as vibration motors for providing tactile feedback. The SensAct box could also function as stand-alone unit that did not depend on the host to interpret context information or to control actuators.

### 3.1.1 The SensAct Box

The SensAct box resembled the TactaBoard and the TactaBox (Lindeman and Cutler, 2003) and the TactaBox (Lindeman et al., 2004b) (see Fig. 2.3). In contrast to these devices, the SensAct box also interfaced to sensors and offered a programmable micro-controller based on the Arduino BT (see Fig. 2.2 right). The ability to interface to different sensors and actuators and to exchange them on the fly turned this box into a general-purpose sensing and feedback device. This device was a versatile tool for conducting initial field studies that could inform the design of context-aware wearable applications. The SensAct box was developed in three iterations, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Each prototype was tested in a field study and improved based on the gained results (see chapter 4). The final system was used during laboratory and field studies on tactile feedback (see chapters 6, 7, and 8).

The first prototype of the SensAct box had connector sockets for six sensors but did not support actuators (see Fig. 3.2). Two AA batteries attached to the side of the box provided power for sensing and streaming of sensor data for several hours. We used this device during the first user study on the slope and logged data from various sensors for off-line analysis (see section 4.3). This box served as proof of concept for building a wearable snowboarding assistant. The hardware and the software for this box was developed by Guggenmos (2007) under the guidance of the author.
3.1 Hardware Platform

Figure 3.2: The first prototype of the SensAct box had connectors for various sensors (12 cm × 6.5 cm × 4 cm).

Figure 3.3: The custom-designed motor shield atop of the Arduino BT (see Appendix A for the circuit schematic).

The second prototype of the SensAct box included a custom-built motor shield (see Fig. 3.3) for the Arduino BT. This shield could control six actuators by pulse width modulation [Barr, 2001]. Actuators were connected with TS connectors and sensors with TRS connectors, which commonly served as mono and stereo audio plugs in electronic devices (see Fig. 3.4). Two AA batteries powered the Arduino BT. Four AA batteries powered the actuators. This SensAct box was developed in part by Schanowski [2008] under the guidance of the author.
Figure 3.4: The second prototype of the SensAct box (15 cm × 8 cm × 5 cm) had TRS plugs to connect sensors (upper row) and TS plugs to connect actuators (lower row).

Figure 3.5: The final prototype of the SensAct box had D-sub connectors for sensors and TS plugs for actuators. A Nokia N70 mobile phone served as host device during field studies.
A user study on the slope (see section 4.4) revealed that the TRS plugs could cause loose connections, which affected the sensor measurements. Therefore, we replaced the TRS plugs with D-sub connectors for the final design of the box (see Fig. 3.5). D-sub connectors were commonly used for interfacing peripheral devices to computers. These connectors worked reliably during our subsequent field studies. In contrast to the TSR plugs, we did not experience loose connections with the TS plugs when testing actuators in the field.

3.1.2 The Mobile Host Device

The host could be any Bluetooth-enabled device. With Bluetooth, we could concurrently connect up to seven SensAct boxes for controlling up to 42 actuators. We decided for using a Nokia N70 mobile phone as host unit (see Fig. 3.5). This device could run custom-written programs in Java [Sun Microsystems, 1995] and in Python [Python Software Foundation, 1991]. In a typical setup with one SensAct box, we found no noticeable delay in the wireless communication between this host device and the box; the average time to send a six bytes command was approximately 39 ms.

3.2 Software Tools

We have developed programs for our host device and desktop applications for Mac OS X that could control the SensAct box and that could visualize sensor data. Also, we have developed software libraries for implementing programs on our hardware platform. These libraries supported basic signal processing with low-pass filters and helped implementing algorithms for context recognition, which could run either on the SensAct box or on the host device. Moreover, the host device could run programs that processed raw sensor data streamed from multiple SensAct boxes.

3.2.1 Sensor Monitor and Motor Control

Two Java programs developed for our mobile host device assisted in testing sensors and actuators during field studies (see Fig. 3.6). Sensor Monitor graphically displayed sensor measurements streamed from the SensAct box in realtime such that the correct placement of sensors on the body could be verified. Motor Control activated vibration motors such that their functioning could be tested when inserted into clothes. Both programs were programmed by Schanowski [2008] under the guidance of the author.
Figure 3.6: Sensor Monitor (left) and Motor Control (right) ran on the host device and assisted in testing the equipment during field studies.

Figure 3.7: iSense supported off-line analysis of logged sensor data and synchronized this data to footage recorded during field studies.

3.2.2 iSense

iSense, a desktop application, visualized raw sensor measurements recorded during field studies (see Fig. 3.7). This application resembled other tools that could analyze and process sensor data in realtime, such as IU SENSE [Caracas et al., 2003] and Exemplar [Hartmann et al., 2007]. iSense, however, could additionally synchronize sensor data to footage such that it was possible to see how body movements affected the sensor measurements.

We have used iSense to analyze raw sensor data recorded from snowboarders who descended a slope and to test algorithms for context recognition that could recognize a snowboarder’s posture (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). To investigate tactile instructions under real-world conditions, we have ported
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Figure 3.8: The Tactile Editor supported the design of tactile patterns by visually manipulating the properties of tactile stimuli.

these algorithms to our wearable platform, and we have implemented an interactive system that could trigger these instructions depending on the snowboarder’s weight distribution during turns (see chapter 8).

3.2.3 Tactile Editor and SensAct Control

The Tactile Editor evolved out of the need to design tactile stimuli that involved multiple vibration motors, such as spatiotemporal patterns (see section 5.3). These patterns could be represented as a sequence of commands that specified the order and the timing to activate individual motors. We have used a custom protocol to define these commands. For example, the following commands pulsed a single motor for 100 ms at full intensity:

```
B1;M1D1 // activate motor 1 at box 1, full intensity
B1;D100 // delay 100 ms
B1;M1D0 // deactivate motor
```

Tactile patterns that involved several motors could result in long lists of commands. To simplify the iterative design of patterns, the Tactile Editor offered a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where color-coded rectangles represented individual motors arranged on a time line (see Fig. 3.8). The height of rectangles represented the intensity of the vibration, whereas the width represented the duration of the vibration. The distance between neighboring rectangles denoted the delay between sequential stimuli. Several tactile tracks could be defined and transmitted to SensAct boxes for evaluation.
Figure 3.9: To support lab studies on tactile feedback, tactile pattern files could be loaded and displayed in a dedicated window. Each button represented a specific tactile pattern.

These command lists could also be exported to text files that were processed by the mobile host device. This application was programmed primarily by Jonas [2008] under the guidance of the author.

We have additionally developed another desktop application, called SensAct Control. This application could process these text files and could display the names of the tactile patterns as buttons in a window (see Fig. 3.9). Pressing these buttons activated the motors on the SensAct boxes.

The Tactile Editor resembled other graphical development environments for designing artificial tactile stimuli. These tools, however, were intended to support other application scenarios. Immersion Studio [Immersion Corporation, 2010a] addressed feedback effects that could be rendered by joysticks or game-pads for computer games. VibeTonz [Immersion Corporation, 2010b] focused on the design of tactile effects that could enhance applications running on mobile devices. The Haptic Editor [Enriquez and MacLean, 2003] focused on the design of haptic icons that could enrich the interaction with everyday manual controls, such as handles and joysticks (see also section 5.3). These icons were defined as waveforms, which the output device could translate into forces.

3.3 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have described custom-built tools for prototyping wearable computing applications. We have designed these tools in order to support two goals that were relevant for this dissertation. First, we in-
tended to investigate artificial tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body during physical activities. Second, we intended to build a wearable system for evaluating these tactile instructions in the field, based on posture and body movements that were sensed and classified in realtime. Since off-the-shelf sensing and feedback devices were less appropriate for this purpose, we have developed a wireless hardware platform for experimenting with sensors and actuators in the field. We have also implemented custom software for visualizing and analyzing sensor measurements off-line and online during field experiments.

As an example for using this platform and these tools, we will report in the next chapter how we have built the first wearable system for sensing and analyzing a snowboarder’s posture and body movements during descents. This system was required for testing tactile instructions with potential users in a realistic setting. In the subsequent chapters, we will then report the user studies that we have conducted for designing tactile instructions and for evaluating these instruction in static and in active situations.
Chapter 4

Towards a Wearable Snowboarding Assistant

“Have you noticed that whatever sport you’re trying to learn, some earnest person is always telling you to keep your knees bent?”
—Dave Barry

The missing realtime feedback on performance while snowboarding was our initial motivation for exploring tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body. To evaluate these instructions in the field, we decided to focus on this domain as an example. This goal required us to build a system that could automatically apply tactile instructions during a snowboarding course, depending on the rider’s movements while descending the slope.

In the last chapter, we have presented a platform for controlling vibration motors. This platform also supported sensing of posture and body movements, and enabled us to prototype simple wearable computing applications that involved sensing and actuation in realtime. In this chapter, we will describe the field studies that we have conducted with snowboarders for developing a simple wearable assistant for snowboard training.

To develop this system, we have first interviewed snowboard instructors (see section 4.1). These interviews helped us to inform the design of a wearable prototype and to identify common snowboarding mistakes that the envisioned system should address (see section 4.2). An initial field study helped us to validate the concept and to experiment with different sensors that could measure a snowboarder’s posture and movements (see section 4.3). Finally, we have conducted a user study with snowboarders to collect sensor data during descents and to investigate if our wearable system could sense and classify basic context information that was required for interpreting body movements and for recognizing snowboarding mistakes (see section 4.4). These findings were presented in [Spelmezan et al., 2009c].
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4.1 Interviews with Snowboard Instructors

To understand how snowboard instructors conduct courses and to gain insight into the most common mistakes in snowboarding, we have interviewed six instructors who taught introductory and advanced courses. Four instructors were members of the [SNOW SPORT Team] of RWTH Aachen University. These nonprofessional instructors had passed a training course that corresponded to the level of basic education (DSV Grundstufe) offered by the German Ski Association [Deutscher Ski-Verband (DSV), 2009]. One interviewee had a similar qualification (ÖSV Grundstufe) from the Austrian Ski Federation [Österreichischer Skiverband (ÖSV), 2009]. The other interviewee was a professional snowboard instructor (ÖSV Snowboardlehrer). These interviews were conducted primarily by [Guggenmos, 2007].

All instructors confirmed that snowboard students usually receive delayed feedback on their performance. A student only receives immediate feedback when they slowly descend together with the student during the first lessons. Sometimes, they call aloud from the distance if the student is close enough to hear the message. The instructors also mentioned that they cannot simultaneously observe all students when the group descends at the same time. In particular, when they focus on one student, the other students do not receive feedback on their performance.

The instructors explained several difficulties and common riding mistakes that snowboarders face. The unfamiliar riding experience on the sliding board is challenging because both feet are fixed to the board. For this reason, many beginners are afraid to fall. They tend to ride in a stiff posture, they dangle their arms, they look at their feet, and they often bend their upper bodies downward from the waist instead of to flex the legs. Two mistakes are very common: snowboarders incorrectly distribute their weight and incorrectly rotate their upper bodies during turns. Although all these aspects contribute to a smooth and graceful riding style, maintaining correct weight distribution and upper body rotation are fundamental to learning the basic snowboarding skills.

We asked the instructors on their opinion on a wearable assistant that sensed the rider’s posture and movements and that automatically provided feedback to correct the aforementioned mistakes while descending the slope. To avoid bias, we did not mention how the system could provide feedback.

The instructors agreed that immediate feedback during exercises could help snowboarders to improve their skills. Beginners would often perceive their posture and movements differently from what the instructor observed, and they would have difficulty to recall after the ride which movements they performed. For these reasons, realtime feedback could allow students to focus on a particular mistake and to compare their perceived posture to their actual posture. Also, many exercises would be performed on short sections of the slope because the coach cannot observe students who are far away. With automatic feedback, the group could avoid frequent stops.
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Even so, the instructors mentioned that not all students would benefit from feedback during exercises. For example, some beginners would feel distracted if the instructor called out at them. Others would not notice or would not respond to spoken instructions issued during the ride because they focus on keeping their balance, or they pay attention to other things.

When asked what type of feedback they suggested for communicating instructions to snowboarders during descents, our interviewees most often mentioned spoken messages over earplugs. These messages, however, might be difficult to perceive in the noisy outdoor environment, and they might block auditory warning signals of ski-slope grooming machines.

Another interviewee mentioned goggles with built-in displays. Similar to off-line video analysis, a virtual snowboarder could demonstrate correct technique. This visual feedback, however, might overload the visual channel and might disturb snowboard students during descents.

One interviewee mentioned gloves with buzzers that could encode instructions as different numbers of pulses: one pulse could signal to flex the legs, whereas two pulses could signal to stretch the legs. Continuous pulses could indicate that the proper movement range was left. Even so, students might have difficulty in counting the number of pulses. Therefore, he proposed instructions encoded as low and high frequency tones: a low tone could signal to flex the legs, whereas a high tone could signal to stretch the legs.

When we proposed artificial tactile instructions that could be delivered by vibration motors to those body locations that had to be adjusted, our interviewees laughed and made jokes about electro shocks. In general, they found this idea unusual but potentially valuable. Even so, they argued that artificial vibration delivered to the body might be hard to perceive because snowboarders were already exposed to vibration and tactile stimuli that naturally occurred during descents. Inexperienced and first-time snowboarders who were not familiar with tight clothes and with cold or swollen limbs might miss such tactile instructions. Therefore, this feedback might be more appropriate for advanced riders who already had experience in snowboarding. Advanced snowboarders would not constantly focus on maintaining balance such that they might have free attentional resources to perceive and process instructions while descending the slope. Such tactile instructions, however, should be clear to interpret, and they should only indicate one mistake at a time. In particular, this feedback should not overwhelm or annoy beginners who would often only need more time and practice for learning to snowboard.

Some interviewees stated that they could benefit from a wearable assistant themselves to fine-tune their own movements. Besides snowboarding, other sports that involved continuous body movements could also benefit from this approach, such as horse riding, swimming, surfing, or ice-skating. In contrast, football, volleyball, and sports that involved opponents and that required athletes to quickly adapt to new situations were considered less suited for wearable assistants that provided feedback in realtime.
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Figure 4.1: Snowboard terminology and typical stance when the left foot points forward (regular stance). Alternatively, some people prefer to ride with the right foot pointing forward (goofy stance).

Figure 4.2: Left: The neutral position on the snowboard. Middle: A frontside turn. Right: A backside turn. Photos by Martin Schliephake [Deutscher Verband für das Skilehrwesen, Interski Deutschland, 2003].

4.2 Common Mistakes in Snowboarding

In this section, we will first introduce the correct posture for the basic riding technique that snowboard students learn during a snowboarding course. Then, we will describe the aforementioned riding mistakes in detail, in particular incorrect weight distribution and counter-rotation [Deutscher Verband für das Skilehrwesen, Interski Deutschland, 2003].

A snowboard has two edges and resembles a wide ski. Both feet are fixed to the board such that the stance is transverse to the direction of travel. Fig. 4.1 illustrates this stance on the snowboard.

The neutral position describes the correct riding posture. The neutral position also called basic stance, describes the correct posture during descents (see Fig. 4.2 left). The weight is central over the board and distributed evenly between the feet. Ankles, knees, and hip joints are slightly flexed. This flex acts as natural suspension to compensate for uneven terrain, such as bumps in the riding path. The shoulders and the hips are in line with the feet’s stance on the snowboard. The head is up, and the rider looks in the direction of travel. In general, snowboard instructors refer to this neutral position for recognizing mistakes during the ride.
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Figure 4.3: (a) The fall line is the most direct path that a ball would roll down the hill. (b) The shaded areas of the feet indicate the correct weight distribution for pivoting the board. Darker shades represent increased pressure. The white bars represent the orientation of the upper body, which turns towards the new riding direction, in this example towards the left.

Figure 4.4: Typical mistakes during turns are incorrect weight distribution (left) and counter-rotation (right). Photos by Martin Schliephake [Deutscher Verband für das Skilehrwesen, Interski Deutschland 2003].

Descending the slope involves a sequence of turns that alternate between riding on the frontside edge and riding on the backside edge. These turns are called frontside turns and backside turns (see Fig. 4.2 middle and left). To switch between frontside and backside turns the rider points the board downhill and pivots the board across the fall line (see Fig. 4.3 (a)).

The basic technique for pivoting the board is called basic turn. This turn involves a sequence of body movements. Assuming a regular rider who descends on the frontside edge in neutral position (see Fig. 4.2 middle), he shifts the weight to the front foot and rotates the upper body to the left, towards the new riding direction (see Fig. 4.3 (b)). The resulting posture with increased pressure towards the nose of the board leads the board to follow these movements; the snowboard aligns to the fall line and pivots to the backside edge. Immediately following these movements, the rider returns to neutral position. He redistributes the weight evenly between the feet and aligns the torso parallel to the board (see Fig. 4.2 right). For the next turn, the rider shifts the weight to the front foot and rotates the upper body to the right such that the board pivots to the frontside edge.
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This movement sequence challenges beginners. Facing downhill, they hesitate to shift their weight to the front foot. Moreover, the board quickly accelerates when aligned towards the fall line. For these reasons, beginners tend to shift their weight to the back foot. Riding in this posture feels safer, but the increased pressure towards the tail of the board makes it difficult to pivot across the fall line and can lead to falls (see Fig. 4.4, left).

Many beginners also tend to twist their torso while traversing the slope (see Fig. 4.4, right) instead of to keep their upper bodies parallel to the snowboard as required in neutral position. In this twisted posture, they cannot further rotate their torso towards the new turning direction for pivoting the board. Instead, they quickly pull the board across the fall line by simultaneously twisting the torso in the opposite direction of the new turn and by exerting force through muscle action of the legs and feet.

In addition, many snowboarders often cannot assess if they sufficiently bend their legs. They keep their legs straight, and they bend the upper body downward from the waist. In general, people who learn motor skills tend to consciously control their movements and adopt a stiff posture to maintain balance [Wulf, 2007]. In snowboarding, riding with straight legs is not a mistake per se, but knee flexion improves balance and stability during the ride. Knee flexion also allows the rider to control the edging angle between the board and the slope. Also, for some techniques, the rider has to flex (stretch) the legs before pivoting and to stretch (flex) the legs after pivoting [Deutscher Verband für das Skilehrwesen, Interski Deutschland, 2003].

4.3 Initial Testing of the Technology

After interviewing the instructors, we decided to focus on the aforementioned snowboarding mistakes—incorrect weight distribution and counter-rotation—and on riding with straight legs. After prototyping our first sensing platform (see section 3.1.1), we conducted an exploratory pilot study with snowboarders in the indoor ski resort SnowWorld Landgraaf, The Netherlands. We experimented with different sensors to explore if it was possible to sense knee flexion, the weight distribution, and the rotation of the torso. Moreover, we recorded a first set of sensor data and footage for off-line data analysis. This work was done in part by Guggenmos [2007].

4.3.1 Hardware and Sensor Setup

Piezoresistive bend sensors that increase their resistance when deformed measured the amount of knee flexion during the ride. We used the Bend-Short v1.1 bend sensors (87 mm × 7 mm × 0.1 mm), which measured flex angles between 0° and 180° [Infusion Systems, 2007]. We wrapped two sensors in foam to increase their robustness and attached them to the back of each knee with knee pads (see Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Elastic supports fixated bend sensors at the back of the knees to measure the amount of knee flexion during the ride.

Figure 4.6: Pressure sensors located under the balls of the feet and under the heels measured the weight distribution on the snowboard.

Force-sensitive resistors (FSR) measured the amount of pressure applied by the feet and captured the weight distribution on the snowboard. We used the TouchMicro-10 v1.0 [Infusion Systems, 2007]. The sensors had a diameter of 10 mm, were 0.2 mm thick, and handled forces up to 667 N (68 kg). One FSR was placed under the first metatarsal bone to measure the pressure under the ball of the foot. Another FSR measured the pressure under the heel. We taped these sensors to insoles (0.4 mm thick) and inserted these insoles into the snowboarding boots (see Fig. 4.6).

The angular difference between the snowboard and the upper body can reveal if the rider counter-rotates the torso. To measure the twist of the upper body relative to the snowboard, we used the Shake SK6, which is an off-the-shelf sensing unit that can output the compass heading in degrees (see Fig. 2.2, left). We attached one unit to the lower leg of the front foot and another unit to the upper body with hook and loop fasteners.

Fig. 4.7 shows our prototype system. Our sensor box (see also Fig. 3.2) interfaced with the two bend sensors and with the four FSR sensors. The host device, a Nokia N70 mobile phone, communicated wirelessly with the sensor box and with the two Shake SK6 devices over Bluetooth.
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Figure 4.7: The first wearable system for sensing posture during descents comprised two force sensing insoles, two bend sensors, the sensor box, two Shake SK6 sensing units, and a Nokia N70 mobile phone as host device.

4.3.2 Participants and Study Procedure

Three advanced beginners participated. Three snowboarders aged 24, 25, and 27 years participated (one woman). One volunteer snowboarded for nine years. The other two volunteers snowboarded for one year and for three months respectively. They rated their skills as advanced beginners and stated to snowboard between 1–3 weeks per year during their holidays.

The host device logged sensor data at 20 Hz. The participants carried the sensor box in a pouch around their waist and the host device in a pocket of their ski suit. The host device logged raw sensor data streamed at 20 Hz from the three sensing units.

The neutral position served as reference pose to identify mistakes. We have mentioned that the neutral position can be used for identifying snowboarding mistakes (see section 4.2). To compare the posture while descending the slope to the correct posture as required for basic turns, we instructed the participants to pose in this posture on level ground while the host device took a snapshot of the sensor data. These measurements served as reference values for off-line video analysis.

The descents were captured on video. After this setup phase, we instructed the participants to descend a short section of the slope (about 60 meters, 200 ft), riding as they usually did. This setting was similar to what instructors would typically observe during courses if they were not too far away from their students. For each participant, we captured several descents on video to compare their pos-
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Figure 4.8: A participant’s weight distribution under the left foot. Frontside turns corresponded to increased weight under the ball of the foot. Backside turns corresponded to increased weight under the heel.

ture and body movements to the corresponding sensor measurements. The participants were instructed to perform a small jump before each descent. The force sensors detected this jump, which allowed us to synchronize the footage with the sensor recordings off-line in iSense (see Fig. 3.7).

4.3.3 Preliminary Results

Adjusting all sensors properly to the body and into the boots lasted one hour for each participant. Although the participants stated to have noticed the sensor cables under the insoles and the foam at the knees, the equipment did not hinder them in moving their bodies during the ride.

The wireless sensing platform worked reliably on the slope. We did not experience data loss or Bluetooth connection problems between the host device and our sensor box. Even so, it was difficult to connect to the Shake SK6 over Bluetooth through the thick layer of clothes. Also, we found that our sensor box’s thin plastic connectors for sensors were too flimsy to withstand extended stress.

We did not experience problems with the force sensors inside the boots. The bend sensors, however, work best when bent around a radius of curvature. Although we embedded these sensors in a layer of foam to make them more robust, they showed sharp bending points after the study. These bending points lead to a sudden drop of sensor readings as opposed to continuous change while flexing the legs. One bend sensor was damaged.

The sensing system did not cause discomfort.

Some minor problems with the sensing platform

The bend sensors were fragile.
Figure 4.9: A participant’s amount of knee flexion during descents. The foam and the knee pads bent the sensors and introduced an offset between the flexion measured at the left and right knee. The true flexion was about $33.4^\circ$ lower for the left knee and $44^\circ$ lower for the right knee. The rapid increase in flexion at 13 seconds corresponded to the initial jump into the air before descending the slope. Overall, the left leg remained rather stiff compared to the right leg, which was slightly bent and stretched. The sharp increase in flexion at 35.5 seconds was an artifact. The footage did not confirm that the rider bent his right leg at that time.

Off-line data analysis revealed that it was possible to differentiate between frontside and backside turns based on the weight distribution between the balls of the feet and the heels (see Fig. 4.8). We found that the reference values measured by the force sensors while posing in neutral position worked as threshold values for a threshold test that could estimate the point in time when pivoting the board: when the rider switched to the frontside edge, the sensor values under the balls of the feet exceeded their threshold values, whereas the sensor values under the heels dropped below their threshold values; when the rider switched to the backside edge, the sensor values under the heels exceeded their threshold values, whereas the sensor values under the balls of the feet dropped below their threshold values.

The bend sensors revealed the amount of knee flexion (see Fig. 4.9). Similar to the weight distribution, the reference values recorded in neutral position with slightly bent legs worked as threshold values such that it was possible to determine when the participants stretched or flexed their legs.

We also found that the compass heading of the Shake SK6 could not sense the rotation of the upper body and of the snowboard. These measurements were accurate in a stable environment, but the forces that continuously acted on the body during the ride and while pivoting the board skewed the accelerometer data and lead to heading errors [Caruso 2000].
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4.3.4 The Instructors’ Opinion

Following the initial test on the slope, we presented the wearable system to eleven snowboard instructors and 28 ski instructors, including members of the [SNOW SPORT Team](Hochschulsport der RWTH Aachen) [2007]. These instructors participated in the annual training course that was organized by the sports center of RWTH Aachen University [Hochschulsport der RWTH Aachen] [2007]. One certified snowboard instructor and three certified ski instructors led this course. We started by introducing all participants to our vision of wearable sports training systems that could analyze the athlete’s body movements and that could provide tactile instructions for corrections. Then, we explained how our custom-built sensing systems worked, and we visualized sensor data collected during descents, including weight distribution (see Fig. 4.8) and amount of knee flexion (see Fig. 4.9).

Eight snowboard instructors (73%) and 19 ski instructors (68%) considered the idea to sense posture and body movements with sensors and to provide tactile feedback during descents to be potentially very valuable. The professional snowboard instructor agreed that the system could be useful for correcting counter-rotation and incorrect weight distribution. Even so, similar to the interviewed instructors (see section 4.1), he argued that advanced and proficient snowboarders were the target users. Beginners and advanced beginners might not benefit from realtime feedback because they tend to concentrate on maintaining their balance.

One ski instructor also taught dancing. He stated that he often placed himself behind a dancer to touch the dancer’s right shoulder in the very moment when the dancer was supposed to move the right foot. Therefore, tactile instructions during descents might also work as reminders even if they were not delivered to those body locations that had to be adjusted.

The other participants mainly questioned whether an automatic system could recognize mistakes. One professional ski instructors argued that it would be impossible to distinguish between correct and incorrect movements without considering the characteristics of the slope. Movements that were correct in one situation could be wrong in a different situation. For this reason, analyzing posture without considering this context information would not yield which movements were wrong. For example, the instructor has to see the gradient of the slope in order to assess if the student sufficiently bends the legs. He further stated that beginners often ride with straight legs because they cannot maintain their balance otherwise. In such a case, realtime feedback for flexing the legs would not help. Even so, he agreed that knee flexion could be correlated with weight distribution; feedback based on this correlation could help athletes to improve their skills. Also, our approach could be useful for sports that involved simple and standardized movements, such as for fitness activities at the gym.

These comments indicated that our system would have to consider environmental context information for detecting riding mistakes. Even so, some
mistakes do not depend on the properties of the slope. Moreover, the snowboard instructor who supported our idea argued that realtime instructions could help snowboarders to correct counter-rotation and incorrect weight distribution. His opinion encouraged us to conduct a formal study on the slope and to focus on recognizing the riding edge and transitions between frontside and backside turns. With this context information, the system could automatically determine the valid set of body movements and the correct timing of these movements during turns.

### 4.4 Sensing Basic Context Information While Snowboarding

The most basic context information that a wearable snowboard training system would have to sense and classify is whether the snowboarder descends on the frontside or backside edge. Based on this information, the system could infer if the rider’s posture and movements are correct.

The riding edge determines the set of valid upper body movements. Riders who prefer to descend with the left foot pointing forward have to turn the upper body to the left when they pivot from the frontside edge to the backside edge (see Fig. 4.3); they have to turn the upper body to the right when they pivot from the backside edge to the frontside edge. These movements are reversed for riders who prefer to descend with the right foot pointing forward; they have to turn the upper body to the right (left) when they pivot to the backside (frontside) edge.

The point in time when the snowboard pivots from one edge to the other edge reveals the correct timing of movements, including weight distribution, upper body rotation, and knee flexion. Snowboarders should rotate their torso towards the new riding direction shortly before pivoting the board, as rotation while traversing the slope can result in to counter-rotation (see Fig. 4.4 right). They should rotate their torso back to neutral position after pivoting the board. Likewise, they should shift their weight to the front foot shortly before pivoting the board and back to neutral position shortly after pivoting the board. Unless riding in deep snow, which would require them to keep the weight on the back foot such that the nose of the snowboard does not sink in, increased weight towards the tail of the snowboard while traversing the slope is considered wrong technique. The correct timing of knee flexion also depends on the time when the rider pivots the snowboard. Flexion or extension of the legs should occur shortly before pivoting and shortly after pivoting the board (see section 4.2).

For these reasons, our main objective was to develop an algorithm that could detect when snowboarders pivoted the board and that could classify turns either as frontside turns or as backside turns. Therefore, we collected force sensor data from several snowboarders for off-line data analysis. In addition, we tested an alternative sensor for classifying knee flexion in or-
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**Figure 4.10:** Left: Optical bend sensors are robust and exhibit a linear response to flexion. The layer of foam shielded and fixated these sensors at the back of knees. Middle: Three force sensors captured the weight distribution. Right: The participants wore the SensAct box in a pouch.


der to correlate knee flexion to the instant when pivoting the snowboard. Finally, we evaluated a simple algorithm for activity recognition in order to detect when snowboarders descended or paused, based on accelerometer data. The motivation to differentiate between these activities was to prevent the wearable assistant from providing feedback on seemingly wrong posture, such as when moving the body during pauses. The work presented in this section was done in part by Schanowski [2008] under the guidance of the author.

4.4.1 Hardware Setup

Our first prototype of the sensor box reliably logged data during the pilot study, but the plastic connectors for sensors were too fragile for outdoor use (see Fig. 3.2). Therefore, we modified the design of the sensing platform and replaced the plastic connectors with TRS connectors (see Fig. 3.4). The redesigned SensAct box also included a motor shield that could control actuators, such as LEDs or vibration motors (see Fig. 3.3).

We also reconsidered the choice of sensors for measuring knee flexion. The thin piezoresistive bend sensors could result in artifacts in the sensor data if they were sharply bent (see Fig. 4.9). To avoid such artifacts, we built optical bend sensors [Kuang et al., 2002]. These optical sensors (see Fig. 4.10, left) consisted of a piece of plastic optical fiber with an LED at one end and a photocell at the other end. The fiber was abraded in the middle such that light sent through the fiber could escape when the fiber was bent: the more the fiber was bent, the more light could escape through the abraded region, and the less light arrived at the photocell. The redesigned SensAct box was appropriate for interfacing to these sensors; we powered the LEDs through the plugs that were originally intended for vibration motors.

Moreover, we included an additional force sensor inside each boot. This sensor was placed under the fifth metatarsal bone, which lies towards the outside of the ball of the foot (see Fig. 4.10, middle). We expected that these six sensors would capture the weight distribution between the left foot and the right foot, as proposed for skiing [Michahelles and Schiele, 2005].

The redesigned sensor box included a motor shield that could drive actuators.

Optical bend sensors measured knee flexion.

Three FSRs measured the weight distribution.
4.4.2 Participants and Study Procedure

To record sensor data during descents, we conducted a study in the indoor ski resort SnowWorld Landgraaf, The Netherlands. Eight snowboarders aged 23–27 years (M = 25.13 years, one woman) were recruited from the local university. On a five-point scale ranging from beginner to expert, one participant rated his riding skills as level one, two as level two (advanced beginner), three as level three (advanced), and two as level five. They snowboarded on average 1–2 weeks per year. Four participants had attended a training course to improve their riding skills. One expert snowboarder was a member of the SNOW SPORT Team. Two other candidates served as pilot testers to reveal unforeseen problems with the hardware setup.

The participants wore the SensAct box in a pouch (see Fig. 4.10, right). The SensAct box sampled and streamed sensor data to the host device at 50 Hz. These measurements comprised data from six pressure sensors, two bend sensors, and one 2D accelerometer attached to the upper body.

Before the first descent, we instructed the participants to pose in neutral position on level ground (see section 4.2). To capture this posture, the system recorded reference values from all sensors for ten seconds. We chose this duration in order to capture the slight variations in sway while standing still, instead of recording only a snapshot of the sensor values as we did in our first field study (see section 4.3).

We recorded the participants on video for off-line data analysis. The distance between the starting point on the slope and the camera was about 140 meters (460 ft). This distance allowed the participants to gain higher speed and to perform more turns compared to the first field study. All participants descended five times. For the first and the last descent, we asked them to descend as usual. For the second descent, they had to shift the weight to the front foot for turning the board and to avoid incorrect weight distribution towards the back foot. For the third descent, we introduced an alternative riding technique that required them to stretch the legs before pivoting the board and to flex the legs after pivoting. This technique served to verify if the optical bend sensors sensed knee flexion and to observe how accurate our candidates performed these movements. For the fourth descent, they had to alternate between riding three turns and pausing for 10 seconds. All descents were performed without prior training.

4.4.3 Classification of the Riding Edge and of Turns

As depicted in Fig. 4.8, the force sensors inside the boots revealed when the balls of the feet and when the heels exerted pressure on the snowboard. To classify turns as frontside turns or as backside turns based on this sensor data, we implemented an algorithm in iSense (see Fig. 3.7) that compared the measurements during descents to the reference values captured in neutral position when the weight was evenly distributed between the balls of
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the feet and the heels. The algorithm worked as follows:

First, the average of the reference values recorded under the balls (B) and the heels (H) of the left foot (L) and the right foot (R) were computed:

$$\overline{R}_{i}, i \in \{LB, LH, RB, RH\}$$

At each sampling time $t$ during descents, mean shifting adjusted the force sensor values $F_i(t)$ by subtracting the corresponding reference values $\overline{R}_i$. As a result, the value 0 became the new reference value for all measurements, which indicated when the weight was evenly distributed between the balls of the feet and the heels:

$$Y_i(t) = F_i(t) - \overline{R}_i$$

Simple exponential smoothing with smoothing factor $\alpha$ ($0 \leq \alpha < 1$) reduced sensor noise for the adjusted values $Y_i(t)$:

$$S_i(0) = Y_i(0)$$
$$S_i(t) = \alpha \times S_i(t-1) + (1 - \alpha) \times Y_i(t)$$

The algorithm then summed the forces measured under the balls of the feet (B) and the heels (H) and computed the difference (D) between these values:

$$B(t) = S_{LB}(t) + S_{RB}(t)$$
$$H(t) = S_{LH}(t) + S_{RH}(t)$$
$$D(t) = B(t) - H(t)$$

Simple moving average (SMA) returned the mean weight distribution between the balls of the feet and the heels (the window size $w$ denoted the number of previous samples used to compute the mean weight distribution):

$$E(t) = SMA_w(D(t)) = \frac{D(t) + D(t-1) + ... + D(t-w+1)}{w}$$

The value of $E(t)$ could be used for determining the riding edge. A threshold value $T_E$ defined the tolerance range around the reference value 0 where we regarded the weight distribution between the balls of the feet and the heels to be evenly distributed as captured in neutral position. The rider descended on the frontside edge if the mean weight distribution was towards...
the balls of the feet: $E(t) > T_E$. The rider descends on the backside edge if
the mean weight distribution was towards the heels: $E(t) < -T_E$. The rider
pivoted the board if the mean weight distribution was within the boundaries
of the tolerance range defined by the positive and negative threshold values:
$-T_E \leq E(t) \leq T_E$. Transitions between the edges corresponded to the
beginning of turns.

The precision of this algorithm in classifying the riding edge depended on
three parameters: the smoothing factor $\alpha$, the window size $w$, and the
threshold value $T_E$. To narrow down the choice of values that could be
used for classifying turns, we first experimented with the following values
that were applied to the sensor recordings from the first field study: $T_E \in \{50, 100, 150, 200\}, w \in \{5, 10, 20, 40\}, \alpha \in \{0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9\}$ (the 10-
bit analog to digital converter of the Arduino BT board mapped input
voltages between 0 and 5 V from the sensors to integer values between 0
and 1023; $T_E = 50$ corresponded to 244 mV or roughly 0.4 kg for the chosen
force sensors; $w = 5$ corresponded to 250 ms at 20 Hz sampling rate). In
general, we found that lower values for the threshold and for the window
size decreased the delay for recognizing new turns but caused classification
errors. The effect of the smoothing factor was less obvious to determine.

To analyze the new sensor recordings and to optimize the recognition rate
of our algorithm across all riders, we decided for applying $T_E = 50$, $w = 25$
(500 ms at 50 Hz), and $\alpha \in \{0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9\}$. The first descents served
as training set. We compared the output of the algorithm to the riding
edge on footage. We counted the number of correctly classified turns (true
positives), missed turns (false negatives), and misclassified turns (false pos-
itives). These values served for calculating a ranking $R$ for each smoothing
factor $\alpha$. A high ranking corresponded to a high number of correctly clas-
sified turns and to low numbers of missed and misclassified turns:

$$R_\alpha = \#correct - \#missed - \#misclassified$$

Given the smoothing factor $\alpha$ that yielded the best results, we evaluated the
algorithm based on the sensor recordings of the participants’ last descents.

**Results**

The classification accuracy for the training set was independent of the
smoothing factor $\alpha$. In total, the participants performed 56 turns. All
turns were correctly classified as frontside turns or as backside turns as ob-
served on footage. The algorithm reported three states: pivoting, frontside
turn, and backside turn. Fig. 4.11 shows an example output.

Table 4.1 summarizes the classification accuracy for the test set. In total,
the participants performed 61 turns. A smoothing factor $\alpha = 0.9$ yielded
the highest ranking $R_{0.9} = 57$ with 59 correctly classified turns (96.72%)
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Figure 4.11: Example output of the algorithm that detected the riding edge. When the mean weight distribution $E$ exceeded the threshold value $T_E = 0.4$, the algorithm outputted 0.4 to report turns on the frontside edge. When $E$ fell below the negative threshold value $-T_E = -0.4$ kg, the algorithm outputted -0.4 to report turns on the backside edge. An output of 0 signaled an even weight distribution between the balls of the feet and the heels while pivoting the board ($-T_E \leq E \leq T_E$).

Table 4.1: The classification accuracy of the turn detection algorithm when applied to the test set. The results for $\alpha \in \{0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7\}$ were the same as for $\alpha = 0.0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smoothing factor $\alpha$</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly classified turns</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misclassified turns</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking $R_\alpha$</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition accuracy (%)</td>
<td>91.80</td>
<td>90.16</td>
<td>93.44</td>
<td>96.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and two false positives. The lowest ranking was $R_{0.3} = 49$ with 55 correctly recognized turns (90.16%) and six false positives. These false positives were temporarily misclassified turns, which we regarded as errors. In these few cases, the algorithm did not immediately recognize the new riding edge when the board was pivoted as observed on footage. Even so, the edge was correctly classified as soon as the snowboarder exerted sufficient pressure towards the balls of the feet or towards the heels while traversing the slope.

We have also implemented an algorithm that used sensor data from the six force sensors to compute the mean weight distribution between the left foot and the right foot. This algorithm worked analogous to the algorithm that classified the riding edge, except that the difference in weight distribution was computed between the sum of the forces measured under the left foot and under the right foot. We found, however, that this approach did not accurately estimate the weight distribution as observed on footage.
Discussion

The developed algorithm used a threshold test and empirically chosen parameters for classifying the riding edge. This method was simple compared to machine learning algorithms that would consider the variability in the sensor data (see section 2.2). Even so, 96.72% of turns were correctly recognized in the test set, which comprised sensor recordings from snowboarders with different riding skills. Our sensor setup used for recognizing the riding edge was similar to the setup used for recognizing different modes of walking with two force sensors placed under the shoes [Junker et al., 2004]. In this case, however, a probabilistic model based on Bayes classifiers differentiated between level walking, ascending stairs, and descending stairs with 98.2% accuracy on average. Future work should explore if similar algorithms could help improve the classification of turns. These algorithms, however, have to run on micro-controllers in realtime.

Although our algorithm correctly classified turns with high accuracy, we surmise that sensors built into the soles of the boots or sensors built into the snowboard could help improve the recognition accuracy. Overall, it was difficult for us to position the force sensors directly under the balls of the feet and under the heels because the form of the participants’ feet and the form of their boots slightly varied. Although we verified the placement of these sensors with the Sensor Monitor application (see Fig. 3.6, left), some participants had to exert more pressure until their sensor values peaked. The sensor cables that run directly under the feet probably also influenced the measurements. Moreover, we recorded reference values in neutral position only before the first descent. Since the sensor measurements also depended on how tight the participants fastened their bindings before each descent, we surmise that capturing reference values before each descent could have improved the recognition accuracy of our algorithm.

Besides improving the setup of the force sensors, it might be necessary to adjust those parameters that can influence the classification of turns, such as the window size $w$ used for computing the mean weight distribution $E(t)$. For example, Fig. 4.11 shows a fluctuation of $D$ around 8.3 seconds. Had the window size been too short, $E(t)$ would have fallen below the threshold value $T_E$ such that the algorithm would have incorrectly interpreted this fluctuation as a new turn. During bumpy rides, a larger window size could smooth out such short-term fluctuations that might result in misclassified turns. More samples for computing $E(t)$, however, will decrease the responsiveness of the algorithm. Alternatively, hysteresis could help prevent the algorithm from misclassifying turns when $E(t)$ fluctuates around the threshold value.

Also, the threshold value $T_E$ could be adjusted to match different riding skills and riding techniques. $T_E$ determines how sensitive the algorithm responds to weight shifts. With high thresholds, it might be possible to assess the quality of turns for advanced riders while carving: this riding technique requires the snowboarder to increase the edging angle (see Fig. 4.2, right),...
which results in high pressure loads under the heels and under the balls of the feet. In contrast, low thresholds might detect when beginners pivot. Beginners usually slide down the slope because they do not have the skills to increase the edging angle. With low thresholds, a slight shift in weight towards the toes (heels) would yield the frontside (backside) edge. During bumpy rides, however, low thresholds might result in misclassified turns.

Our preliminary results indicated that it was not possible to classify whether the weight distribution was towards the left or right foot. We assume that the binding influenced the force sensor measurements. The front part of the binding fastened the boot to the snowboard and exerted a counter-force onto the balls of the feet. When the rider pulled the toes upwards during backside turns, the ball of each foot still exerted some pressure onto the sensors (see Fig. 4.8 between 19–21 and 24–25 seconds). In contrast, the heels could be lifted inside the boots during frontside turns; the sensors located under the heels did not measure forces such that these sensors’ values approached 0 (see Fig. 4.8 between 16.5–19 and 22–23 seconds). A similar effect could have occurred when the rider increased the weight towards either foot; the binding would exert a counter-force onto the other foot, in particular under the ball of the foot. Future work should investigate if additional sensors per foot, sensors built into the soles of the boots, or sensors built into the snowboard could help to accurately measure and classify the weight distribution between the left and right foot.

4.4.4 Knee Flexion during the Ride

For the third descent, the participants were asked to stretch the legs before pivoting the board and to flex the legs after pivoting. The optical bend sensors attached to the back of the knees measured this flexion and extension (see Fig. 4.12). Our method for classifying knee posture and for differentiating between stretched and flexed legs was similar to our method for classifying the riding edge (see section 4.4.3). The algorithm computed the average of the reference values measured for the left knee (LK) and the right knee (RK) while posing in neutral position with slightly bent legs:

\[ \overline{R}_i, i \in \{LK, RK\} \]

At each sampling time \( t \) during descents, mean shifting adjusted the bend sensor values \( B_i(t) \) by subtracting the corresponding reference values \( \overline{R}_i \) (the value 0 became the new reference value, which represented slightly bent legs):

\[ Y_i(t) = B_i(t) - \overline{R}_i \]

Simple exponential smoothing with smoothing factor \( \alpha (0 \leq \alpha < 1) \) reduced sensor noise for the adjusted values \( Y_i(t) \):
Figure 4.12: A participant’s amount of knee flexion measured with optical bend sensors. In this example, we did not map the sensor values to the corresponding flexion angles in degrees, as was the case with the piezoresistive bend sensors that were calibrated by the manufacturer to exhibit an identical response characteristic (see Fig. 4.9). Although we tried to build both optical bend sensors alike, the output range in volt depended on the width and depth of the abraded area on the optical fiber. Thus, this example shows a qualitative measure: a decrease in voltage corresponds to flexion of the legs, whereas an increase in voltage corresponds to extension of the legs. The foam and the knee pad introduced an offset between the flexion measured at the left and right knee (see also Fig. 4.9). The participant jumped between 1–2.5 seconds to point the board downhill.

\[
\begin{align*}
S_i(0) &= Y_i(0) \\
S_i(t) &= \alpha \times S_i(t-1) + (1-\alpha) \times Y_i(t)
\end{align*}
\]

The algorithm then summed the values for both knees \( K \) and computed the mean knee flexion \( F \), based on SMA with window size \( w \):

\[
K(t) = S_{LK}(t) + S_{RK}(t)
\]

\[
F(t) = \text{SMA}_w(K(t)) = \frac{K(t) + K(t-1) + \ldots + K(t-w+1)}{w}
\]

The value of \( F(t) \) could be used for determining if the legs were flexed or stretched. A threshold value \( T_F \) defined the tolerance range around the reference value 0 where we regarded the legs to be slightly bent: \(-T_F \leq F(t) \leq T_F\). The rider stretched the legs if the mean flexion was greater
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![Graph showing knee flexion and riding edge over time](image)

Figure 4.13: A participant’s knee posture when stretching and flexing the legs while pivoting the board (see Fig. 4.12 for the bend sensor values). The ordinate 0 corresponded to slightly flexed legs and to an even weight distribution while posing in neutral position. To visualize the relationship between knee flexion and the riding edge, stretched legs were mapped to the ordinate 1, flexed legs to the ordinate -1, frontside turns to the ordinate 2, and backside turns to the ordinate -2. The posture was unstable while gaining speed before the first turn at five seconds. As a result, the output of the algorithms fluctuated. The last turn occurred at 25 seconds.

than the threshold value: $F(t) > T_F$. The rider flexed the legs if the mean flexion was lower than the negative threshold value: $F(t) < -T_F$.

Results

Given the posture of the knees and the riding edge, it is possible to analyze the rider’s technique. Fig. 4.13 correlates knee flexion to the riding edge for one participant, based on an empirically chosen window size $w = 25$ samples (500 ms), $T_F = 10$ (48.83 mV), $T_E = 50$ (244 mV or 0.4 kg). In this example, flexion and extension of the legs coincided with pivoting the board, although the timing slightly differed depending on the riding edge. The participant stretched the legs while pivoting to the frontside edge and flexed the legs after pivoting; however, the legs were stretched before pivoting to the backside edge and flexed while pivoting.

The duration for riding with stretched and flexed legs and the length of the turns provided additional information on the participant’s skills. In particular, backside turns were noticeably shorter than frontside turns. This indicates that this participant preferred to ride on the frontside edge. In fact, backside turns can be more challenging than frontside turns, in particular for snowboard beginners. Overall, we observed that some participants did not succeed in flexing and extending their legs as required.
As for the riding edge, the threshold value for knee flexion has to be chosen such that the movements of the legs can be differentiated. In the example given above, the output of the algorithm was similar for \( T_F \in [0...20] \), which corresponded to thresholds up to 10% of the range between the minimum and maximum values of \( K(t) \). With higher thresholds, the algorithm missed transitions between stretched and flexed legs.

Our custom-built optical bend sensors did not produce sharp increases in the measured voltage during the initial jump before descending the slope, as was the case with the piezoresistive bend sensors (compare Fig. 4.12 at 2.5 seconds to Fig. 4.9 at 13 seconds). Neither did they produce artifacts. We also found that these sensors were less susceptible to sensor noise than the piezoresistive bend sensors or the force sensors; in practice, we were able to skip exponential smoothing without influencing the classification of knee flexion. One bend sensor, however, broke at the abraded area. Also, the foam that fixated the sensors slipped out of the knee pads a few times.

### Discussion

Knee flexion in combination with turn detection nicely demonstrated that it was possible to build and to analyze a simple posture and motion model of the legs during descents. Once other body movements can be recognized with wearable sensors, including upper body rotation and the weight distribution between the feet, a wearable snowboarding assistant could provide instructions for correcting wrong movements and for signaling the correct timing of movements, as envisioned in section 1.1. Moreover, statistics such as the length of turns or the time difference between pivoting the board and performing the required body movements could offer additional feedback that could help coaches in assessing a snowboarder’s riding skills.

#### 4.4.5 Activity Recognition: Riding and Pausing

A wearable snowboarding assistant should provide instructions during descents but should remain idle during pauses. To test if data from an accelerometer would suffice to distinguish between riding and pausing, we measured the acceleration of the torso. We used the GForce3D-3 v1.0, which sensed acceleration between -3 G and 3 G [Infusion Systems, 2007].

In general, acceleration patterns during descents should differ from acceleration patterns while standing still (see Fig. 4.14). The characteristics of these patterns could reveal if the snowboarder is riding or pausing. In this work, we summed the standard deviation of the acceleration measured vertical to the slope (Y), which captured up and down movements, and the standard deviation of the acceleration measured in direction of the ride (X), which captured left and right movements along the board, based on an empirically chosen window size of \( w = 50 \) samples (1 second).
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Figure 4.14: A participant’s acceleration measured along the vertical axis of the torso. At 55 seconds, the participant quickly turned her upper body towards the valley and continued to descend. She stopped at 70 seconds.

\[ S(t) = \sigma^X_w(t) + \sigma^Y_w(t) \]

A threshold test determined the time during which the rider moved \((S(t) \geq T_A)\) or stood still \((S(t) < T_A)\).

Results

Overall, our approach to activity recognition recognized 96.03\% of all descents and 77.78\% of all pauses, based on an empirically chosen threshold value \(T_A = 8\) (39 mV or 0.12 G). A lower threshold value \((T_A = 0.06\) G\) increased the recognition of descents (99.89\%) but decreased the recognition of pauses (50.16\%). Misinterpretations of the activity occurred while riding at low speed, such as during the slow acceleration phase at the start of the ride, during the slow deceleration phase before coming to a halt, and when the participants moved the body after the board stopped.

Discussion

In general, activity recognition involves machine learning algorithms that classify sensor data obtained from several accelerometers [Bao and Intille, 2004] (see also section 2.2). We used one accelerometer and a threshold test to differentiate between riding and pausing. This simple technique demonstrated that activity recognition is possible while snowboarding. Even so, our approach was prone to errors. In particular, upper body movements
during pauses yielded classification errors. It might have been beneficial to also compare the acceleration of the upper body to the acceleration of the snowboard because the snowboard typically does not move during pauses. In this case, a threshold test might have differentiated between riding and pausing with higher accuracy.

4.5 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have informed the design of a wearable assistant for snowboard training. Based on two field-studies that focused on sensing of basic context-information for recognizing common snowboarding mistakes, we have presented and evaluated algorithms for classifying turns, knee flexion, and activity. Our results demonstrated that it was possible to build a simple posture and motion model of the body that could be used for assessing certain aspects of the quality of a snowboarder’s riding technique. Overall, our findings serve as a starting point for building wearable systems that could automatically detect wrong posture and movements while descending the slope.

In the following chapters, we will focus our investigation on artificial tactile stimuli as a new method for providing instructions how to move the body during physical activities. To evaluate these tactile instructions in the field, we have used the aforementioned findings for implementing a simple wearable assistant for snowboard training. This system could sense and interpret the snowboarder’s weight distribution between the balls of the feet and the heels for classifying the riding edge in realtime, and could automatically provide tactile instructions that indicated correct posture during turns.
Part II

Tactile Motion Instructions
Chapter 5

Fundamentals of Tactile Perception

“Touch seems to be as essential as sunlight.”
—Diane Ackerman, A Natural History of The Senses

In the first part of this dissertation, we have focused on wearable computing and on a custom-built sensing and feedback device. We have built this device as a basis for exploring artificial tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body, and we have shown how this system could be used for sensing posture and body movements during physical activities.

We will now focus on tactile feedback. To design tactile instructions, we need to know how the skin processes tactile stimuli and which tactile sensations humans can perceive and differentiate. Therefore, in this chapter, we will introduce the anatomy of the skin. We will present technologies for generating tactile signals, and we will discuss design parameters for encoding information as tactile stimuli. Finally, we will summarize example applications that conveyed messages over the tactile sense.

5.1 The Cutaneous Sense

The skin is one of the most important organs of our body and indispensable to life. This thin layer of tissue protects us from infection and prevents the loss of body liquids. Moreover, the skin enables us to feel when something contacts our body. For example, our clothes create friction. We can discriminate whether the textile is scratchy or soft. When we sit in a chair, we notice its shape and feel both soft and hard areas, which can be padded textile or hard armrests. Other sensations that relate to the skin enable us to hold a pen with our fingers, to feel the applied pressure while writing, and to notice when we accidentally touch a hot surface.
The skin consists of three layers: the epidermis, the dermis, and the hypodermis (see Fig. 5.1). Their thickness varies across the body. For example, these layers are thicker at the stomach and at the feet than at the eyelids. The epidermis is the upper layer and acts as barrier (0.55–1.5 mm thick). The dermis (0.6–3 mm thick) contains free nerve endings and receptors that respond to external stimuli. The nervous system transmits the information on these stimuli to the brain. This information can result in sensations including temperature, pain, pressure, or vibration. The hypodermis is the lowest layer. This tissue can be several centimeters thick and includes fat, connective tissue, blood vessels, and hair follicle roots.

Table 5.1: Mechanoreceptors have different characteristics that determine to which tactile stimuli they respond and which sensations we perceive (Kaczmarek et al. 1991, Goldstein 2002, Wall and Brewster 2006).
The tactile sense pertains to our sensation of pressure [Oakley et al., 2000]. Four types of mechanoreceptors sense mechanical pressure and deformation, such as when the skin is stretched or pulled (see Fig. 5.1): Merkel’s discs and Meissner’s corpuscles, which can only be found in hairless skin; and Ruffini’s corpuscles and Pacinian corpuscles, which can be found in hairy and in hairless skin. These receptors have different characteristics that enable us to distinguish between pressure intensities, textures, and other attributes of objects that we interact with.

Table 5.1 summarizes important characteristics of these mechanoreceptors: mechanoreceptors respond to stimuli that deform the skin at different frequencies; they adapt slowly (SA) or rapidly (RA) to static stimuli; the size of their receptive fields is small (1) or large (2); their receptor density in the skin varies. These characteristics are discussed in the following paragraphs (for additional information on mechanoreceptors, see [Kaczmarek et al., 1991, Goldstein, 2002, Wall and Brewster, 2006]).

Mechanoreceptors fire impulses when they detect a stimulus. This firing rate tends to decrease with time. The rate of adaptation describes how fast they adapt to a stimulus that remains constant. Merkel’s discs and Ruffini’s corpuscles adapt slowly. They are most sensitive to a static stimulus, and they continue to respond until the stimulus stops. Merkel’s discs respond to steady indentation and enable us to perceive the form and roughness of objects, including texture, edges, points, and corners. Ruffini’s corpuscles respond to rapid indentation that typically stretches the skin.

In contrast, Meissner’s corpuscles and Pacinian corpuscles quickly adapt to static stimuli. They are most sensitive to dynamic stimuli and only fire impulses when they detect a change, which typically occurs at the beginning and at the end of the stimulus. The Pacinian corpuscles detect high frequency vibrations and optimally respond to frequencies around 250 Hz [Cholewiak and Collins, 1991, Verrillo and Gescheider, 1992].

Mechanoreceptors respond to a stimulus that occurs within a certain area around their location in the skin. The size of this area—the receptive field—determines how distant and accurate they perceive the stimulus. Ruffini’s and Pacinian corpuscles have large receptive fields. Although they best respond to a stimulus that occurs directly above their location in the skin, they also gather information from distant stimuli. This information, however, is less detailed and accurate. Merkel’s disks and Meissner’s corpuscles have small receptive fields. These mechanoreceptors only respond to a stimulus that occurs very close to them, but they yield precise perceptions.

The fingertips and the lips, which we mainly use for exploring and interacting with objects, contain densely packed mechanoreceptors with small receptive fields. Mechanoreceptors with large receptive fields mainly exist in those areas of the body that do not require an accurate tactile sense, such as the back, the stomach, and the legs.

The density and the receptive fields of mechanoreceptors influence how close
two points of stimulation can be such that we perceive them as different and not as one stimulus. The *two-point threshold*, a measure of the spatial resolution of the skin, denotes this minimum distance between two stimuli. This threshold varies on the body and ranges from 0.9 mm at the fingertips to 45 mm at the calf, the thigh, and the back [Weinstein, 1968].

### 5.2 Tactile Display Technologies

The research literature differentiates between force feedback devices and tactile feedback devices [Oakley et al., 2000]. Force feedback devices address the human *kinesthetic sense*, which pertains to the relative position and movements of the body, including finger, hand, and limbs. Kinesthetic information originates from receptors located in muscles, joints, and tendons. For example, the Phantom Omni haptic device [SensAble Technologies, Inc., 2010] generates forces for touching and interacting with virtual objects on a computer monitor. If the user pushed the cursor against a virtual object, motors in the device would create counter-forces to indicate a solid. Other devices were designed for computer games, such as Logitech’s Force 3D Pro joystick [Logitech, 2010].

In contrast to force feedback devices, tactile feedback devices address the *tactile sense*. This sense pertains to the mechanoreceptors that respond to deformations of the skin, such as when the skin is stretched or pulled. Tactile feedback devices are also called *actuators or tactors*. Those that vibrate are also called *vibrotactile displays* [van Erp, 2002]. Some devices were designed to optimally stimulate the Pacinian corpuscles because these receptors best respond to vibration.

In this section, we will focus on mechanical devices that deform the skin in order to create tactile sensations. The most widely used actuators are *inertial actuators*, such as *vibration motors* that are built into mobile phones. These inexpensive actuators (3–5 Euros) are electric motors that rotate an eccentric mass [Mortimer et al., 2007]. Two types of vibration motors exist: *pancake motors* and *cylindrical motors* (see Fig. 5.2). They are typically shielded by a casing that vibrates together with the mass. Pancake motors are placed flat on the skin such that their eccentric mass rotates horizontally to the skin. The eccentric mass of cylindrical motors rotates perpendicularly to the skin. For this reason, cylindrical motors tend to produce slightly more intense sensations [Schätzle et al., 2006].

A disadvantage of many vibration motors is that they vibrate at frequencies below the peak sensitivity of the Pacinian corpuscles. Another disadvantage is that a higher supply voltage increases both the frequency and the intensity of the vibration. Also, since the mass rotates, the spin-up time to reach the full intensity level and the spin-down time to stop can be around 100 ms or more [Mortimer et al., 2007].

The Tactaid VBW32 tactor is an inertial actuator that was specifically...
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Figure 5.2: A pancake motor (top) and a cylindrical motor (bottom).

designed as a tactile hearing aid for hearing impaired persons [Audiologic Engineering Corporation (AEC) 1982]. In contrast to vibration motors, this tactor does not rotate a mass but uses a coil that attracts or repels a magnet when an alternating electromagnetic force is generated [Cholewiak and Wollowitz 1992, Brown 2007]. Its vibration frequency is around 250 Hz, and its response time is around 12.5 ms [Brown 2007].

In contrast to inertial actuators, linear actuators do not shake the device. They typically consist of a voice-coil or solenoid (a loop of wire wrapped around a metallic core) that attracts a metal rod when voltage is turned on. A spring pulls the rod back to its original position when voltage is turned off. This sequence of opposing movements drives the rod perpendicularly to the skin. Since the moving rod spins neither up nor down, linear actuators have quick response times [Niwa et al. 2004, Mortimer et al. 2007].

The C2 tactor (around 150 Euros) is such a linear actuator [Engineering Acoustics Inc. 2010]. The diameter of the rod that stimulates the skin is 0.7 cm. This rod produces a strong and localized sensation at the contact point, while the passive housing shields the surrounding skin from stimuli. This device was designed to optimally stimulate the Pacinian corpuscles but can also produce stimuli across a wide range of frequencies. It is driven by sine wave tone bursts, can evoke sensations that feel smooth or rough, and has a response time around 5 ms [Brown 2007].

Another type of actuators exploits the piezoelectric effect that occurs in non-conductive materials, such as in certain ceramics and crystals, includ-
Piezoelectric materials generate a voltage in response to applied mechanical stress. This effect is reversible: an applied voltage deforms the material. A piezoelectric actuator is a thin rectangular plate that consists of two sandwiched layers of piezoelectric materials with opposing polarity. Depending on the applied voltage, one layer of the plate contracts while the other layer expands. The resulting motion bends the plate. If one end of the plate is fixed, the other end can move to stimulate the skin [Poupyrev et al., 2002]. Multiple plates arranged in an array can stretch the skin [Hayward and Cruz-Hernández, 2000]. These actuators can also create spatiotemporal effects by moving tiny rods [Summers et al., 2001].

A recent approach to create tactile displays involves shape memory alloys. These alloys change their shape in response to temperature. In cold state, the alloy can be easily deformed. Upon heating above a threshold temperature, the alloy returns to its original form. Through resistive heating, this characteristic can be exploited to control the shape and movement of materials [Coelho and Maes, 2008], to stimulate the fingertips [Scheibe et al., 2007], or to build passive texture displays [Harrison and Hudson, 2009]. Even so, shape memory alloys could be inappropriate for directly stimulating the skin because they are actuated by heat [Harrison and Hudson, 2009]. Another disadvantage is their slow response speed.

5.3 Parameters for Tactile Information Transfer

The various tactile sensations that we can perceive could represent information. For example, a mobile phone that vibrates an inertial actuator in a trouser pocket could signal either a voice call or a text message. To differentiate between these two messages necessitates two distinct tactile sensations. In this section, we will describe parameters that could be varied to create different sensations, and we will present guidelines for designing artificial tactile messages.

Some guidelines and recommendations are general and apply to all application scenarios: tactile messages should be self-explaning and composed of well-known meaningful components; tactile displays should be unobtrusive and comfortable to wear for longer time periods; the same display should avoid tactile clutter and sensory overload through simultaneous or sequential presentation of multiple messages [van Erp, 2002].

Concrete guidelines refer to the available parameters for encoding tactile messages. This set of parameters comprises frequency, amplitude, waveform, location, duration, rhythm, and spatiotemporal patterns. Since the tactile sense has certain capabilities in perceiving and discriminating differences along these dimensions, some parameters are better suited than others for encoding information. The technology that stimulates the skin (see section 5.2) and the situation in which tactile stimuli are delivered also influence which parameters are appropriate for conveying information. In the following paragraphs, we will take a closer look at these parameters.
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The skin can perceive frequencies up to 1,000 Hz [Sherrick and Craig, 1982], but the usable range does not exceed 400 Hz [Cholewiak and Wolowitz, 1992]. The Pacinian corpuscles are most sensitive to frequencies around 250 Hz [Cholewiak and Collins, 1991; Verrillo and Gescheider, 1992] (see Table 5.1). Humans can absolutely identify between three and five frequency levels and up to eight levels when these frequencies are delivered at different intensities [Sherrick, 1985]. Even so, frequency and intensity can affect each other. Changes in intensity can lead to perceived changes in frequency [Geldard, 1957; Rothenberg et al., 1977].

The perceived intensity of a stimulus primarily depends on its amplitude, which determines how much the skin is deformed. When intensity encodes information, the stimulus should be strong enough to be detected but not too strong to cause pain or discomfort [Craig and Sherrick, 1982]. Humans can absolutely identify between 15 intensity levels and can absolutely identify three to four levels [Geldard, 1960; Craig, 1972]. For message transfer, these levels should be widely separated between the minimum intensity that can be detected and the maximum intensity that is comfortable [Geldard, 1960].

The waveform of a stimulus describes the shape of the vibration wave. This shape determines how rough the stimulus feels. Sine waves feel smooth, whereas square waves feel rough and most intense [Gunther et al., 2002; van Erp, 2002]. Besides frequency, waveform is hard to discriminate and less suited for encoding information [Geldard, 1957]. Even so, three levels of roughness can be differentiated with the fingertips [Brown, 2007].

The accuracy in identifying the location of a stimulus depends on several factors. Anatomical reference points, such as wrist and elbow, can help to estimate the position and to identify the location of the stimulus [Cholewiak and Collins, 2003]. Also, actuators should slightly rest against the skin, otherwise the vibration could reach the bone structure. Since bones relay vibration, the user might not be able to locate the stimulus [Brewster and Brown, 2004]. Moreover, the two-point threshold has to be considered to ensure that stimuli from neighboring actuators are perceived at different locations (see section 5.1).

Geldard [1957] recommends using stimuli that last between 0.1 seconds and two seconds (see also Geldard, 1960). Durations outside this range are either too short or too long for communicating information in most situations. Trained users can differentiate between 25 durations within this range. While four to five levels can be absolutely identified, three levels are recommended for untrained users. The ability to detect pauses between two stimuli depends on the intensity and the length of these stimuli [Gescheider et al., 1974]. In general, pauses of 10 ms can be detected such that two sequential signals are not perceived as one signal.

Rhythm is an important design parameter for Earcons, which are audio messages [Blattner et al., 1989]. Design guidelines for Earcons state that rhythm should be as different as possible [Brewster et al., 1995]. Based on these guidelines, Brown [2007] has shown that rhythm is also a suitable

Rhythmic patterns vary the duration and timing of signals.
The sensory saltation phenomenon yields the impression that stimuli are delivered to locations between the mechanically stimulated points (adapted from Tan and Pentland [1997]).

Parameter for tactile messages. These messages vary the duration and the timing of signals. When designing rhythmic patterns, the number of pulses that can be perceived within a given time is important. For example, we cannot accurately perceive if more than five pulses occur within 0.7 seconds [Sherrick and Craig, 1982].

Spatiotemporal patterns resemble rhythmic patterns. They deliver signals closely in time and in space [van Erp, 2002]. When neighboring actuators are sequentially activated and deactivated, they produce the sensation of movement on the skin such that spatial patterns and directional lines can be drawn on the user’s body [Brewster and Brown, 2004]. Two spatiotemporal effects are well known: apparent movement and sensory saltation.

Apparent movement is the same as the visual phi phenomenon [Sherrick 1968a, Craig and Sherrick 1982]. When two neighboring light sources are sequentially activated for a short time, the light appears to move between these locations. The same effect exists when two neighboring tactile signals stimulate the skin. This effect also occurs if the signals stimulate opposing sites on the body, such as the left and right arm [Sherrick, 1968b].

Sensory saltation evokes the illusion that tactile stimuli occur at locations where the skin was not mechanically stimulated [Geldard and Sherrick 1972]. In the original experiment, three actuators placed in line at equal distance on the forearm sequentially delivered three pulses. Instead of perceiving individual pulses, phantom impressions equally distributed between the first and the last location were perceived. This sensation felt as if a tiny rabbit hopped across the skin [Geldard and Sherrick 1972] (see Fig. 5.3).

To evoke sensory saltation necessitates at least two stimulation points with each two pulses [Geldard 1975]. The illusion becomes more robust with up to six pulses per location [Geldard 1985]. Larger numbers of taps can also evoke saltation unless the stimuli persist for too long under the same positions. The gaps between pulses can range from 20–300 ms. Pauses between 40–60 ms yield optimal results with vivid and regularly perceived hops [Geldard 1985].
Sensory saltation can occur upwards, downwards, or simultaneously upwards and downwards at different body locations. An interesting characteristic of saltation is that this effect can be used for drawing directional lines. In particular, the direction of these lines can be identified without learning the meaning of these patterns in advance [Tan et al., 2000].

The aforementioned parameters are most often used for creating artificial tactile sensations. Some characteristics of the tactile sense, however, can change the intended perceptions. For example, the skin integrates stimuli that are delivered close in time and in space such that masking effects can occur [van Erp, 2002]. These effects can change the quality and the timing of the stimuli, which can make certain stimuli difficult to detect and to identify. Masking effects can be reduced when the stimuli vibrate at different frequencies or when the pauses and the distance between them increases. Also, the mechanoreceptors tend to adapt to a constant stimulus (see section 5.1). This adaptation can alter the perceived intensity and the intensity threshold for detecting a stimulus [van Erp, 2002].

Overall, according to Geldard [1957], the three primary parameters for encoding tactile messages are amplitude, duration, and body location. He stated that “Certainly one can distinguish a strong from a weak burst of vibration, a long from a short one, and there is no difficulty in saying which arm or leg receives it.” Brown [2007] suggested spatial location, duration, and rhythm, whereas intensity should be carefully considered because various factors can influence how users perceive magnitude.

Another issue that has to be considered is the encoding strategy for representing information as tactile messages. Craig and Sherrick [1982] differentiated between the pictorial approach and the coded approach. The pictorial approach directly transfers information from one sense to another sense (Brown [2007] named this the direct approach). For example, the Optacon reading device rendered the shape of a scanned image onto the fingertips such that the meaning of the stimuli was self-explaining (see section 5.4.1). In contrast, the coded approach uses an abstract mapping between a stimulus and its meaning such that this relationship has to be learned. Even so, coded messages can represent any information, including data that does not have a pictorial representation.

One examples of coded messages are Haptic phonemes [MacLean and Enriquez, 2003], which are constructed of simple waveforms. These short abstract signals could represent information on the state, function, or content of objects and events, which are called haptic icons (hapticons).

Another example are Tactons [Brewster and Brown, 2004], which are based on the structure and design principles of Earcons [Blattner et al., 1989]. Tactons (tactile icons) are rhythmic or melodic patterns that could provide feedback in user interfaces. Brewster and Brown [2004] differentiate between one-element, compound, inherited, and transformational Tactons.

One-element Tactons are short bursts or temporal patterns. Compound
Tactons are a sequence of two or more one-element Tactons. *Inherited* Tactons are hierarchically combined. For example, while the Tacton at the highest level has a certain rhythm, a Tacton at the next level preserves this rhythmic structure but ends with a higher frequency Tacton rendered with a different waveform. Lower level Tactons then change the tempo or another parameter. *Transformational* Tactons represent the properties of the delivered messages as different tactile parameters. For example, to represent files in a computer interface, rhythm could encode the type, frequency the size, and body location the creation date. Brown [2007] presented guidelines for designing Tactons and showed that users could learn and identify these abstract messages.

Another encoding strategy is the *metaphorical* approach [Brown, 2007], which relies on common and known metaphors, such as a heartbeat [Chan et al., 2005]. Heartbeat and hug-like sensations could convey personal and emotional information over distance (see section 5.4.5). Other encoding strategies relate to semiotics and exploit the meaning and interpretation that people assign to touch [Brown, 2007].

### 5.4 Applications for Tactile Feedback

Artificial tactile messages are usually applied in situations when the visual or auditory sense cannot process information or when these senses are overloaded. Since the 1960s, several devices have been built for assisting blind, visually impaired, or hearing impaired persons. During the last 20 years, various other scenarios have been explored. In this section, we will give an overview of the most common applications, based on the aforementioned tactile display technologies and parameters for tactile information transfer.

#### 5.4.1 Sensory Substitution

Sensory substitution systems substitute visual or sound information with tactile signals [Kaczmarek et al., 1991]. The *Braille* alphabet, devised in 1821 by Louis Braille, a blind person, is such a system. Braille presents textual information to the fingertips. Rectangles of raised and lowered dots encode characters, numerals, and punctuation (see Fig. 5.4, left). Experienced adults can reach reading speeds of over 100 words per minute [Schiff and Foulke, 1982]. One discontinued device that rendered Braille symbols was the VirTouch tactile mouse. This mouse had three arrays of pins that displayed spatial and temporal patterns for assisting users in reading text, and in recognizing pictures and graphics [Wall and Brewster, 2006].

The Optacon reading device converted visual information into tactile cues (see Figure 5.4, right). The user placed the finger on a tactile array that consisted of metal rods. By moving a small camera over text, the rods that corresponded to black parts of the captured image vibrated. This vibration
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Figure 5.4: Left: The Braille alphabet uses a sequence of dots that can be read by touch (photo by Christophe Moustier, Wikimedia Commons). Right: The Optacon II reading device displayed on its tactile array the spatial pattern of the captured image (source: Wikimedia Commons).

displayed the spatial pattern of the text. Experienced users reached reading speeds between 30–50 words per minute [Craig and Sherrick, 1982].

A different approach for conveying textual information as cutaneous patterns mapped letters and numbers to tactile signals of different intensities, durations, and body locations. The *Vibratese* language presented these signals with an array of nine actuators located at the chest [Geldard, 1957]. The *Optohapt* system used nine actuators distributed across the whole body [Geldard, 1966]. Experiments showed that people could learn and read the developed tactile languages (see also section 7.1).

Other sensory substitution systems supported hearing impaired persons. For example, Tactaid devices with VBW32 tactors (see section 5.2) could convert environmental sound information into unique vibration patterns [Audiologic Engineering Corporation (AEC), 1982]. As these devices could reveal sound differences such as between voiced and unvoiced consonants, they were used for supporting children during speech training [Weisenberger and Percy, 1994].

5.4.2 Navigation Systems

Navigation towards waypoints is a popular scenario for tactile feedback. A wearable computer that tracks the user’s location with the Global Positioning System (GPS, see gps.gov) could provide localized tactile pulses that indicate the direction to walk. [Ross and Blasch, 2000] tested such an interface with visually impaired persons. Their shoulder-tapping system consisted of three actuators located at the back. The center actuator was activated when the walking direction was correct, whereas the left and right actuators signaled the new direction to walk when the user was off target.
Compared to spoken instructions and other audio cues, these tactile signals yielded better performance and were preferred by users. Directional lines based on sensory saltation could also convey guidance signals [Tan and Pentland 1997]. For example, Ertan et al. 1998 and Jones et al. 2006 reported that trained users were able to recognize with almost perfect accuracy directional lines that were delivered to the back while walking.

Several other systems are based on the same idea. For example, Tsukada and Yasumura 2004 built a waist belt with eight actuators for pedestrian navigation. The location of vibration around the waist signaled the direction to walk, whereas the pulse intervals indicated the distance to the target, using shorter intervals when the user approached the destination. A similar waist belt for waypoint navigation was tested with helicopter pilots and boat navigators [van Erp et al., 2005]. For automobile drivers, Vibrocons were introduced as tactile navigation symbols [van Erp and van Veen, 2001]. Actuators under the left or right leg indicated a left or right turn, whereas consecutive activation of all actuators under both legs from back to front signaled to go straight.

Another scenario for tactile feedback is aviation. Jet pilots could lose their orientation when high forces act on their bodies during flights. To resolve such mishaps, Rupert 2000 proposed a tactile situation awareness system. The pilot could wear a suit consisting of an array of actuators arranged in columns and rows. To indicate the orientation of the plane, this array could deliver tactile stimuli to the torso that represent roll and pitch angles. For example, to encode the direction of the gravity vector in 3D space with respect to the pilot’s position in the seat, a stimulus at the lower left side of the torso could indicate a slight tilt of the aircraft to the left. Actuators located higher at the left side could signal an increased tilt of the aircraft. These stimuli could also support pilots when visually scanning instruments. The same approach could help astronauts to experience the orientation of a space ship [van Erp and van Veen, 2003].

5.4.3 Warning Signals

When visual attention is vital, such as during flights, tactile warning signals could direct the attention towards critical events. Sklar and Sarter 1999 reported that tactile cues applied to the wrist could direct a pilot’s attention to unexpected events and status changes that occurred in automated cockpit systems. Moreover, these warning signals increased the detection rates of automatic mode changes and decreased the pilot’s response times compared to the standard situation when the pilot visually scanned the instruments.

Also, a tactile stimulus at the accelerator pedal could indicate if a car driver exceeded the allowed speed limit [van Winsum, 1999]. This stimulus increased the driver’s performance and reduced the workload compared to
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an audio message. Tactile signals at the back could also direct a driver’s attention to the back mirror [Ho et al., 2005]. These signals decreased the driver’s response time and increased the accuracy in responding to time-critical events, such as when a car rapidly approached from behind.

Besides guiding visually impaired persons towards a destination, tactile signals could warn of obstacles. For example, [Cardin et al., 2006a] built a system that could spot nearby objects in the walking path with ultrasonic transducers attached to the body. Actuators at the waist indicated the location and the distance to these objects. The haptic radar [Cassinelli et al., 2006] was a similar warning system, based on infrared proximity sensors that could detect objects in the environment. To warn workers of unseen objects that might approach from behind during safety-critical tasks, actuators in the safety hat could deliver warning signals to the head.

5.4.4 Interaction with Mobile Devices

Compared to audio messages, tactile messages are discreet. They do not disturb nearby users, neither do they compromise private information [Chang et al., 2002]. Even so, mobile phones seldom make use of such messages. In general, they only pulse a vibration motor to announce incoming calls and text messages, or to signal low battery status.

A simple tactile signal, however, could significantly improve the interaction with mobile user interfaces. For example, during a text scrolling task that required tilting the device, a pulse that indicated when a line of text scrolled up or down reduced the task completion time compared to scrolling without tactile feedback [Poupyrev et al., 2002]. Other scenarios involved list selection, status notifications, and navigation towards destinations [Luk et al., 2006]. Moreover, [Williamson et al., 2007] described a simple technique for actively sensing data in mobile phones. Upon shaking the device, virtual message balls were simulated that bounced around. These balls expressed certain impact characteristics that revealed the properties of unread messages: impacts that felt deep and heavy indicated long text messages, whereas impacts that felt lighter indicated several short messages.

Tactile feedback has also been shown to decrease typing errors and to increase typing speed on touchscreen devices [Hoggan et al., 2008]. Moreover, force-feedback could reduce typing errors on physical keyboards, using software that analyzed the typed words and that dynamically adjusted the pressure resistance of keys through solenoids [Hoffmann et al., 2009]. Before each keystroke, the resistance of keys that would have lead to a typing error according to dictionary and grammar rules was increased such that the user could notice possible typing errors in advance.
5.4.5 Distant and Emotional Communication

People often touch each other when they talk. Intimate gestures, such as a handshake, a hug, or a kiss express feelings. To promote a sense of awareness between distant people, tactile displays could simulate such gestures. For example, inTouch [Brave and Dahley, 1997] and HandJive [Fogg et al., 1998] are shared physical objects that could connect spatially separated users. While each user interacts with the personal object, this interaction would affect the distant object and would convey remote presence. ComTouch [Chang et al., 2002] could augment audio communication over mobile phones in a similar way. Each device includes sensors for measuring forces applied by the fingers and actuators for creating tactile stimuli. When users grasp and squeeze their devices during conversation, the remote partner could immediately perceive this tactile interaction, which could emphasize a specific phrase, indicate turn-taking, and signal attention or nodding.

The Hug Shirt [CuteCircuit, 2010] is a similar system that could promote distant awareness between friends and that could send hugs over a distance [Mueller et al., 2005]. This shirt contains pads with built-in sensors and actuators located at those body areas that people usually touch when they hug, such as the upper arms, the shoulders, and the back. When these pads are touched, the sensors measure the applied pressure, the skin temperature, and the heart beat. This data is transmitted over the mobile phone to the remote partner, whose Hug Shirt would recreate the sensation of touch, warmth, and emotion.

Benali-Khoudja et al. [2005] and Salminen et al. [2008] investigated how tactile patterns delivered to the fingertips were perceived and interpreted. They found that certain characteristics of tactile stimuli, such as their direction and continuity, could represent emotional information, including affection, pleasantness, and arousal. Such stimuli could enrich the interaction in virtual reality and telepresence applications. Also, they could enrich text messages in instant messaging applications, which lack non-verbal communication cues [Rovers and van Essen, 2004].

Moreover, tactile signals could accompany music performances [Gunther et al., 2002]. Similar to perceiving low frequency vibrations when standing close to powerful speakers, multiple actuators placed across the body could intensify and enhance the listeners’ feelings and experience.

5.4.6 Virtual Reality

Virtual reality simulates three-dimensional environments with head-mounted and CAVE-like displays [Cruz-Neira et al., 1992]. Since the user cannot touch virtual objects, tactile and force feedback devices could make the interaction in these environments feel realistic. For example, actuators could render localized stimuli that indicate when the body collides with walls or with objects [Yano et al., 1998] [Lindeman et al., 2004a] [Schätzle...
et al. [2006] (see Fig. 2.3 for the TactaVest). The CyberTouch tactile feedback system for the CyberGlove [CyberGlove Systems, 2007] can stimulate the fingers and the palm with small vibrotactile actuators when the user touches solid virtual objects. This glove has also been used for remote exploring of objects in teleoperation applications [Aleotti et al., 2002]. Another approach for simulating contact with virtual objects used thimbles with contractible wires around the fingertips [Scheibe et al., 2007] (see shape memory alloys in section 5.2). Also, force feedback devices were used for surgical training [Chen and Marcus, 1998], for remote controlling of robotic vehicles [Stone, 2001], and as controllers for computer games.

5.5 Closing Remarks

Researchers have explored various applications for artificial tactile stimuli, and they have shown that these stimuli could effectively convey information to users. Our goal was to apply tactile stimuli as messages that signaled how to move the body during physical activities. Therefore, in this chapter, we have first discussed how the skin processes tactile stimuli and which sensations humans can perceive. Then, we have reviewed parameters for encoding information as tactile signals, and we have presented technologies and example applications that conveyed messages over the tactile sense.

In the next chapter, we will introduce tactile motion instructions, and we will describe the design and evaluation of full-body tactile patterns that could represent body movements in an intuitive way.
Chapter 6

Tactile Motion Instructions

“I never teach my pupils. I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can learn.”
—Albert Einstein

In this chapter, we will explore artificial tactile stimuli as instructions how to move the body during physical activities. We call these stimuli tactile motion instructions. The idea behind tactile motion instructions is simple: stimuli that affect the skin can trigger body movements. For example, we are likely to turn around when we unexpectedly feel a tap at the shoulder. Moreover, the location of the tap can influence our movements. A tap at the left shoulder makes us turn to the left, whereas a tap at the right shoulder makes us turn to the right. This example illustrates that we habitually respond to tactile stimuli by moving the body in a certain direction.

We believe that artificial tactile stimuli can intuitively represent body movements and that they can instruct athletes how to move. This idea relates to tactile navigation displays that signal the direction in which to walk (see section 5.4.2). Van Erp et al. [2006] proposed a similar idea for sports training and mentioned that a vibrating element could replace the hand of the coach in dynamic situations when coaches cannot physically push and pull a student’s limb into the desired position. They differentiated between three applications: where to move to, how to move, and when to move.

Where to move to: People directly map a tactile stimulus to body coordinates [van Erp, 2005]: a stimulus on the left side of the body represents left; a stimulus on the right side of the body represents right; a stimulus on the front or on the back of the body represents front or back. Since such localized stimuli can intuitively represent spatial direction, they can indicate the direction towards a target relative to the position of the body. Besides navigation [Ross and Blasch, 2000, van Erp and van Veen, 2001, Tsukada and Yasumura, 2004, van Erp et al., 2005] (see section 5.4.2), such stimuli could be applied to sports training. For example, they could signal team players in which direction to look and move [Van Erp et al., 2006].
When to move: The onset of a tactile stimulus could signal the time when to move. Timing information is in particular important for sequences of body movements. For example, oarsmen have to precisely time their leg and back movements to achieve optimal performance. In this case, localized stimuli delivered to the back and to the knees could indicate when to move the back and when to move the knees [Van Erp et al., 2006].

How to move: A tactile stimulus could indicate how to move the limbs and the body. For example, to optimize the posture of the back in speed skating and cycling, a stimulus could signal to lower the shoulders [Van Erp et al., 2006]. Other works proposed stimuli for indicating deviations from allowed movements, thereby guiding wrong movements back to the desired movement path [Lindeman et al., 2006a; Lieberman and Breazeal, 2007]. These applications for artificial tactile stimuli are not limited to sports where coaches cannot immediately provide feedback on the posture and on the timing of body movements, such as in the aforementioned examples or in snowboarding, skiing, and surfing. In fact, they could guide athletes to the correct movements in any sport, including martial arts, dancing, and ballet. In addition, they could support people or patients in correcting wrong posture in unsupervised situations, for example while gardening or during rehabilitative exercises at home. The variety of physical activities that could benefit from tactile instructions inspired us to investigate which tactile stimuli could be applied as instructions. In particular, our goal was to find tactile stimuli that could intuitively represent body movements, similar to the tap at the shoulder that could make us to turn around.

Until now, however, it has not been investigated which artificial tactile stimuli can intuitively represent body movements, nor have they been examined in detail in the context of sports training and daily physical activities. Since physical activities are by their nature physically and often cognitively demanding, they might degrade the ability of people to perceive these stimuli. For example, athletes experience exhaustion, pain, and muscle strains, whereas clothes create friction on the body. Moreover, athletes focus their attention on the sport because they have to quickly adjust their movements and posture to changing situations. This raises the question which tactile stimuli are appropriate as instructions in active situations.

This dissertation provides the first investigation into artificial tactile stimuli that can convey instructions how to move the body during physical activities. A part of this work was done by Jacobs [2008] and Hilgers [2008] under the guidance of the author. In particular, we have investigated

- how young adults intuitively responded to tactile stimuli delivered across the body and which body movements they performed,
- how well young adults perceived and recognized tactile instructions in active situations that were physically and cognitively demanding,
- how tactile instructions compared with spoken instructions delivered over earplugs,
• if tactile instructions establish a tactile language (see chapter 7),
• if tactile instructions could enhance the performance and learning of motor skills (see chapter 8).

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows:

• Section 6.1 discusses requirements on tactile motion instructions and introduces a formal notation for documenting artificial tactile stimuli.
• Section 6.2 presents an exploratory study on the intuitive interpretation of artificial tactile stimuli delivered across the body.
• Section 6.3 and section 6.4 report on the design, perception, and interpretation of a first set of tactile motion instructions that were evaluated with young adults in stationary and in active situations.
• Section 6.5 lists a first set of guidelines for designing tactile motion instruction patterns and presents ten tactile instructions that evolved from our investigation.

6.1 Informing the Design

The design space of mobile tactile interfaces can be organized along two dimensions. One dimension specifies the amount of cognitive load that the device imposes on the user. This dimension denotes how much conscious attention the user has to spend at the expense of other tasks. The other dimension denotes how abstract the representation of the conveyed information is.

An abstract representation does not have a direct relationship between the tactile stimulus and the conveyed message. Such a message is based on the coded approach (see section 5.3). Coded messages can represent any information, but they can increase the amount of cognitive load that is required for perceiving and interpreting the stimulus. Examples of abstract messages that do not require a high amount of cognitive load include Ambient Touch events for handheld devices [Poupyrev et al., 2002], such as a tactile notification that could represent an incoming message. However, different tactile notifications were used for representing the type of the message, which could be represented as Tactons [Brewster and Brown, 2004] or as haptic icons [MacLean and Enriquez, 2003] (see section 5.3), the amount of cognitive load required for recognizing the message type would increase. High cognitive load is also required for understanding the tactile language Vibratese [Geldard, 1957] (see section 5.4.1) or for precise blind control when the user can only operate a device through touch.

We are interested in tactile stimuli that can be perceived and interpreted with a minimum amount of cognitive load in active situations. In particular,
tactile motion instructions should ideally resemble expressive real-world sensations, such as pushing and pulling sensations that are unambiguous. Tactile displays that evoke such sensations on the body do not yet exist. This leaves localized tactile stimuli as basic building blocks for simulating sensations that feel realistic. In the following sections, we will discuss our approach to designing tactile motion instructions based on these stimuli.

### 6.1.1 Expressive Sensations

We have noted before that we are likely to turn around when we perceive a tap at the shoulder, in particular if we expect that a person touches us. Artificial tactile stimuli, which resembled such a tap, have already been applied to navigation for signaling in which direction to walk (see section 5.4.2) and for signaling when users collided with or touched virtual objects (see section 5.4.6). These examples illustrate that a simple localized stimulus, such as a pulse, can be effectively applied to the body as an instruction or a notification that represents an event in a particular context.
We have focused on physical activities. If we used a pulse in this context, this pulse could represent a body movement. For example, a stimulus at the right arm could indicate to raise the right arm. A stimulus at the right wrist could represent a punch with the right fist. Likewise, a stimulus at the lower left leg could represent a dance step or a kick with the left leg, whereas stimuli at both thighs could represent flexing or stretching the legs.

Even so, a pulse is abstract. Since a pulse does not inherently describe how to move the body or the limb that was stimulated, the user would have to learn the mapping between this stimulus and the meaning that it could represent. Consequently, the amount of cognitive load required to recall the meaning of this inexpressive stimulus would increase.

Moreover, the location where the pulse is applied to the body could influence how intuitive the user considers the mapping between the stimulus and its meaning, and how fast the user responds. For example, Jansen et al. [2004] reported that a pulse that was applied for 200 ms laterally to the side of the hand in order to indicate the direction in which to rotate the hand (extrinsic frame of reference) resulted in faster reaction times than a pulse that was delivered laterally to the forearm, which stimulated the muscles that contracted when the hand was rotated (intrinsic frame of reference). Lateral stimuli, however, would be better suited for indicating a translation of the hand to the left or right than a rotation [Jansen et al., 2004].

Instead of a simple pulse, a directional line based on sensory saltation evoked across a larger body area could result in an expressive sensation that could be self-explaining as an instruction how to move the body. For example, Tan et al. [2000] reported that untrained users could identify the direction of sensory saltation at the back (see section 5.3). Moreover, such directional lines were effectively applied to the back in order to signal the direction to walk [Ertan et al., 1998, Jones et al., 2006]. Also, a series of signals delivered across multiple actuators could indicate rotation [Gemperle et al., 2001], such as around the wrist for signaling the direction in which to rotate the hand [Lieberman and Breazeal, 2007]. If we expand on this idea, rotation around the waist could indicate to turn left or right, and directional lines at the thighs in upward or downward direction could signal to stretch or to flex the legs.

The intensity and the spatial dimension of tactile stimuli could also help design expressive sensations. For example, an intense sensation perceived across a large body area could represent a wide and a fast movement, similar to a strong push through the coach’s hands.

6.1.2 Stimulus Duration and Perception under Workload

Another important issue for designing tactile instructions is the duration of the applied stimuli. A tactile instruction should be long enough to be perceived but short enough to be quickly interpreted such that the user
can quickly react. Guidelines on the minimum duration of tactile messages suggest a stimulus of 100 ms [Geldard, 1957]. For directional lines based on sensory saltation, three pulses per actuator were commonly applied [Geldard, 1975; Cholewiak and Collins, 2000; Tan et al., 2003]. In this case, pulse durations of 20-300 ms and pauses of 40-60 ms evoked optimal sensations [Geldard, 1985]. These timing values, however, were derived from a stationary situation and might not apply to active situations.

Related work provides a few hints on the timing values for tactile stimuli that could be perceived in active situations, including findings of studies that investigated how well young adults could identify the location of vibrotactile pulses under cognitive workload. For example, young adults who floated in an airplane during parabolic flights had difficulty in identifying the location of a pulse of 250 ms duration applied to the torso [Bhargava et al., 2005] and in identifying the direction of sensory saltation applied to the back [Traylor and Tan, 2002]. This physical activity obviously required the participants to pay attention to floating in zero gravity and to avoid bumping into objects, which distracted them from paying attention to the pulses [Traylor and Tan, 2002; Bhargava et al., 2005]. Even so, the authors noted that the effect of cognitive load on the ability to pay attention to the pulses might decrease as one becomes accustomed to the physical task.

The findings of other studies indicate that participants who were involved in tasks that required cognitive workload could perceive and identify the location of a long pulse or of a sequence of short pulses. For example, middle-aged men were able to identify to which side of the torso pulses of 100 ms duration followed by 200 ms pauses were applied while sitting in a centrifuge, which simulated high G-load conditions that jet pilots experienced [van Veen and van Erp, 2001]. Also, the location of a 1000 ms pulse that was applied to different locations around the waist was identified while navigating a helicopter and a fast boat [van Erp et al., 2005].

Other studies also indicate that participants were able to perceive and to identify tactile warning and navigation signals applied to the wrist and to the torso during flight simulator and driving simulator tasks: a 200 ms pulse [Cardin et al., 2006]; a 500 ms pulse [Sklar and Sarter, 1999]; a 1060 ms pulse [Ho et al., 2005]; and sequential pulses of 60 ms with varying pauses [van Erp and van Veen, 2001]. Also, the location of vibration applied to the left or to the right arm could be identified while running through a military obstacle course, but no details on the nature of these stimuli was reported [Lindeman et al., 2004b].

Overall, the aforementioned findings on the perception of tactile stimuli in active situations suggest using pulse durations around 250 ms or a sequence of briefer pulses. For these reasons, we have decided to apply three localized pulses as basic pattern for simulating a tap, based on a burst duration (BD) of 100 ms and an inter-burst interval (IBI) of 50 ms (IBI denotes the pause between two bursts). Fig. 6.2 illustrates these timing values for a tap and for a directional line.
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IBI = 50 ms
BD = 100 ms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actuator 1 active</th>
<th>Actuator 1 active</th>
<th>Actuator 2 active</th>
<th>Actuator 2 active</th>
<th>Actuator 3 active</th>
<th>Actuator 3 active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 ms for a tap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1300 ms for a directional line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.2:** The timing values for tactile stimuli as investigated in this work. For directional lines that evoked sensory saltation, the three actuators were positioned at different locations in line, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.

**Figure 6.3:** The stimulated body areas for finding tactile motion instructions. The dots represent the position of actuators as investigated in this work. Table 6.1 summarizes acronyms that identify these positions.

### 6.1.3 Stimulus Locations on the Body

The area of the skin that could receive tactile instructions is large. To cut down the search space for finding promising locations, we chose body areas that seemed appropriate for receiving the aforementioned localized pulses and directional lines (see Fig. 6.2). Fig. 6.3 illustrates these areas, which comprised the shoulders, the torso, and the thighs (front, back, and lat-
Table 6.1: Three-letter acronyms denote the position of actuators: first letter = body location; second letter = left/right/medial; third letter = ventral/dorsal/lateral (medial = middle, ventral = front, dorsal = back).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Body location</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Body location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLL</td>
<td>Shoulder Left Lateral</td>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>Shoulder Right Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLV</td>
<td>Shoulder Left Ventral</td>
<td>SRV</td>
<td>Shoulder Right Ventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLD</td>
<td>Shoulder Left Dorsal</td>
<td>SRD</td>
<td>Shoulder Right Dorsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLL</td>
<td>Body Left Lateral</td>
<td>BRL</td>
<td>Body Right Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMV</td>
<td>Body Medial Ventral</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Body Medial Dorsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLL</td>
<td>Thigh Left Lateral</td>
<td>TRL</td>
<td>Thigh Right Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLV</td>
<td>Thigh Left Ventral</td>
<td>TRV</td>
<td>Thigh Right Ventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD</td>
<td>Thigh Left Dorsal</td>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Thigh Right Dorsal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eral). Since the spatial acuity of the skin varies on the body, we considered the two-point threshold for determining the minimum distance between neighboring stimulation points (see section 5.1). We omitted the calves, which might be inappropriate for tactile stimuli while wearing shoes, and the arms, which might be moved to different positions in active situations.

6.1.4 A Notation for Tactile Patterns

Related work described and documented tactile stimuli textually and visually. For example, sequences of numbers, such as 111222333, were used to specify the temporal order in which to activate actuators [Tan et al., 2003], and arrows represented the spatial order of activation [Jones et al., 2006]. Although these illustrations could visually describe the evoked sensations, they did not capture all characteristics of the stimuli. For this reason, we have introduced a formal notation for documenting the structure and properties of tactile stimuli that could represent tactile motion instructions.

Moreover, this notation can capture the fundamental characteristics of any tactile stimuli and can document three pattern categories: one-element patterns, compound patterns, and simultaneous patterns. These categories partly base on design principles introduced for Earcons [Blattner et al., 1989] and Tactons [Brewster and Brown, 2004].

A one-element pattern will represent a single vibration burst or a temporal pattern. We will use $P(l)$ to denote a single pulse applied to the body location $l$. $P(l_x)$ will identify one specific actuator at this position. $P^3(l_x) = P(l_x) \rightarrow P(l_x) \rightarrow P(l_x)$ will represent three sequential pulses delivered by the same actuator.

Pulses could have different characteristics. For example, they could vary the burst duration or the duration of pauses between sequential bursts. We will specify these characteristics as additional arguments. $P(l, d, p)$ will denote a pulse at location $l$ with BD = $d$ and IBI = $p$ (in ms) (see Fig. 6.2).
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\( P(l_x, d1, p1) \rightarrow P(l_x, d2, p2) \rightarrow P(l_x, d3) \) will describe a pattern that varies the duration of the bursts and the pauses. For example, \( P(SRL, 100) \) would laterally stimulate the right shoulder with a pulse of 100 ms, and \( P^3(TRV_3, 100, 50) \) would sequentially deliver three pulses with actuator 3 located at the front of the right thigh, using pauses of 50 ms (see Fig. 6.3).

A compound pattern will display one-element patterns in succession. We will use \( P(l_x) \rightarrow P(l_y) \) to denote pulses that sequentially stimulate different body locations. For example, \( P^3(TRV_3) \rightarrow P^3(TRV_2) \rightarrow P^3(TRV_1) \) would sequentially pulse three actuators for three times to render a directional line in upward direction at the front of the right thigh (see Fig. 6.3). As a shorthand, we will use the symbol \( R \) (“rabbit”) to refer to sensory saltation. \( R_U \) and \( R_D \) will denote saltation in upward and downward direction. For example, the compound pattern \( R_U(TRL) \rightarrow R_D(TLL) \) would start in upward direction laterally at the right thigh and would conclude in downward direction laterally at the left thigh.

To repeat a pattern, a number \( n \cdot (\ldots) \) will specify how often the pattern will be sequentially applied. For example, \( 2 \cdot (R_U(TRL) \rightarrow R_D(TLL)) \) would evoke saltation in upward direction laterally at the right thigh and saltation in downward direction laterally at the left thigh twice (see Fig. 6.3).

A simultaneous pattern will describe stimuli delivered to multiple body locations at the same time. We will use \( P(l_x) + P(l_y) + P(l_z) \) to denote pulses that simultaneously stimulate different locations. For example, \( P(SLD) + P(SRD) \) would stimulate the shoulder blades with a single pulse, and \( R_U(TRV) + R_U(TLV) \) would simultaneously elicit saltation in upward direction at the front of both thighs (see Fig. 6.3). These patterns could be used for creating intense and large sensations.

Certain properties of tactile stimuli could be specified in advance and omitted for subsequent stimuli. For example, when the body location \( l \) has been named, \( P_x \) will be a shorthand for identifying actuator \( x \) at the given position. \( P^3_x \) will denote three pulses applied to the same location, whereas \( P^3_x \rightarrow P^3_y \rightarrow P^3_z \) will denote three pulses sequentially applied in line.

Moreover, tactile stimuli could have additional properties, such as waveform, frequency, and amplitude. These properties could be documented with indices. For example, \( P_{\text{sine}}(l, 200) \) could denote a 200 ms pulse applied as sine wave, whereas \( P_{\text{square}} \) could denote a square wave. \( P_{200Hz} \) could specify the frequency of the stimulus, whereas \( P_{200Hz, 20dB} \) could additionally specify the intensity.

6.1.5 Tactile Suit and Hardware Setup

We have used tight-fitting cycling shorts and T-shirts with small pouches for actuators as a custom-tailored tactile suit for stimulating the body (see Fig. 6.4). Off-the-shelf Nokia 3270 cylindrical vibration motors served as
Figure 6.4: The first design of the tactile suit. Vibration motors were placed inside small pouches that were sewn on the fabric.

Figure 6.5: Nokia 3270 cylindrical motors were placed inside a plastic tube to shield the rotating mass. The tube was fixed with insulating tape and with heat shrinkable tubing. Strictly speaking, these motors create vibrotactile stimuli because they vibrate (see also section 5.2). Throughout this work, we will refer to these vibrotactile stimuli as tactile stimuli.
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Figure 6.6: Nokia 3270 vibration motors were controlled by pulse width modulation to simulate different supply voltages [Barr, 2001]. The frequency range of motor three noticeably differed from those of the other motors for voltages below four V. The rotating mass of this motor might have slightly touched the plastic tube, or the layer of shrinking tube might have affected the vibration.

The vibration frequency and intensity of these motors cannot be controlled independently; the higher the supply voltage is, the higher is the intensity and the frequency of the vibration. To estimate the characteristics of these motors, we have measured the vibration frequency of three motors. Each motor was fixated with superglue to an accelerometer type 4393 V for vibration measurement [Brüel & Kjær, 2009]. The motors were activated for 100 ms and were controlled by pulse width modulation at duty cycles between 0–100% [Barr, 2001], which simulated voltages up to the full supply voltage of six V. To prevent the motors and the cables from moving around, they were placed between two layers of foam, which was similar to placing them inside the pouches of our tactile suit.

Fig. 6.6 illustrates their vibration frequency. Overall, the examined motors vibrated at slightly different frequencies. The most notable characteristic was that voltages above four V yielded frequencies above 150 Hz. At full supply voltage, the average frequency was 178 Hz. Although these motors would not optimally stimulate the Pacinian corpuscles, which best respond to frequencies around 250 Hz (see Table 5.1), we decided to use these motors and to pulse them at full intensity. In a self-experiment in a static situation, we found that the evoked sensations were intense. Moreover, these Nokia 3270 vibration motors were comparable to vibration motors reported in related work on vibrotactile feedback. These motors vibrated at slightly

The frequency and intensity of the vibration depend on the applied voltage.

The motors vibrated at frequencies below 250 Hz.
lower frequencies without impairing the perception of the tactile stimuli: 80–100 Hz [Jones et al., 2006], 115 Hz [Jones et al., 2007], 142 Hz [Lindeman et al., 2004a], 160 Hz [Jansen et al., 2004, van Erp et al., 2005].

6.2 Intuitive Interpretation of Tactile Stimuli

Our first investigation in tactile motion instructions addressed the composition of tactile patterns that could be used for representing body movements in an intuitive way. Based on the stimuli depicted in Fig. 6.2, we have brainstormed various one-element, compound, and simultaneous patterns that could stimulate the body areas depicted in Fig. 6.3. We have identified 29 patterns that we gauged useful as starting points, including:

- Localized pulses at the torso
  \[ P^3(SRL), P^3(SLL), P^3(BMV_1), P^3(BMD_1) \]
- Directional lines based on sensory saltation at the torso
  \[ R_U(BRL), R_D(BRL), R_U(BMV), R_U(BMD) \]
- Rotation around the waist
  \[ P^3(BMV_3) \rightarrow P^3(BLL_3) \rightarrow P^3(BMD_3) \rightarrow P^3(BRL_3) \]
- Compound directional lines at opposing body sites
  \[ R_U(TLL) \rightarrow R_D(TRL), R_U(TRL) \rightarrow R_D(TLL) \]
- Simultaneous directional lines at the thighs
  \[ R_U(TRV) + R_U(TLV), R_D(TRD) + R_D(TLD) \]

A pilot study with two volunteers revealed that directional lines around the waist were not perceived as continuous movement when using the timing values illustrated in Fig. 6.2 (BD = 100 ms, IBI = 50 ms). For this reason, we considered shorter timing values for these patterns (BD = 50 ms, IBI = 30 ms) and included a pattern that rotated twice around the waist. Also, we found that testing all patterns was time-consuming. To limit the experimental time to one hour for each participant, we chose a between-subjects design and distributed the set of patterns between two user groups.

Based on these patterns, we have conducted an exploratory study in order to observe how young adults intuitively responded to the tactile stimuli. An open response paradigm was used such that the participants could freely assign any meaning to the tactile sensations they experienced across the body. Moreover, they were encouraged to explain their thoughts and reactions. This qualitative data helped us to find tactile patterns that could naturally describe how to move the body.
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Table 6.2: Average percentage of vague and concrete responses to all tactile patterns that comprised single localized pulses ($P^3$), single directional lines ($R$), simultaneous patterns ($SP$), and compound patterns ($CP$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern category</th>
<th>$P^3$</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$CP$</th>
<th>$SP$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vague responses</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete responses</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete movement 1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete movement 2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete movement 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other movements</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.1 Participants and Experimental Setup

Twenty volunteers aged 22–28 years ($M = 25.25$ years) were recruited from the local university (eight women). Nineteen volunteers regularly practiced sport. None of them had problems in perceiving tactile stimuli.

The participants were informed that they would perceive tactile stimuli at different locations across the body and that these cues were intended to represent body movements. Their task was to describe the perceived sensations and to explain with which body movements they associated these sensations. They were not aware of the characteristics and the composition of the stimuli. Neither did they know which body movements these chosen patterns could represent.

The experimenter used the SensAct Control application (see Fig. 3.9) to randomly trigger the tactile patterns. The participants stood upright, wore headphones, and listened to soft music, which blocked the auditory cues produced by the vibrating motors. This setup prevented the participants from locating the position of the motors on the body by sound. Upon perceiving a pattern, the participants took off the headphones and explained their thoughts. All sessions were videotaped in order to resolve unclear issues while interpreting the responses during data analysis after the study.

6.2.2 Results

The participants’ intuitive reactions varied. Their responses included concrete movements, such as lift the arm, and vague movements, such as move the arm. For almost all tactile patterns, a few participants stated that they did not associate the evoked sensations with any specific body movements.

For each tactile pattern, we counted how often the participants assigned the same, a similar, or a different meaning. This statistics revealed which body movements were most often named, which patterns were possible candidates for tactile instructions, and which patterns were too vague to evoke specific reactions. Table 6.2 summarizes the average percent agreement on body
movements for all patterns of the same type. Overall, single directional lines (R) most often yielded a concrete answer that described a specific body movement. Several participants stated to prefer these patterns to localized pulses because they provided clear cues how to move the body. Although we found that every pattern could represent two or more body movements, clear trends towards one specific reaction emerged. Table 6.3 summarizes the most frequent answers and the body area that was stimulated. In the following paragraphs, we will summarize which tactile patterns the participants associated with which body movements.

The reactions to localized pulses were often vague and interpreted as request to move the corresponding body part somehow. Pulses at the left shoulder prompted to lift left arm (30%), move right arm (30%), pull back the shoulders (50%). Pulses at the right shoulder prompted to move the right arm (30%), lean left, move the shoulder forward, or to move the shoulder backward. Pulses at the right shoulder prompted to move the right arm (30%), to lean left, to lean right, or to move the shoulder forward, but not to turn around. There was a broad agreement that pulses at the torso prompted to correct upper body posture, such as at the upper chest to lean backward (30%), at the upper back to straighten up (50%) or to lean forward (30%), and at both shoulders to pull back the shoulders (50%).

The responses to directional lines $R_U$ and $R_D$ delivered to the back or to the chest yielded similar answers as single pulses. For example, $R_U(BMV)$ was interpreted as lean/go backward (40%) and once as lean forward. $R_U(BMD)$ yielded straighten up (30%), lean forward (20%), and once lean backward. Three participants followed the directional information rendered by $R_U(BMV)$ and $R_U(BMD)$; they responded with pull the shoulders up.

Pulses and directional lines delivered laterally to the torso, such as $R_U(BRL)$ and $R_U(BLL)$, most often prompted to move the arm away from the body (50%) and to lean the upper body sidewards (40%). $R_U(TRL)$ and
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$RU(TLL)$ delivered laterally to the thigh were interpreted as requests to *lift the leg* or to *shift the weight from one foot to the other foot* (40%), to *move the leg* (20%), and once to *lean the upper body sideways*.

Compound and simultaneous patterns that were delivered laterally to the thighs, such as $RU(TRL) \rightarrow RD(TLL)$ or $RU(TRL) + RD(TLL)$, produced a similar effect to one-element patterns, such as $RD(TLL)$. Even so, four participants stated that compound patterns were contradictory; these patterns evoked countermovements. For example, when they perceived the pattern $RU(TRL)$ laterally at the right thigh, they were tempted to *shift the weight towards the left foot*. They were, however, tempted to *shift the weight back towards the right foot* when the vibration $RD(TLL)$ started at the left thigh. Simultaneous patterns laterally at both thighs demanded more attention to identify the direction that was displayed on the skin.

About 60% of the participants tended to move away from the particular side where vibration was delivered to the chest, to the back, and laterally to the torso or to the thighs. The other candidates tended to move towards on the side where they perceived the vibration.

$RD$ simultaneously delivered to both thighs was interpreted as *bend the legs* when the back or the front of the thighs was stimulated (60% vs. 40%). Although half of the participants could not interpret $RU$ at the back of the thighs, two participants stated to *bend the legs*, and two participants stated to *lean forward*. Similarly, the responses to $RU$ delivered to the front of the thighs varied and showed no clear trends to specific movements. Three candidates responded with *lean backward* and two with *jump upwards*.

Simultaneous patterns that activated all motors at the thighs were described as strong and as less pleasant (25%). About half of the participants could not interpret these patterns. For the other participants, $RD$ mostly felt like *bending the legs* (40%), $RU$ like *stretching* (20%) or *jumping* (20%). These patterns were rated to represent more powerful or faster movements than patterns that stimulated either the back or the front of the thighs.

The directional lines around the waist, which based on the standard timing values, resembled localized taps and were not perceived as continuous movement. Even so, they were associated with *turn left* or *turn right* a few times (30%). The patterns that based on the shorter timing values, which quickly delivered brief pulses and which were rendered twice around the torso, were more often interpreted as *turn left* or *turn right* (60%).

### 6.2.3 Discussion

This exploratory study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli revealed that young adults associated localized pulses and directional lines with specific body movements. These stimuli could serve for composing a general set of tactile patterns that could signal how to move the body.
Overall, we found that a tactile stimulus applied to a specific body location lead to movements of the same body part. Sometimes, neighboring body parts were moved. This observation indicates that the message conveyed by a stimulus should be directly related to the stimulated body area.

Although every participant mapped a tactile pattern only to one body movement, we found at least two different responses to this pattern across our user group. Consequently, if these patterns were used as instructions, the mapping between a pattern and its meaning would be obvious for some users, whereas other users would have to learn this mapping. Even so, learning the meaning of these patterns should not be difficult because none of the associated movements did address distant body locations.

An interesting observation was that about half of the participants preferred to move away from pulses delivered laterally to the torso or laterally to the thighs, as if they were being pushed away. The other participants tended to move towards the stimulation, as if they were being pulled. These reactions also occurred for stimuli delivered to the back and to the chest. These opposing reactions suggest that tactile motion instructions could base on two encoding metaphors that represent either a push or a pull of the body. Moreover, these metaphors would allow us to design expressive sensations that feel realistic (see section 6.1). To illustrate the difference between these two approaches, assume that you were instructed to lean your body to the left. The pull technique would display the impulse on the left side of the body to pull you to the left. In contrast, the push technique would display the impulse on the right side of the body to push you to the left.

Moreover, our findings indicate that directional lines delivered across larger body areas could intuitively encode the direction in which to perform a movement. Many participants preferred these cues because the evoked sensations signaled the direction in which to move, such as downwards for flexing the legs, or upwards for jumping or for pulling up the shoulders. When applied laterally to the torso, these patterns resembled the natural movements of the body when bending sideways. The higher the pulses traveled upwards, the higher these pulses corresponded to the bending radius of the torso (see section 6.4.2 and Rupert [2000], who mentioned that an increased tilt of the aircraft to the side could activate actuators located higher on the corresponding side of the pilot’s torso).

Although a stimulus that is applied laterally to the body could signal to lean sideways or to shift the weight to one foot, applying a subsequent stimulus at the opposing side of the body could result in a countermovement. This reaction to a compound pattern that stimulates both sides of the body is plausible if we assume that a user prefers to move either towards or away from the side where the stimulation occurs. For this reason, it seems to be beneficial if only one side of the body is stimulated.

The findings of this study can be used for designing tactile motion instructions. Even so, the experimental setup influenced and skewed the results. For example, we have focused on young adults. Consequently, the results...
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are less representative for other age cohorts. To limit the time for conducting the experiment with each participant, we have split the chosen patterns in two sets, and we have chosen a between-subjects design. Also, some of the observed reactions were vague and difficult to classify.

The context in which the tactile patterns were tested further influenced how the participants responded. Our participants stood upright. This could explain why $R_U$ delivered to the thighs was inexpressive and did not clearly prompt to stretch the legs. In contrast, $R_U$ delivered to the torso resulted in pull the shoulder up, and $R_D$ delivered to the thighs resulted in flex the knees; these movements could be performed while standing upright. Moreover, our participants knew that vibration motors generated the tactile sensations. This could explain why they did not turn around upon perceiving the pulses at the shoulders or at the back; it was not a person who touched them from behind. Had we informed the participants that these stimuli could represent instructions for navigating towards a target, we surmise that they might have turned around.

Moreover, we have explored only a small set of tactile stimuli and did not vary their intensity. All pulses were delivered at full intensity (on or off), which feels jerky on the skin. Also, vibration over bones, such as at the ribs or the shoulder blades, feels harder than vibration over soft or muscular areas, such as at the belly or the thighs. Initially, we have observed sudden and jerky movements because our participants were not familiar with the evoked sensations. Moreover, the lateral sides of the torso seemed to be more sensitive because pulses at these locations were occasionally rated as ticklish but also as stronger than at other body areas. We surmise that smoother sensations, which pulses of increasing and decreasing intensities could evoke, might be associated with fluent body movements. In contrast, activating several motors simultaneously could create strong sensations that might represent wider or stronger movements: jumping instead of stretching the legs; turning around 360° instead of turning the upper body around the spine. In fact, some participants pointed out that such patterns might represent more powerful and wider body movements.

6.2.4 First Design Recommendations

Based on the participants intuitive responses to tactile stimuli, we can distill first recommendations for composing tactile patterns that could represent specific body movements:

- Body location should encode which part of the body to move.
- Directional lines could encode the direction in which to perform a movement, such as to flex the legs or to turn to the left.
- The mapping between a stimulus and its meaning could represent a push or a pull of the body towards the direction to move.
Table 6.4: Ten body movements that could serve as general instructions. Every movement has a corresponding countermovement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body movement</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stretch the legs</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flex the legs</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift the weight from the right to the left foot</td>
<td>WL</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift the weight from the left to the right foot</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean the upper body to the left</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean the upper body to the right</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean the upper body forward</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean the upper body backward (straighten up)</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn the upper body to the left</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn the upper body to the right</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A sequence of tactile stimuli that starts laterally at one side of the body and that concludes laterally at the opposing side could evoke countermovements. These patterns seem to be less appropriate for signaling lean left (right) and shift the weight to the left (right) foot.

Considering the participants’ most frequent responses to the investigated tactile patterns, we have chosen ten body movements that could serve as a general set of instructions in various physical activities (see Table 6.4). To represent these instructions as tactile patterns, we have chosen single directional lines, which our participants tended to prefer to localized pulses. Also, our findings indicated that simultaneous and compound patterns did not provide additional benefits over single directional lines.

Fig. 6.7 illustrates the locations where these directional lines could stimulate the body and describes the possible meaning of these patterns. The formal notation for these patterns is (see Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body locations and Table 6.4 for the acronyms on body movements):

**Stretch the legs, flex the legs:**

- $SL = R_U(TRV) + R_U(TLV)$ at the front of the thighs
- $FL = R_D(TRD) + R_D(TLD)$ at the back of the thighs

**Shift the weight to the left / right foot:**

- $WL = R_UTRL$ laterally at the right thigh
- $WR = R_UTLL$ laterally at the left thigh
6.2 Intuitive Interpretation of Tactile Stimuli

Figure 6.7: The first set of tactile motion instruction patterns, based on directional lines. The arrows indicate the direction of the evoked sensations. The lateral stimuli in upward direction at the torso and the thighs, and the stimuli applied to the front and back of the torso could be described to represent the increased bending radius of the body when leaning sideways, forward, or backward. The mapping between these patterns and their meaning bases on the push metaphor, which would prompt to move the body away from the side where the vibration is perceived. The stimuli at the front and back of the thighs resemble the pull metaphor; they could be described to pull flexed legs upwards or to pull stretched legs downwards.

Lean upper body to the left / right:

- $\text{LL} = R_U(BRL)$ laterally at the right side of the torso
- $\text{LR} = R_U(BLL)$ laterally at the left side of the torso

Lean upper body forward / backward:

- $\text{LF} = R_U(BMD)$ at the back
• $LB = R_U(BMV)$ at the chest

Turn upper body to the left / right:

• $TL = 2 \cdot (P_{33}(BMV) \rightarrow P_{33}(BLL) \rightarrow P_{33}(BMD) \rightarrow P_{33}(BRL))$
• $TR = 2 \cdot (P_{33}(BMV) \rightarrow P_{33}(BRL) \rightarrow P_{33}(BMD) \rightarrow P_{33}(BLL))$

The duration of these patterns is 1300 ms (BD = 100 ms, IBI = 50 ms, see Fig. 6.2). $TL$ and $TR$ last for 1890 ms (BD = 50 ms, IBI = 30 ms).

These design recommendations and the tactile patterns are not yet definite. They were derived from a stationary situation and do not consider how well they can be perceived and recognized in active situations.

6.3 Tactile Motion Instructions in Stationary and in Active Situations

We have noted that cognitive workload can degrade the ability to identify the location of tactile pulses applied to the torso and the direction of sensory saltation applied to the back (see section 6.1.2). In the studies that investigated these stimuli, however, only a small area of the skin was stimulated. Moreover, demanding physical activities that could occur, for example, in sports training were not considered. To address these limitations of related work, we have investigated if young adults could perceive and identify our first set of tactile patterns while practicing sports that were physically and cognitively demanding. The findings of our studies provided additional guidelines for refining the chosen tactile motion instruction patterns.

We have focused on snowboarding and on horseback riding because both activities do not allow coaches to always provide instructions in time or to physically move by hand the athlete’s body into correct position. Moreover, in both sports, athletes experience cognitive workload, natural forces, and vibration that could influence how they perceive artificial tactile stimuli. Snowboarders wear thick, tight-fitting clothes and boots that create natural tactile sensations. The harsh environment leads to cold limbs, pain, and muscle strains. Snowboarders also have to quickly adjust their posture for maintaining balance, and they have to choose a riding path that does not endanger other winter sport practitioners. Although horseback riding is physically less demanding than snowboarding, this sport involves different body movements and puts a different cognitive workload on equestrians.

6.3.1 Perception under Increasingly Realistic Conditions

We used the Wii balance board to simulate an active situation.
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Figure 6.8: The cognitive and physical workload condition of the experiment required the participants to respond to tactile motion instructions on the Wii balance board. The actuator boxes were placed inside a backpack.

tile patterns under laboratory conditions. The *Nintendo Wii Fit* balance board [Nintendo, 2010] and the game *Slalom Snowboard* served to simulate an active situation similar to real snowboarding (see Fig. 6.8). Standing on a short and narrow static board that represented the snowboard, our participants had to redistribute their weight between the toes and the heels for passing between flags shown on a 40-inch display. To maintain balance, they had to slightly flex the legs and to move the upper body and the arms. Shifting the weight to the front foot accelerated the snowboard, whereas shifting the weight to the back foot decreased its speed. In contrast to real snowboarding, playing this game was physically less exhausting and did not require the participants to wear thigh and thick clothes.

A pilot study with two volunteers revealed that almost all movements were spasmodic and difficult to classify. Moreover, the experimenter could not accurately differentiate if the participants moved their bodies as response to tactile instructions or if these movements were required in the current gameplay situation. Therefore, we asked our participants to first utter which instruction they perceived before executing this instruction. These additional verbal responses, however, increased the cognitive workload on them while playing the game.

Participants and Experimental Setup

Twenty volunteers aged 19–30 years (M = 24.83 years) were recruited from the local university (four women). All volunteers regularly practiced sport,
such as jogging or fitness exercises. Three participants snowboarded. Five participants had already played with the balance board. Nine volunteers had participated in our first study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (see section 6.2).

If tactile instructions were applied in a realistic setting during sports training, such as during a snowboarding course, snowboard students would first learn the meaning of these instructions before they would respond to them during exercises. Therefore, our goal was to investigate how physical and cognitive workload influenced the ability to perceive and discriminate between tactile instructions immediately after learning the meaning of the tactile patterns. We chose a within-subjects design with two conditions:

1. Stationary situation
2. Active situation (Wii balance board)

We chose the push metaphor as mapping between the patterns and their meaning in order to keep the instructions consistent for all participants (see Fig. 6.7). The participants learned the meaning of the ten patterns for up to ten minutes by pressing buttons on the GUI of the SensAct Control application (see Fig. 3.9). Each button represented an instruction, such as Flex the legs, and triggered the corresponding tactile stimuli. This training phase concluded with two to three practice runs on the balance board, which allowed all participants to become familiar with the game.

Testing all patterns necessitated five SensAct boxes (see Fig. 3.5), which were uncomfortable to wear in a backpack and which could hinder the participants in moving their bodies. To increase the participants’ freedom of movement while playing the game, we decided to reduce the weight of the backpack. We used three boxes and applied the instruction sets for the upper and lower body separately. The order in which these instruction sets were applied was counterbalanced across the participants.

In the first condition, we measured how accurately randomly delivered instructions were recognized in a stationary situation while standing still. These measurements represented the baseline for the optimal perception of tactile instructions. The participants stood upright and listened to soft music played back through headphones, which blocked the auditory cues from the vibrating motors. Their task was to state which instructions they had perceived and to perform the corresponding body movements. All instructions were applied for two times.

For the second condition, the candidates were asked to first say out aloud the perceived instructions and then to perform the corresponding movements while playing the game. The experimenter randomly triggered all instructions, using a random delay of 10–15 seconds after the participants uttered their responses. The participants replayed the game until all instructions were applied for two times. After the experiment, we informed the participants which instructions they had misinterpreted.
Table 6.5: Average accuracy in identifying instructions in a stationary situation and in an active situation on the Wii balance board (in %, with standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Both groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>96.11 (6.97)</td>
<td>98.13 (2.59)</td>
<td>97.06 (5.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>91.67 (8.30)</td>
<td>97.50 (5.35)</td>
<td>94.41 (7.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>both</td>
<td>93.89 (7.78)</td>
<td>97.81 (4.07)</td>
<td>95.74 (6.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 2</td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>97.78 (5.06)</td>
<td>94.38 (9.04)</td>
<td>96.18 (7.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>92.78 (6.67)</td>
<td>95.63 (5.63)</td>
<td>94.12 (6.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>both</td>
<td>95.28 (6.29)</td>
<td>95.00 (7.30)</td>
<td>95.15 (6.68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment was repeated on the following day in order to assess how well the participants recalled the meaning of the tactile patterns in both situations. Therefore, we asked the participants if they could return for an additional experiment. To avoid practicing the meaning of the patterns at home, we did not tell them the purpose of the follow-up experiment.

Results

Three volunteers were not able to participate on the second day and were excluded from data analysis. The other participants were split into two groups to consider their previous experience with artificial tactile stimuli in relation to our technology. Group A comprised the nine volunteers who were new to these stimuli. Three participants had tried the balance board before. One participant snowboarded. Group B comprised the eight volunteers who had participated in the first study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli. Although they did not know the final composition of the patterns, they might have benefitted from their previous experience with these stimuli. Two participants had tried the balance board before. Two participants snowboarded.

None of the volunteers used the allotted time of ten minutes for learning the meaning of the instructions. On average, they finished after 3–4 minutes. The participants were split into two groups to consider their previous experience with artificial tactile stimuli.

The participants did not miss instructions. They perceived and responded to all instructions in the stationary and active situation. Even so, some participants misinterpreted a few instructions with the corresponding counter-instructions. One participant explained that he had difficulties in articulating the meaning of the patterns. Although he recognized the instructions, he tended to mix up the directions when responding verbally. For example, he noticed to answer left instead of right and right instead of left. Moreover, some volunteers stated that they preferred to express the meaning of the patterns with gestures of the hands and arms in order to avoid speaking.

Table 6.5 summarizes the average percentage of recognized instructions for each group. A mixed between-within ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of the group, $F(1, 15) = 1.20, p = .29, r = .27$. This indicates that previous experience with tactile stimuli did not significantly improve the performance.
the ability to recognize instructions was in general the same for participants who did not have previous experience with tactile stimuli in relation to our technology (group A) and for participants who had participated in our first experiment on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (group B).

There was no significant main effect of the day, $F(1, 15) = 1.07, p = .32, r = .26$. This indicates that both groups recognized instructions with similar accuracy on both days. There was no significant main effect of the situation and the group, $F(1, 15) = 3.59, p = .08, r = .44$. Although this indicates that both groups recognized instructions with similar accuracy in both situations, group A recognized fewer instructions than group B in the active situation, but this difference in performance was not significant. There was no significant interaction effect between the day and the situation, $F(1, 15) = .08, p = .78, r = .07$. This indicates that on both days the instructions were recognized with similar accuracy in both situations.

The day × situation × group interaction was not significant, $F(1, 15) = .27, p = .61, r = .13$. This suggests that the ability to recognize tactile instructions did not depend on the situation, on the day, or on the participants’ previous experience with tactile stimuli. Although the average number of recognized instructions was in general lower for group A than for group B and lower in the active situation than in the stationary situation, this difference in performance between the groups and between the situations was not significant. In addition, the participants remembered the meaning of the ten instructions on the following day without practice in-between. Even so, the participants were told after the experiment on the first day which instructions they had misinterpreted, which could have affected their responses on the second day.

Fig. 6.9 shows which instructions group A recognized. Amongst all instructions, *Turn left* and *Turn right* were most often misinterpreted in both situations and on both days. *Stretch (flex) the legs* were most often misinterpreted on the first day. Fig. 6.10 shows which instructions group B recognized. On the first day, only the instructions *Turn left, Turn right*, and *Lean right* were misinterpreted a few times. This group’s performance slightly degraded on the second day when two participants additionally misinterpreted *Stretch (flex) the legs* in both situations. The ability to recognize the other instructions was similar between the groups.

On average, in the stationary situation on day 1, group A recognized the instructions with similar accuracy ($M = 96.11\%, SE = 1.67\%$) as group B ($M = 98.13\%, SE = 95\%$); the difference between the profiles of the recognized instructions was not significant $t(14.33) = -1.05, p = .31, r = .24$ (in-
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Figure 6.9: Average percentage of recognized instructions for group A (with standard error).

Figure 6.10: Average percentage of recognized instructions for group B (with standard error).

dependent t-test, two-tailed, equal variances not assumed). In the active situation on day 1, group A recognized fewer instructions ($M = 91.67\%, SE = 2.90\%$) than group B ($M = 97.5\%, SE = 1.38\%$), but the difference between the profiles was not significant $t(18) = -1.82, p = .09, r = .39$ (independent t-test, two-tailed, equal variances assumed).

On average, in the stationary situation on day 2, group A recognized more instructions ($M = 97.78\%, SE = 1.23\%$) than group B ($M =$ The profiles of the recognized instructions did not significantly differ between the groups on day 2.
Table 6.6: Number of participants who misinterpreted at least once an instruction (see Table 6.4 for categories). The row “distinct users” denotes the number of different participants across both situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>day 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distinct users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>day 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distinct users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>day 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distinct users</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

94.38%, $SE = 2.86%$; the difference between the profiles was not significant $t(18) = 1.09, p = .29, r = .25$ (independent t-test, two-tailed, equal variances assumed). In the active situation on day 2, group A recognized fewer instructions ($M = 92.78%, SE = 3.10%$) than group B ($M = 95.63%, SE = 1.88%$); the difference between the profiles was not significant $t(18) = -.79, p = .44, r = .18$ (independent t-test, two-tailed, equal variances assumed).

Table 6.6 summarizes the number of participants who misinterpreted instructions. Five to six members of group A had difficulties in discriminating the instructions of category C5 (Turn left or right) in the active situation on both days, whereas only two members of group B misinterpreted these instructions. Two to three members of either group misinterpreted the instructions of category C1 (Stretch or flex the legs). One to two members of each group misinterpreted other instructions. One member of group A and two members of group B—one snowboarder—recognized all instructions.

All participants responded to all instructions. Even so, some participants mentioned that although they had perceived vibration around the waist, they could not identify in which direction to turn without paying attention to these stimuli. Those volunteers who balanced on the board for the first time apparently had more difficulties than those who had already played with the board. Also, the anatomy of the body influenced the perception of the stimuli while playing the game. Some participants pointed out that they had noticed vibration at the belly and the upper back but seldom at the lower back and the chest. This indicated that our tactile suit was less appropriate for displaying directional lines along the spine and sternum.
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Discussion

This study investigated if young adults could perceive and identify tactile instructions in a stationary situation and in an active situation during a balance task. These instructions were based on directional lines that were rendered across the entire body. Overall, all participants quickly learned and recalled the meaning of the tactile patterns over a period of two days. They recognized most of the instructions with high accuracy in the stationary and in the active situation, independent of their pre-experience with artificial tactile stimuli. Moreover, they did not miss instructions in the active situation.

These findings indicate that the physical effort and the cognitive workload experienced during the balance task did not degrade the ability to perceive the tactile stimuli. Even so, several participants misinterpreted some instructions, in the active situation in particular. This indicates that the balance task degraded their ability to identify and to name the meaning of the patterns compared to the stationary situation. The instructions for turning left (right) and for stretching (flexing) the legs were most often misinterpreted, but the reasons why these instructions were misinterpreted are different.

The tactile patterns that represented *Turn left* and *Turn right* were delivered to the same body location and only differed in their direction around the waist. In general, patterns that share actuators are difficult to discriminate \cite{Geldard and Sherrick 1965, Cholewiak and Collins 1995}. In our case, six members of group A misinterpreted these patterns. At first sight, it seems that members of group B benefitted from their previous experience with artificial tactile stimuli because only two of them misinterpreted these patterns. The characteristics of these patterns, however, suggest that group B had less difficulty in paying attention to the direction of these patterns while balancing on the board than group A. Therefore, these patterns have to be modified to ensure that end-users can discriminate between them regardless of the workload that they might experience in active situations.

In contrast, the patterns that represented *Stretch (flex) the legs* stimulated opposing body sites and did not share actuators. Only a few members of either group misinterpreted these instructions, which indicates that these patterns are discriminable. Even so, a few participants misinterpreted these instructions in the stationary situation when they did not experience cognitive workload that could have degraded their ability to pay attention to these distinct stimuli. This indicates that these participants might have benefitted from more training for learning the meaning of these patterns.

Besides these issues, our participants uttered the meaning of the instructions, which could have lead to misinterpretations while playing the game. Many people have trouble telling left from right (*left-right confusion*) \cite{Han-nay et al. 1990}, in particular under time pressure. In fact, one participant pointed out that he had recognized the instructions but had mixed up the
directions while speaking. Also, some participants might have benefitted from executing the instructions before speaking, which would have put a different cognitive workload on them. With hindsight, we can attribute delayed responses to the fact that speaking required attention.

Moreover, we assume that our experimental setup could have influenced the participants’ responses. Since all instructions were randomly delivered during the game, they did not occur at times when corrections were required. For example, the message to turn the body to the right could have interfered with turns to the left while passing the flags on the screen, which could have lead to incorrect responses.

The instructions for leaning sideways, forwards, and backwards were based on the push metaphor to indicate in which direction to move. Since only a few of these instructions were misinterpreted, we can conclude that this encoding metaphor did not cause problems. Even so, the effects of the encoding metaphor should be further investigated because our previous results indicated that some people intuitively prefer to move towards the points of stimulation instead of away (see section 6.2).

In conclusion, our findings indicate that the active situation did not degrade the ability to perceive the chosen tactile stimuli on the body compared to the static situation. The findings also indicate that those volunteers who had participated in our first experiment on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli did not benefit from their previous experience with these stimuli. Even those volunteers who were new to the tactile patterns quickly learned and recalled the instructions. Moreover, the profiles of the recognized instructions did not significantly differ between the groups, which indicates that both groups recognized the ten instructions with similar accuracy in the static and active situation. Even so, the ability to recognize the direction of rotation around the waist degraded in the active situation. Also, several participants misinterpreted some instructions when they uttered the meaning of the patterns while playing the game.

6.3.2 Perception under Real-World Conditions: Snowboarding

The previous study was conducted in the laboratory and considered a balance task for controlling a virtual snowboard. We decided to repeat the experiment under realistic conditions with users on the slope, as this environment initially motivated us to design tactile motion instructions. This study was conducted by Jacobs [2008] under the guidance of the author.

Overall, we expected that the ability to perceive and to interpret the designed tactile patterns would degrade compared to the laboratory condition. Snowboarders have to continuously pay attention to maintaining balance. They face exciting situations, they wear thick and tight clothes, and they experience muscle strains and pain. These conditions could degrade the
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Figure 6.11: A backpack stored the SensAct boxes during the ride.

perception of tactile pulses, as indicated in related work (see section 6.1.2).

To estimate if the composed tactile patterns were appropriate as instructions during physical activities, we have introduced spoken instructions played back over earplugs. Spoken instructions are commonly used for teaching motor skills, and they might be preferred by athletes. The accuracy in recognizing these messages served as baseline for optimally perceiving instructions during descents.

Participants

Ten snowboarders aged 23–28 years (M = 25.4 years) were recruited over e-mail with help from the local university’s sports center (four women). On a scale ranging from level one (beginner) to level five (expert), two volunteers rated their skills as level two (advanced beginner), six as level three (advanced), and two as level four (proficient). They snowboarded between one and three weeks per year during holidays. One advanced snowboarder had previously participated in the initial study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (see section 6.2).

Hardware Setup

The participants carried three SensAct boxes (see Fig. 3.5) in a backpack (see Fig. 6.11) and two time-synchronized Nokia N70 mobile phones in their pockets. One of the Nokia N70 ran a Python script that controlled the boxes and that triggered the tactile instructions. Alternatively, this host

We compared tactile instructions to spoken instructions.

Ten snowboarders with different riding skills participated.
Table 6.7: Eight instructions were rephrased and adapted to metaphors used in snowboard training (see Table 6.4 for the original wordings). The column “Duration” denotes the length of the German wordings in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English wording</th>
<th>German wording</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fries</td>
<td>Pommes</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger</td>
<td>Burger</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure towards the nose</td>
<td>Die Nose belasten</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>WL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure towards the tail</td>
<td>Das Tail belasten</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>WR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean towards the nose</td>
<td>Zur Nose lehnen</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean towards the tail</td>
<td>Zum Tail lehnen</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>LR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean upper body forward</td>
<td>Nach vorne lehnen</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straighten up</td>
<td>Aufrichten</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello valley</td>
<td>Hallo Tal</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>TL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello mountain</td>
<td>Hallo Berg</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The device played back spoken instructions. All instructions were time-stamped and logged for off-line data analysis. The other Nokia N70 recorded the participants’ utterances using a microphone that was attached to the collar of the jacket. This setup was necessary because it was too difficult for the experimenter to manually trigger the instructions while descending the slope and to observe if the participants performed the required movements.

Experimental Setup

The study took place in the indoor ski resort SnowWorld Landgraaf, The Netherlands. The slope was 520 m (1700 ft) long. This slope was open to other winter sport practitioners during the experiment. The temperature was $-5^\circ$C.

The meaning of the instructions was rephrased to represent snowboarding exercises that coaches would issue during courses (see Table 6.7). Moreover, these wordings guided the snowboarder’s attention to the external effects of the movements instead of to the body, which is considered beneficial for training [Wulf, 2007] (section 8.1 discusses why the wording of feedback is an important factor in motor skill learning).

The tactile patterns that represented upper body rotation (TL, TR) were modified to provide additional cues in which direction to turn. These new patterns based on the push metaphor: pulses that started and ended at the right side of the abdomen signaled to turn left; pulses that started and ended at the left side of the abdomen signaled to turn right. The duration of these patterns (2130 ms) reached the maximum length of two seconds that was recommended for tactile messages [Geldard, 1957].

A pilot study with two male volunteers revealed that the underclothes, which winter sport practitioners typically wear, degraded the perception of
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The directional line rendered along the spine. This line signaled to *Lean forward* (LF). To ensure that this instruction was perceived, we replaced this line with three localized pulses at the shoulder blades (400 ms).

The formal notation of these three modified patterns is (see Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body location):

- \( LF = P^3(SLD) + P^3(SRD) \)
- \( TL = 2 \cdot (P^3(BRL) \rightarrow P^3(BMV) \rightarrow P^3(BLL) \rightarrow P^3(BMD)) \rightarrow P^3(BRL) \)
- \( TR = 2 \cdot (P^3(BLL) \rightarrow P^3(BMV) \rightarrow P^3(BRL) \rightarrow P^3(BMD)) \rightarrow P^3(BLL) \)

We chose a within-subjects design with two conditions:

- Tactile instructions
- Verbal instructions played back over earplugs

The experiment comprised eight descents, which were scheduled for the morning and after the lunch break. Four descents addressed tactile instructions. The other four descents addressed spoken instructions. For each modality, two descents addressed the instructions for the upper body, whereas the other two descents addressed the instructions for the lower body. The order in which the modality and the two instruction sets were applied was counterbalanced across the participants.

The participants learned the meaning of the tactile patterns before the corresponding descents. The experimenter triggered each instruction twice and demonstrated the body movements. The instructions were repeated on request until the participants were sure to have memorized their meaning.

The host device was programmed to randomly trigger the instructions with a random delay of 5–10 seconds until the program was manually stopped. The participants’ task was to say out aloud which instruction they perceived and to perform the corresponding movement unless this movement hindered their riding technique. After the experiment, they answered a questionnaire asking their view on tactile and spoken instructions while snowboarding (see Appendix B).

**Results**

The audio recordings revealed wind-noise and the noise of the snowboard shoving snow away. This allowed us to differentiate when the participants descended and when they stopped at the end of the slope. Overall, each
Spoken instructions were perceived with near-perfect accuracy. On average, the participants recognized 97.15% ($SD = 4.24\%$), missed 1.60% ($SD = 2.61\%$), and misinterpreted 1.25% ($SD = 2.64\%$) of these messages.

Fig. 6.12 shows the profile of tactile instructions. On average, 87.06% ($SD = 8.03\%$) of instructions were recognized, 9.13% ($SD = 9.18\%$) were misinterpreted, and 3.81% ($SD = 5.42\%$) were missed. One woman recognized all patterns. The modified pattern for Lean forward (LF) was recognized in all trials. Four snowboarders (three women) did not respond a few times to the instruction Lean backward (LB), which was delivered along the sternum.

The participants most often misinterpreted the instructions Turn right and Turn left (71.43% and 81.82% were recognized). They also had difficulty in differentiating between Flex the legs and Stretch the legs (83.33% and 87.80% were recognized). Overall, four volunteers misinterpreted the instructions of category C1, two misinterpreted C2, three misinterpreted C3, and six misinterpreted C5 (see Table 6.4 for categories).

On average, the difference between the time stamps when an applied instruction ended and the time stamps when the participants started to utter
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating Description</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wearing the system was (very uncomfortable ... very comfortable)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The signal quality was (very poor ... very good)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The evoked sensation was (very unpleasant ... very pleasant)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could map instructions to movements (strongly disagree ... strongly agree)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt incited to perform movements (strongly disagree ... strongly agree)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt distracted during the ride (strongly disagree ... strongly agree)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think instructions were intuitive (strongly disagree ... strongly agree)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions during the ride are helpful (strongly disagree ... strongly agree)</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min -[1st quartile - median - 3rd quartile]- max</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
<td>![Rating Graph]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.13**: Likert scale ratings of tactile instructions (continuous, black) and of verbal instructions (dashed, blue).

A response was lower for the tactile channel ($M = 1.01$ sec, $SE = 0.16$ sec) than for the audio channel ($M = 1.98$ sec, $SE = 0.14$ sec). This difference was significant $t(9) = 6.30, p < 0.01$ and did represent a large effect $r = 0.90$.

Fig. 6.13 shows the answers to the questionnaire, regarding the two experimental conditions. Some participants did not like to wear the standard Nokia N70 earplugs used during the study because they were big and uncomfortable. Both tactile and spoken instructions were good to perceive, but one participant felt disturbed by spoken instructions. In general, the tactile sensations were pleasant. Neither modality was superior in intuitively representing body movements or in inciting the participants to per-
form these movements. On average, however, tactile instructions were rated as being slightly less distracting than spoken instructions. Overall, both modalities were considered useful for providing feedback during descents.

For question four, which addressed how well the participants could map instructions to movements, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that spoken instructions were rated significantly higher ($Mdn = 4.5$) than tactile instructions ($Mdn = 4$), $T = 0, n = 7, p = .011, r = -.13$. Overall, six participants stated that spoken instructions were easier to interpret. In particular, these instructions were simply repeated word for word. This was not the case with tactile instructions, which required additional cognitive effort for translating the perceived stimuli into words. Even so, the other four participants (three women, two advanced beginners, two advanced riders) preferred tactile instructions; these commands were subtler, less annoying, and less stressfully to wait for. Also, the external noises while descending the slope did not interfere with the tactile stimuli.

Three volunteers commented that the mapping between the tactile patterns and their meaning was less obvious. They expected to move towards the vibration, as would be the case for instructions based on the pull metaphor. Even so, they did not have difficulty in learning the chosen mapping.

All participants stated that they could clearly identify the locations where the tactile stimuli were applied to the body. When asked whether they could recognize the direction that the patterns displayed on the skin, the experienced snowboarders stated that they could perceive these directions. Even so, the less skilled snowboarders stated that they did not recognize the direction. Also, the rotational patterns were perceived as localized taps and less as continuous movement. This sensation made it difficult to recognize in which direction to turn. Overall, the intensity of the stimuli felt weaker during the ride compared to the learning phase while standing still. Four participants suggested that we should increase the intensity of the vibration, which could make the tactile patterns easier to perceive.

To increase the vibration intensity, two participants proposed to activate neighboring actuators simultaneously instead of sequentially. One participant suggested larger sensations across the body. For example, stimuli that started at the thighs and that ended at the torso could indicate *Stretch the legs*. Two participants did not like to wear the backpack with boxes and further suggested to remove the wires in future systems.

The experimenter descended together with the participants to observe if they performed the movements as requested. Although she did not know when the system triggered an instruction nor which instruction this was, she observed movements that obviously originated from the randomly delivered instructions. One participant fell twice and explained that she had tried hard to shift her weight towards the tail of the snowboard upon perceiving the instruction *Lean towards the tail* (in fact, this movement can lead to falls, as it is a common mistake in snowboarding, see section 4.2). The two proficient snowboarders commented that they were annoyed to execute...
instructions at inappropriate times. Since these instructions often interfered with their riding technique, they did not move as requested.

Overall, the wearable platform worked reliably on the slope, but the mobile phone that recorded the utterances stopped working during three descents. These descents were repeated.

**Discussion**

The findings of this study provided the first estimate on the perception and interpretation of tactile motion instructions under real-world conditions. Overall, neither the ability to perceive nor the ability to interpret these instructions did severely degrade compared to the laboratory study. A few instructions were missed (3.81%), yet we cannot state if the participants did not perceive the stimuli or if they were too distracted to answer. Regarding the profile of the instructions, the average correct score measured on the slope ($M = 87.06\%$, $SD = 8.03\%$) was slightly lower than the score measured on the Wii balance board for participants who were new to these tactile stimuli (group A: $M = 91.67\%$, $SD = 2.90\%$) (see section 6.3.1).

The patterns that represented upper body rotation were most often mis-interpreted, as was also the case on the Wii balance board. The modified patterns that were delivered around the waist were perceived, but they were still too difficult to differentiate. In particular, the less skilled snowboarders did not notice the direction that these patterns displayed on the skin. For this reason, these rotational patterns were inappropriate as tactile instructions. They should be replaced with stimuli that can be discriminated.

Four participants misinterpreted the instructions *Stretch (flex) the legs*, although these tactile patterns were delivered to opposing body sites. This indicates that some users might benefit from longer training in order to learn the meaning of these stimuli. In particular, the directional line at the front of the thighs might be less obvious as instruction, as this pattern was seldom associated with *Stretch the legs* in the initial study (see section 6.2).

Spoken instructions were superior to tactile instructions regarding their perception and interpretation. Also, six participants preferred spoken instructions, stating that they could better map these messages to body movements. Even so, the high recognition accuracy of tactile instructions and the answers to the questionnaire indicate that tactile instructions could replace spoken instructions. Moreover, four participants preferred tactile instructions, stating that these instructions were less distracting and easier to perceive in the noisy environment. Other aspects between spoken and tactile instructions did not significantly differ. Regarding comfort, distraction, and intuitiveness, the ratings were similar but revealed a slight preference for tactile instructions. For these reasons, users should have the option to choose over which modality to receive instructions.
Tactile instructions lead to faster verbal response times than spoken instructions. This faster response time is an advantage for sports that require quick reactions. We assume that the participants started to interpret tactile instructions as soon as they noticed vibration at a specific body site, which characterized these unique patterns. In contrast, spoken instructions required the participants to listen to the whole utterances in order to perceive the meaning of these messages.

Although our findings indicate that tactile instructions could be applied during physical activities, several factors likely influenced the participants’ responses and probably increased the number of mistakes, as was also the case on the Wii balance board (see section 6.3.1). The instructions were randomly applied and also occurred at inappropriate times when corrections were not required or when they could have interfered with the rider’s movements. A few participants indicated that they expected to move towards the vibration instead of away. Moreover, the participants responded verbally, which increased their cognitive workload and which could have caused some of them to mix up the directions. Also, the training session for learning the instructions before descending the slope was short. Another issue was that our custom-tailored tactile suit apparently prevented the motors from directly touching the skin along the sternum, which could explain why the instruction Lean backward was missed a few times.

### 6.3.3 Perception under Real-World Conditions: Horseback Riding

The first study that we have conducted to investigate if tactile motion instructions could be perceived and recognized during a demanding physical activity under real-world conditions focused on snowboarding. To broaden the basis for designing tactile instructions, we have conducted another field study with equestrians. This study took place at the same time as the field study with snowboarders and was conducted by Hilgers [2008] under the guidance of the author.

Equestrians have to maintain a straight vertical line between the head, the shoulders, the hip, and the heels; the back is straight, the shoulders are square, and the knees are slightly bent (see Fig. 6.14). This posture can challenge beginners. Inexperienced riders tend to lean the upper body forward or backward, or they move the shoulders forward. While riding in the ring, they tend to lean their torso towards the center of the ring. These movements shift the center of gravity to a position that makes it difficult for the rider and for the horse to ride without getting tired or sore. Also, many beginners keep their legs forward as if they sat on a chair, or they point their toes outward. In this posture, they loose the contact between the thighs and the horse such that they cannot guide the animal.

To correct these mistakes, many of the body movements listed in Table 6.4 could be applied as instructions. For this reason, we decided to focus
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Figure 6.14: Horseback riders have to maintain a balanced and secure posture in the saddle.

on these movements, except for upper body rotation. The instructions WL and WR, which originally prompted to shift the weight to the left or right foot, were reworded to represent Shift the weight to the left (right). These new instructions were similar to LL and LR, which prompted to lean sideways. Furthermore, we introduced an alternative instruction that signaled Pull the shoulders back (PBS). This instruction simultaneously pulsed actuators at the upper chest, which were located directly below the clavicles: $PSB = P^3(SLV) + P^3(SRV)$ (see Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body location).

Participants and Hardware Setup

Eight equestriennes aged 12–37 years ($M = 22.1$ years) were recruited from a local horse-riding club. On a scale ranging from level 1 (beginner) to level 5 (expert), three participants rated their riding skills as level 2 (advanced beginner), one as level 3 (advanced), and four as level 4 (proficient). They weekly practiced horse riding.

All participants wore the custom tactile suit with the vibration motors over their standard riding dress. Similar to the study on the slope, a backpack stored three SensAct boxes during the ride (see Fig. 6.14). A Nokia N70 mobile phone controlled these boxes. Another mobile phone recorded the participants’ utterances during the ride with a microphone that was attached to the rider’s T-shirt.
Figure 6.15: Average percentage of recognized instructions while riding a horse (with standard error). Some instructions were misinterpreted at the beginning while riding at walk but not subsequently while riding at trot.

Experimental Setup

An outdoor riding ring served as location for conducting the experiment. This riding ring was also used by other riders while the study took place. After mounting the horse, the participants learned the meaning of the tactile instructions. Therefore, the experimenter manually triggered the patterns and explained which body movements they represented. She repeated instructions on request until the participants were sure to have memorized their meaning. The instruction set for the upper and lower body were tested separately. Their order was counterbalanced across the participants.

The participants’ task was to ride the horse in a balanced position at walk. Subsequently, they had to increase the speed for riding at trot. For these two gaits, the host device was programmed to deliver instructions with a random delay of 5–10 seconds and to apply each instruction twice in random order. The participants’ task was to say out aloud which instruction they perceived and to perform the corresponding movement. After the experiment, they answered a questionnaire asking their view on tactile motion instructions (see Appendix C).

Results

Fig. 6.15 depicts the profile of the recognized instructions. On average, the participants recognized 88.89% (SD = 16.76%) of the instructions in the walk and 99.31% (SD = 2.08%) in the trot. Although all instructions were perceived, six riders misinterpreted the instructions that were applied...
to the thighs while riding at walk: two advanced beginners, one advanced rider, and two proficient riders misinterpreted once the instructions *Stretch the legs, Flex the legs*, and *Shift the weight to the left*; one proficient rider once misinterpreted *Shift the weight to the left*. Another proficient rider once misinterpreted *Lean forward* while riding at trot.

Fig. 6.16 shows the answers to the questionnaire. All participants disliked wearing the backpack, but the tight-fitting clothes with the motors did not cause discomfort. The instructions were good to perceive, and the evoked sensation were pleasant. All participants could map the instructions to movements and felt incited to perform these movements. Although seven participants stated that the instructions intuitively represented the chosen body movements, the instruction set for the upper body was preferred, whereas lower body instructions did not seem to clearly convey their
message. Overall, the participants uniformly agreed that if future wearable systems could detect all riding mistakes, these instructions could help them to learn how to ride with correct posture. One proficient rider, however, felt distracted by these instructions because they shifted her focus too much away from the horse to her own posture.

During debriefing, one participant suggested that we should change the meaning of the tactile stimuli that were delivered to the thighs. Directional lines in upward or downward direction at the back of the thighs should represent \textit{Stretch the legs} or \textit{Flex the legs}. While lateral stimuli at the torso could indicate \textit{Lean left} and \textit{Lean right}, lateral stimuli at the thighs should signal \textit{Press the thighs together} for increasing the contact to the horse.

The more experienced riders stated that they could recognize the direction that the tactile patterns displayed on the skin. In contrast, the less experienced riders stated that they did not pay attention to the characteristics of the stimuli during the ride. Moreover, the stimuli that were rendered along the spine and sternum were more difficult to notice because the body anatomy and the riding dress beneath the tactile suit prevented the motors from contacting the skin.

\textbf{Discussion}

The findings of this study indicate that young horse riders did not have difficulty in perceiving and recognizing tactile motion instructions. Moreover, they did not miss instructions, as was the case on the slope. Even so, the lower body instructions \textit{Stretch (flex) the legs} and \textit{Shift the weight to the left} were more often misinterpreted than on the Wii balance board (see Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10) or while snowboarding (see Fig. 6.12). This indicates that for this sport, which required to sit in a saddle, the mapping between these patterns and their meaning was not obvious. In fact, one participant proposed alternative mappings that could be more appropriate for the chosen lower body patterns.

The participants first rode at walk and subsequently at trot. Since the order of these riding gaits was not counterbalanced, a learning effect could be observed. Lower body instructions were misinterpreted at the beginning while riding at walk but not while riding at trot. Obviously, riding at walk served as additional learning phase and helped the participants to remember the meaning of these patterns.

Riding at trot is physically and cognitively more demanding than riding at walk. Even so, only one participant misinterpreted an instruction while riding at trot. For this reason, we assume that responding verbally was less challenging while horseback riding than while snowboarding. This indicates that responding verbally is one reason that could have caused misinterpretation while snowboarding (see section 6.3.2).
Overall, all participants advocated tactile motion instructions during the ride, stating that equestriennes usually try to improve the gait of their horses and often practice different figures in the riding ring. A wearable system that could automatically provide hints for corrections could remind them to also pay more attention to their own posture during training. Nevertheless, one participant felt distracted by the tactile stimuli. This indicates that the tactile channel might not always be appropriate for providing instructions during training.

6.3.4 Revised Design Recommendations

Based on the findings of the studies that we have conducted under real-world conditions, we can revise our first guidelines for designing tactile motion instruction patterns (see section 6.2.4). Initially, we have proposed directional lines based on sensory saltation for communicating the direction in which to perform body movements. While some skilled participants could pay attention both to the sport and to the characteristics of these stimuli, the less skilled participants could not identify the direction of these lines. In particular, the rotation around the waist was difficult to discriminate. For this reason, directional lines should not be used as primary parameter for encoding the direction in which to move the body.

Instead, body location should be used as primary parameter for communicating the meaning of an instruction. If all instructions are delivered to distinct locations, they will be unique and will not require the user to pay attention to other characteristics of the stimuli. Nevertheless, directional lines could serve as secondary parameter for encoding information redundantly, and for intensifying the sensory experience.

We also found that our tactile suit prevented the motors from touching the skin along the spine and sternum such that tactile stimuli delivered to these locations were more difficult to perceive. Moreover, some of these tactile patterns were missed while snowboarding (see section 6.3.2). For this reason, other body locations should be used for representing Lean forward and Lean backward. The upper back and the upper chest could be possible candidates, as localized pulses applied to the shoulder blades and directly below the clavicles were always perceived while snowboarding and while riding a horse.

Moreover, the directional lines that were rendered around the waist have to be substituted with distinct stimuli that can be discriminated in active situations. Therefore, in the next section, we will explore which alternative body locations and tactile patterns could be more appropriate for representing the instructions Turn left and Turn right.
6.4 Instructions for Upper Body Rotation

Our studies have revealed that directional lines around the waist, which signaled *Turn left (right)*, could not be accurately differentiated in active situations (see sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2). Since these patterns shared all actuators, our participants had to pay attention to identify in which direction the pulses moved on the skin. In this section, we will present alternative body locations and tactile patterns that could represent these instructions.

Initially, we have reported that our volunteers who participated in the study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli did not associate localized pulses delivered laterally to the shoulders as request to turn to the left or to the right (see section 6.2). Although similar stimuli have been applied as instructions in navigation systems (see section 5.4.2) because they can intuitively represent spatial direction relative to the position of the body [van Erp, 2005], in our case, they were inexpressive and were not associated with turning around. We have also noted that our participants preferred directional lines to localized pulses because lines provided additional information how to move. For these reasons, we considered a semicircular line around the shoulder for balancing the need for expressive stimuli that could intuitively prompt to turn around and for unique stimuli that users could discriminate in active situations based on the location of the vibration. These tactile patterns would resemble localized pulses but would also move around the shoulder to indicate in which direction to turn.

We conducted a study to investigate how potential users would rate these semicircular lines around a single shoulder for representing *Turn left* and *Turn right* in a stationary situation. A directional line applied around both shoulders and a horizontal line applied to the chest were considered as reference patterns. We expected that rotation around both shoulders would be preferred because this pattern was often associated with *Turn left (right)* when delivered around the waist (see section 6.2). Also, we expected that the horizontal line delivered to the chest would be preferred least, as this pattern could be interpreted differently, such as to lean sideways.

![Schematic diagram of upper body rotation instructions](image)
Table 6.8: Tactile patterns that could represent *Turn left* ($TL_x$) and *Turn right* ($TR_x$), as depicted in Fig. 6.17 (see Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on the location of these stimuli).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Duration (seconds)</th>
<th>Tactile pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$TL_1$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$P(SLV) \rightarrow P(SLL) \rightarrow P(SLD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_2$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$P(SRD) \rightarrow P(SRL) \rightarrow P(SRV)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_3$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SLV) \rightarrow P^3(SLL) \rightarrow P^3(SLD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_4$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SRD) \rightarrow P^3(SRL) \rightarrow P^3(SRV)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_5$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>$TL_1 \rightarrow TL_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_6$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>$TL_3 \rightarrow TL_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_7$</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>$TL_5 \rightarrow TL_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TL_8$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SRV) \rightarrow P^3(BMV) \rightarrow P^3(SLV)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_1$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$P(SRV) \rightarrow P(SRL) \rightarrow P(SRD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_2$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$P(SLD) \rightarrow P(SLL) \rightarrow P(SLV)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_3$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SRV) \rightarrow P^3(SRL) \rightarrow P^3(SRD)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_4$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SLD) \rightarrow P^3(SLL) \rightarrow P^3(SLV)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_5$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>$TR_1 \rightarrow TR_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_6$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>$TR_3 \rightarrow TR_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_7$</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>$TR_5 \rightarrow TR_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TR_8$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$P^3(SLV) \rightarrow P^3(BMV) \rightarrow P^3(SRV)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6.17 illustrates the sensations that these patterns evoked. Table 6.8 lists the corresponding stimuli and their duration based on the standard timing parameters (BD = 100 ms, IBI = 50 ms, see Fig. 6.2). To experiment with different sensations, we varied the length of these patterns with stimuli that pulsed the motors either once ($P$) or for three times ($P^3$) (see section 6.1.4 for the notation). With one pulse per motor, these stimuli exploited the effect of apparent movement, whereas three pulses exploited the sensory saltation phenomenon (see section 5.3). Note that $TL_1$, $TL_3$, $TR_1$, and $TR_3$ started at the chest, moved along the shoulder, and ended at the back. $TL_2$, $TL_4$, $TR_2$, and $TR_4$ were reversed—they started at the back and ended at the chest. $TL_5$, $TL_6$, and $TL_7$, and their counterparts $TR_5$, $TR_6$, and $TR_7$, resembled the original patterns that were delivered around the waist. $TL_8$ and $TR_8$ rendered horizontal lines to the upper chest.

6.4.1 Participants

Ten volunteers aged 21–27 years ($M = 24.1$ years, three women) were recruited from the local university. Two candidates had participated in the first experiment on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (see section 6.2). One candidate had participated in the laboratory study on the Wii balance board (see section 6.3.1). None of them reported problems in perceiving tactile stimuli. All participants occasionally practiced sport, including jogging and fitness exercises.
6.4.2 Experimental Setup

Two SensAct boxes (see section 3.1.1) were used. These were placed on a table such that carrying a backpack was not necessary. The participants stood upright and listened to soft music played back through headphones, which blocked the auditory cues from the vibrating motors. The experimenter first triggered all patterns once in random order to familiarize the participants with the artificial tactile sensations.

The patterns listed in Table 6.8 were triggered in pairs of two for turning left ($TL_x$, $TL_y$) or for turning right ($TR_x$, $TR_y$), $1 \leq x, y \leq 8, x \neq y$. Since testing all combinations was too time-consuming, we chose the following pattern sets in order to compare the key characteristics of the tactile patterns, while limiting the experimental time to one hour for each participant.

- $A = \{(TL_1, TL_3), (TR_1, TR_3)\}$: Patterns around one shoulder, starting at the chest and ending at the back, based on single pulses ($TL_1$, $TR_1$) vs. triple pulses per motor ($TL_3$, $TR_3$).
- $B = \{(TL_2, TL_4), (TR_2, TR_4)\}$: Patterns around one shoulder, starting at the back and ending at the chest, based on single pulses ($TL_2$, $TR_2$) vs. triple pulses per motor ($TL_4$, $TR_4$).
- $C = \{(TL_5, TL_6), (TR_5, TR_6)\}$: Patterns around both shoulders, starting at the chest, based on single pulses ($TL_5$, $TR_5$) vs. triple pulses per motor ($TL_6$, $TR_6$).
- $D = \{(TL_1, TL_5), (TR_1, TR_5)\}$: Patterns with single pulses per motor delivered around one shoulder ($TL_1$, $TR_1$) vs. around both shoulders ($TL_5$, $TR_5$).
- $E = \{(TL_5, TL_7), (TR_5, TR_7)\}$: Patterns with single pulses per motor delivered once around both shoulders ($TL_5$, $TR_5$) vs. twice around both shoulders ($TL_7$, $TR_7$).
- $F = \{(TL_1, TL_8), (TR_1, TR_8)\}$: Patterns with single pulses per motor around one shoulder ($TL_1$, $TR_1$) vs. patterns with triple pulses per motor at the chest ($TL_8$, $TR_8$).
- $G = \{(TL_3, TL_8), (TR_3, TR_8)\}$: Patterns with triple pulses per motor around one shoulder ($TL_3$, $TR_3$) vs. patterns with triple pulses per motor at the chest ($TL_8$, $TR_8$).

The experimenter used the SensAct Control application (see Fig. 3.9) to randomly trigger the tactile patterns. All fourteen pairs were applied twice. The order of the pairs and the order of the patterns within each pair were counterbalanced across the participants. The delay between two patterns within a pair was three seconds. For each pair ($TL_x$, $TL_y$) or ($TR_x$, $TR_y$), the participants stated the direction in which they would turn and which pattern they preferred, based on forced-choice paradigm.
Table 6.9: The preferred tactile patterns (in %) that could represent Turn left and Turn right (see Table 6.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern set</th>
<th>Turn left</th>
<th>Turn right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$TL_x$</td>
<td>$TL_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>$TL_1$ (40%)</td>
<td>$TL_3$ (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td>$TL_2$ (75%)</td>
<td>$TL_4$ (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td>$TL_5$ (75%)</td>
<td>$TL_6$ (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
<td>$TL_1$ (30%)</td>
<td>$TL_5$ (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>$TL_5$ (85%)</td>
<td>$TL_7$ (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F</strong></td>
<td>$TL_1$ (80%)</td>
<td>$TL_8$ (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
<td>$TL_3$ (80%)</td>
<td>$TL_8$ (20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.3 Results

The participants uniformly considered the direction of the patterns for their responses and turned in the direction in which the patterns moved on the skin. For example, $TL_2$ was associated with Turn left, although this pattern moved from the back to the chest around the right shoulder. Table 6.9 summarizes the percentage of responses to the patterns. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that for set E, the participants significantly preferred more often $TL_5$, which ran once around both shoulders ($Mdn = 2.0$), than $TL_7$, which applied $TL_5$ twice around both shoulders ($Mdn = 0$), $T = 5, n = 9, p = 0.02, r = -0.12$. Also, for set F, they significantly preferred more often the pattern $TR_1$, which applied single pulses around the right shoulder ($Mdn = 2.0$), than $TR_8$, which applied triple pulses to the chest ($Mdn = 0$), $T = 5, n = 9, p = 0.02, r = -0.12$.

The differences between the number of times that the patterns of the other pairs were chosen were not significant, but the answers indicated which patterns were preferred. On average, in set C, patterns with single pulses around both shoulders ($TL_5$, $TR_5$) were slightly favored over patterns with triple pulses around both shoulders ($TL_6$, $TR_6$). Surprisingly, the preference for patterns with single or triple pulses around one shoulder varied (sets A and B): at the right shoulder, single pulses ($TL_2$, $TR_1$) were preferred to triple pulses ($TL_3$, $TR_3$); at the left shoulder, triple pulses ($TL_4$, $TR_4$) were slightly preferred to single pulses ($TL_1$, $TR_2$). In set D, patterns around both shoulders ($TL_5$, $TR_5$) were slightly favored over those around one shoulder ($TL_1$, $TR_1$). In set G, patterns around one shoulder ($TL_3$, $TR_3$) were favored over those at the chest ($TL_8$, $TR_8$). Overall, this indicates that patterns with single pulses ($P$) and rotation around both shoulders were slightly preferred as instructions.

Debriefing revealed that six participants initially interpreted rotation around both shoulders ($TL_5$ and $TL_6$ in sets C and D) and the corresponding counter-patterns ($TR_5$ and $TR_6$) as request to turn the whole body around 180°. Three of these participants stated that two rotations around both shoulders ($TL_7$ and $TR_7$ in set E) enticed to turn around

The direction of the stimuli on the skin prevailed over their location on the body.

Patterns with single pulses and rotation around both shoulders were preferred.

The stimulus characteristics influenced the responses.
360°. In contrast, the patterns that stimulated only one shoulder represented less extensive movements, such as turning the torso by 90°. Also, three participants stated that three sequential pulses per motor felt slower and thus seemed to request slower turns compared to patterns that based on a single pulse per motor. Regarding the patterns that were applied to the chest (\(TL_8\) and \(TR_8\) in sets \(F\) and \(G\)), three participants associated these stimuli with *Lean backward* or straighten up. Two other participants interpreted these patterns as *Lean forward*. Another participant looked in the direction that these patterns rendered along the chest.

### 6.4.4 Discussion

The findings of this study supported our initial observations that we have reported on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (see section 6.2). First, directional lines can provide effective cues how to move the body if the direction of the stimuli can be identified. Second, the directional lines that were sequentially applied around both shoulders, which resembled rotation around the waist, were favored for representing *Turn left (right)*. Even so, the direction of rotation around both shoulders could be difficult to differentiate in active situations. For this reason, we propose as instructions the semicircular lines that were applied either around the left shoulder (\(TL_1, TL_3, TR_2, TR_4\)) or around the right shoulder (\(TL_2, TL_4, TR_1, TR_3\)). These patterns were unique because they did not share actuators. Although they were less often chosen than rotation around both shoulders, they were expressive because the participants followed the direction of these stimuli regardless of the shoulder that was stimulated. Nevertheless, as with the other instructions that based on directional lines, the body location should serve as primary parameter for encoding in which direction to turn. The displayed direction could serve as secondary parameter to redundantly encode the message and to intensify the evoked sensation.

We could describe the semicircular lines around a single shoulder to exploit the push metaphor or the pull metaphor. If these patterns were based on the push metaphor, they would stimulate the shoulder opposed to the turning direction, using stimuli that would run from the back to the chest, either around the right shoulder to signal a turn to the left (\(TL_2, TL_4\)), or around the left shoulder to signal a turn to the right (\(TR_2, TR_4\)). If they were based on the pull metaphor, they would stimulate the left shoulder to signal a turn to the left (\(TL_1, TL_3\)) and the right shoulder to signal a turn to the right (\(TR_1, TR_3\)), using pulses that would start at the chest and that would end at the back. Moreover, we could describe these patterns to exploit both metaphors simultaneously. For example, we could describe \(TL_2\) delivered around the right shoulder to start with a push from the back towards the left and to conclude with a pull at the chest towards the left.

Overall, single pulses per motor were preferred over triple pulses, which felt slower on the skin. Some participants indicated that the duration of
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Based on our findings on the perception and interpretation of artificial tactile stimuli, we can highlight three issues that are relevant for designing tactile motion instruction patterns for active situations:

• Body location should be used as primary parameter for encoding which part of the body to move.

• To signal the direction in which to perform a movement, the mapping between a stimulus and its meaning could represent a push or a pull of the body.

• Directional lines can create expressive sensations and can intensify the tactile experience. These lines could be used as secondary parameter for encoding the direction in which to perform a movement.

We have selected those patterns as instructions that best represented body movements and that were unique and well perceivable in active situations. These patterns comprised the directional lines that were applied laterally to the torso and laterally to the thighs, to the front and to the back of the thighs, the semicircular directional lines that were applied around each shoulder, and the pulses that stimulated the upper chest and the upper back. Fig. 6.18 illustrates these patterns, considering the pull metaphor, which would prompt to move towards the vibration.

Directional lines in upward direction laterally to the torso and laterally to the thighs could be described to represent the progressively increasing bending radius of the body when leaning sideways or when shifting the weight to one foot (see section 6.2.4). This description would be appropriate for the pull and push metaphor. For the pull metaphor, however, directional lines that proceed downward could be described to pull the torso or to pull the weight downward towards the same side where the vibration occurs (see Pulses at the chest prompted to lean forward or backward.

The revised set of tactile motion instruction patterns

Directional lines in upward or downward direction.
Figure 6.18: The revised set of tactile patterns, based on stimuli that could be described to pull the body in the direction in which to perform the movements. Directional lines delivered laterally to the torso and to the thighs could indicate the progressively increasing bending radius of the body when leaning sideways. The double-circles at the chest and back represent the localized sensations for the instructions *lean forward* (*backward*).

Fig. 6.19). Even so, this description seems to be less appropriate for the push metaphor because the user would move in the opposite direction that these lines would indicate. Moreover, the direction of these lines could be difficult to recognize in active situations such that their actual direction would be less important in this case.

For the composed tactile motion instruction patterns, the duration of the localized pulses is 400 ms. The duration of the directional lines is 1300 ms (see Fig. 6.2). The formal notation for these patterns is (see section 6.1.4 for the notation, Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body location, and Table 6.4 for the acronyms on body movements):

Stretch the legs, flex the legs:
6.5 Preliminary Design Recommendations

Figure 6.19: For the pull metaphor, directional lines delivered in downward direction laterally to the torso and to the thighs could alternatively indicate the direction to lean, thereby pulling the body downward when leaning sideways (compare to Fig. 6.18).

- $SL = R_U(TrV) + R_U(TLv)$ at the front of the thighs
- $FL = R_D(TRD) + R_D(TLD)$ at the back of the thighs

Shift the weight to the left / right foot:

- $WL = R_U(TLL)$ laterally at the left thigh
- $WR = R_UTRL$ laterally at the right thigh

Lean upper body to the left / right:

- $LL = R_U(BLL)$ laterally at the left side of the torso
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- \( LR = R_U(BRL) \) laterally at the right side of the torso

Lean upper body forward / backward:

- \( LF = P^3(SLV) + P^3(SRV) \) at the upper chest
- \( LB = P^3(SLD) + P^3(SRD) \) at the upper back

Turn upper body to the left / right:

- \( TL = P^3(SLV) \rightarrow P^3(SLL) \rightarrow P^3(SLD) \) around the left shoulder
- \( TR = P^3(SRV) \rightarrow P^3(SRL) \rightarrow P^3(SRD) \) around the right shoulder

6.6 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have focused on finding artificial tactile stimuli that could represent body movements in an intuitive way. Initially, we have observed how young adults interpreted localized pulses and directional lines that were applied to various body locations, and which body movements they performed. Based on the most frequent responses that were associated with the same body movements, we have composed tactile patterns that could be used as instructions for physical activities. We have called these patterns tactile motion instructions.

To iteratively refine these patterns and to evaluate if they could be perceived and their meaning recognized in active situations, we have focused on snowboarding and on horseback riding as example activities. We chose snowboarding because this sport allowed us to estimate how appropriate the designed tactile patterns would be as realtime instructions for physical activities that were physically and cognitively demanding. Overall, we have found that young adults were able to perceive and to identify these patterns with high accuracy. We have also found that tactile instructions lead to faster response times than spoken instructions. Moreover, about half of our study participants preferred tactile instructions to spoken instructions while descending the slope. These findings indicate that tactile motion instructions could be applied for correcting wrong posture during physical activities, in particular when the audio channel would be less appropriate for providing feedback on performance.

Even so, we have found that several participants sometimes misinterpreted tactile motion instructions in active situations. These mistakes were probably caused by the experimental conditions. The instructions were randomly triggered and could occur at inappropriate times when corrections were not required or when they did not match to the movements that the
participants already had to perform during the activity. Moreover, some participants mixed up the responses because they had difficulty in expressing the meaning of the patterns in words while moving the body. Also, a few participants learned to move away from the location where the vibration occurred, although they intuitively preferred to move towards the vibration. For these reasons, the results reported in this chapter should be regarded as first estimate on the perception of tactile motion instructions.

The findings of our studies have lead to a set of guidelines for designing tactile motion instruction patterns. In the next chapter, we will further evaluate these recommendations, in particular for instructions that could be described to push or to pull the body. Moreover, we will investigate how accurately sequences of instructions can be perceived and interpreted in active situations. Such sequences of tactile instructions could form a language that conveys longer messages, similar to words that form sentences in spoken languages.
Chapter 7

A Language of Tactile Motion Instructions

“I speak two languages, Body and English.”
—Mae West

In the previous chapter, we have introduced tactile patterns as instructions how to move the body. These patterns were based on the intuitive interpretation of young adults to artificial tactile stimuli. We have also reported several user studies that have shown that young adults could perceive and identify these tactile patterns with high accuracy in active situations.

In this chapter, we will focus on the language aspect of tactile motion instructions. While a single instruction could indicate when and how to move, a series of instructions could indicate the timing and the order of a sequence of movements. Such a sequence of tactile motion instructions would resemble a sequence of words that form sentences in spoken languages. They could guide the athlete through motion sequences that are difficult to learn, in particular those that involve various body movements that have to be coordinated in a specific order. For example, dancers have to move in accordance with the music and their partners. Dance beginners typically cannot execute all movements as required—they focus on one aspect that challenges them and often forget the complete motion sequence.

Another topic of this chapter is the encoding metaphor, regarding stimuli that either push or pull the body towards a direction. We have investigated how these opposing mappings between a stimulus and its meaning influenced the ability to identify tactile motion instructions depending on the user’s preference to being pushed or pulled. Also, we have re-evaluated which body movements young adults intuitively associated with the chosen tactile patterns and how well they could learn and recall in the long term the meaning that we have assigned to these patterns. These findings provided additional insights into the characteristics of tactile motion instructions and allowed us to estimate how general the composed instructions were.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows:

- Section 7.1 discusses the concept of languages and reviews related work on tactile languages. We will highlight similarities and differences between our tactile language, which focused on physical activities, and tactile languages for other application domains.

- Section 7.2 describes a study that focused on the perception of single and compound instructions in a static and an active situation, considering the push and pull encoding metaphor.

- Section 7.3 describes a study that re-evaluated how appropriate the composed tactile patterns were for representing body movements.

### 7.1 Tactile Languages

The term *language* refers to systems of communication. These systems include human communication through spoken and written languages, nonverbal communication through gestures and facial expression, sounds produced by mammals and birds, and artificial computing languages [Simpson and Weiner, 2009]. Common to all languages is an *alphabet* $\Sigma$ of basic elements, such as the letters of the Latin alphabet. When these elements are concatenated according to specific rules, they can form meaningful units, such as words and sentences. The structure of a language can be formally defined in a syntactic notation (see Appendix E).

Every tactile communication system, in fact, also establishes a language. Tactile languages can differ in the elements of their alphabet, the artificial tactile signals that represent these elements, the size of the alphabet, the intended application domain, and the body areas where the tactile signals stimulate the skin. We have primarily classified existing tactile languages based on their basic elements, which can be characters or words.

#### 7.1.1 Characters as Basic Elements

One class of tactile languages uses alphabets that consist of characters and numerals as basic building blocks for composing messages. These languages typically aim at textual information transfer. For this reason, the size of their alphabets tends to be large. The most notable system to demonstrate that tactile communication is effective and that tactile stimuli can substitute spoken languages is the Braille alphabet. Braille can be read by moving the fingertips over a pattern of raised and lowered dots, which can represent characters, numerals, and punctuation (see Fig. 5.4, left). Another system that can be applied over the tactile channel is the Morse code [Geldard 1957], although this code was originally developed for the
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Electric telegraph to transmit letters and numerals as short and long pulses of electrical current.

Inspired by the idea that the skin could understand a language based on vibrotactile stimuli that vary in amplitude, duration, and location, [Geldard, 1957], two systems have been invented for encoding written text as tactile messages (see section 5.4.1). The Vibratese language encoded an alphabet of 45 symbols—letters and numerals—as variations in three intensities, three durations, and five locations at the chest [Geldard, 1957]. A trained user could perceive 38 words per minute, twice as much as with Morse code. The Optohapt system used actuators distributed at the arms, the legs, and the abdomen for conveying characters as tactile signals [Geldard, 1966]. Although these tactile languages are not established in use, they demonstrated that sequential and coded data could be processed quickly and accurately over the tactile sense.

Besides the aforementioned tactile languages, there are alternative methods for supporting speech communication. For example, Tadoma is a method where deaf-blind people place their fingers on the face of the speaker to pick up movements and vibrations of utterances conveyed through the lips, cheeks, jaw, and throat [Reed et al., 1985]. Also, Tactaid devices that converted sound into vibration patterns could support hearing-impaired people [Weisenberger and Percy, 1994] (see section 5.4.1). These methods for communication could be regarded to establish tactile languages as well because the tactile stimuli that are perceived and interpreted serve as an alphabet of elements that can form meaningful units.

7.1.2 Words as Basic Elements

A different class of tactile languages uses alphabets with elements that represent a high-level concept from the intended application domain. These elements are expressed as words in spoken languages. In contrast to the aforementioned languages for textual information transfer, they do not require high data throughput because they do not convey individual characters as tactile signals for composing messages. For this reason, these alphabets usually comprise only a few elements. If the generated tactile signals rely on the accurate perception of the tactile parameters used for encoding information, data transfer typically takes place over the fingertips.

Some of these languages aim at information transfer in computer interfaces. For example, Tactons (see section 5.3) could represent events in GUIs: while one-element Tactons could denote commands and objects, such as “create”, “destroy”, “file”, or “string”, compound Tactons could communicate messages like “create file” or “destroy string” [Brewster and Brown, 2004]. Likewise, haptic icons [Enriquez et al., 2006] (see section 5.3) could convey information on the state, function, or content of events or objects with which people interact. These haptic icons are based on an alphabet of nine well differentiable stimuli, called haptic phonemes, which are concatenated...
and superimposed to form haptic words. Also, a language for conveying emotional information such as affection and pain has been investigated [Benali-Khoujda et al., 2005] (see section 5.4.5). This language is based on an alphabet of six elements, which were applied to the fingertips and encoded as tactile stimuli that users associated with specific emotions.

Besides the aforementioned languages for computer interfaces, two other languages have been explored. One language was based on an alphabet of eight words and focused on conveying directional information for navigation, such as move forward, turn around, turn left, turn right, and stop [Jones et al., 2006] (see section 5.4.2). The other language had an alphabet of seven words and addressed military hand and arm signals [Jones et al., 2007]. Both interfaces stimulated the lower back for conveying these commands.

### 7.1.3 A Tactile Language for Physical Activities

The tactile language introduced in this work uses words and sentences from the intended application domain as basic elements of the alphabet. These elements—tactile motion instructions—represent specific body movements (see Table 6.4 for the acronyms).

\[ \Sigma = \{SL, FL, WL, WR, LL, LR, LF, LB, TL, TR\} \]

The underlying tactile signals that represent these elements are delivered to body locations that correspond to the chosen body movements.

Compound instructions are combinations of these basic elements. These combinations could communicate sequences of body movements. For example, the sequence \( FL \rightarrow SL \) would prompt to flex the legs and subsequently to stretch the legs (see section 6.1.4 for the notation). Overall, the basic elements of the alphabet and the combinations of these elements establish a tactile language for physical activities.

### 7.2 Compound Tactile Motion Instructions

The findings of our previous studies revealed that young adults were able to quickly learn a set of ten tactile motion instructions and to identify these instructions with high accuracy in active situations (see chapter 6). In this section, we will report a study that focused on two issues regarding these instructions. First, we explored if young adults could perceive and identify compound instructions. In contrast to single instructions, compound instructions required users to respond to a sequence of messages. Second, we investigated if the encoding metaphor for these instructions, based on stimuli that could be described to push or to pull the body, influenced the ability to respond to single and compound instructions.
To evaluate an example tactile language for physical activities, we used the Nintendo Wii Fit balance board and the game Slalom Snowboard for simulating an active situation in the laboratory (see also section 6.3.1). Since playing this game resembled real snowboarding, we defined compound instructions that were based on body movements that would also occur in snowboarding, including movements that were required for basic turns (see section 4.2). Overall, we have chosen compounds that would not hinder the participants in moving their bodies while balancing on the board.

This example language $L$ comprised 22 words: the ten basic instructions from the alphabet $\Sigma$ (see Table 6.4 for the acronyms)

- $SL, FL, WL, WR, LL, LR, LF, LB, TL, TR$,

and twelve compound instructions. Four compounds addressed movements of the lower body and the upper body (shift the weight to one foot, then turn left or right)

- $WL \rightarrow TL, WL \rightarrow TR, WR \rightarrow TL, WR \rightarrow TR$,

four compounds exclusively addressed upper body movements (lean sideways, then turn the upper body)

- $LL \rightarrow TL, LL \rightarrow TR, LR \rightarrow TL, LR \rightarrow TR$,

and four compounds exclusively addressed lower body movements (shift the weight to one foot, then flex or stretch the legs)

- $WL \rightarrow FL, WL \rightarrow SL, WR \rightarrow FL, WR \rightarrow SL$.

Regarding the encoding metaphor for tactile motion instructions, our initial findings on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli revealed that our participants preferred to move either towards or away from the vibration (see section 6.2). Even so, we did not consider the participants’ preference to being pushed or pulled in the previous experiments. The mapping between the stimuli and their meaning was based on the push metaphor to keep all instructions consistent for all participants. In active situations, however, some instructions were misinterpreted. We surmised that the push metaphor might have caused these misinterpretations, besides left-right confusion when responding verbally and randomly applied instructions that could have interfered with the movements that the participants already had to perform during the activity. In fact, some participants stated that they expected the pull metaphor for instructions. Moreover,
some participants stated that they did not like to execute movements at inappropriate times while descending the slope (see sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2).

To narrow down the possible reasons that could have caused misinterpretations in the active situation, we investigated if the encoding metaphor influenced the ability to recognize tactile motion instructions, depending on whether the instructions represented the participants’ intuitive reactions (pull or push) or counter-intuitive reactions (push instead of pull or pull instead of push). Overall, we had two independent variables: the situation (stationary vs. active) and the mapping between the instructions and their meaning with respect to the participants’ preference to the push and pull encoding metaphor (intuitive vs. counter-intuitive instructions).

As in our previous studies, the participants were asked to utter the meaning of the perceived messages before executing the instructions because the experimenter could not always accurately differentiate between body movements that were performed as response to tactile instructions and body movements that were required in the current gameplay situation. For the stationary situation, we expected that neither encoding metaphor would cause many misinterpretations because the participants would not be distracted when responding verbally. For the active situation, we expected that the participants would misinterpret instructions, as was also the case in our previous experiments. We surmised, however, that instructions that represented the participants’ counter-intuitive reactions would increase the number of misinterpretations compared to instructions that represented their intuitive reactions. We argued that the participants’ intuitive reactions could interfere with the new mappings that they would learn for counter-intuitive instructions. If this were the case, the encoding metaphor would influence their responses with counter-intuitive instructions causing more misinterpretations than intuitive instructions in the active situation.

The first hypothesis was:

- **Alternative hypothesis:** In the stationary situation, users who receive instructions based on their counter-intuitive metaphor (push instead of pull or pull instead of push) do not perform more mistakes than users who receive instructions based on their intuitive metaphor.
- **Null hypothesis:** In the stationary situation, counter-intuitive instructions cause more mistakes than intuitive instructions.

The second hypothesis was:

- **Alternative hypothesis:** In the active situation, users who receive instructions based on their counter-intuitive metaphor (push instead of pull or pull instead of push) perform more mistakes than users who receive instructions based on their intuitive metaphor.
- **Null hypothesis:** In the active situation, counter-intuitive instructions do not cause more mistakes than intuitive instructions.
7.2.1 Participants and Experimental Setup

Twenty volunteers aged 22–29 years (M = 24.60 years, four women) were recruited from the local university. All volunteers stated to regularly practice sport. Two participants snowboarded. One participant skied. Two participants had previously played with the balance board but not with the snowboarding game. None of the volunteers had previously experienced artificial tactile stimuli in relation to tactile motion instructions.

The participants wore the custom tactile suit with 30 vibration motors. All instructions were applied. Five SensAct boxes (see Fig. 3.5) were stored in a backpack such that all words from the language $L$ could be applied: the ten basic instructions; and the twelve compound instructions.

To familiarize the candidates with the sensations that the tactile patterns evoked on the skin, the experimenter triggered the basic instructions from the alphabet once. Then, the participants’ preference to moving towards (pull) or away (push) from the vibration was determined. Based on forced-choice paradigm, the participants stated in which direction they preferred to move upon perceiving the stimuli at the chest, at the back, laterally at the torso, and laterally at the thighs.

A between-subjects design was chosen for assessing if the encoding metaphor would influence the ability to learn and to recognize the tactile instructions. The participants were divided into two groups: an intuitive group and a counter-intuitive group. Every second volunteer was assigned to the counter-intuitive group where the mapping between the tactile patterns and their meaning was counter-intuitive: participants who preferred the pull metaphor received instructions based on the push metaphor; participants who preferred the push metaphor received instructions based on the pull metaphor. In contrast, the members of the intuitive group received instructions based on their preferred encoding metaphor.

Fig. 7.1 illustrates the tactile patterns that prompted to move towards the vibration (pull metaphor), which we have previously illustrated in Fig. 6.18. Note that directional lines in upward direction at the front of the thighs were described to pull flexed legs upward (stretch legs), whereas directional lines in downward direction at the back of the thighs were described to pull stretched legs downward (flex legs). The directional line around the left shoulder ran from the chest to the back and signaled to turn left, whereas the directional line around the right shoulder ran from the chest to the back and signaled to turn right.

Fig. 7.2 illustrates the tactile patterns that prompted to move away from the vibration (push metaphor). Note that directional lines in downward direction at the front of the thighs were described to push stretched legs downward (flex legs), whereas directional lines in upward direction at the back of the thighs were described to push flexed legs upward (stretch legs). The directional line around the left shoulder ran from the back to the chest.
and signaled to turn right, whereas the directional line around the right shoulder ran from the back to the chest and signaled to turn left.

In order to learn their customized instruction sets—the alphabet of our example language—the participants stood upright in front of a 40-inch display and pressed buttons on the GUI of the SensAct Control application, which triggered the corresponding tactile patterns for the ten basic instructions (see Fig. [3.9]). They were allowed to practice as long as they wished, but the total training time was limited to ten minutes. After learning the meaning of the patterns, they played the game for two to three times in order to become familiar with controlling the snowboard on the screen while balancing on the board.

The experiment started after this training session. The participants were informed that they would receive single instructions from the previously learned set, which were the ten basic elements of the alphabet. Besides these (basic) single instructions, they would also receive compound instructions that consisted of two sequentially triggered basic instructions. Since
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the participants did not learn compound instructions during the training session, they did not know which combinations of basic instructions to expect. This allowed us to estimate how well they could make use of the tactile language in the static and in the active situation.

The participants’ task was to say out aloud the meaning of these messages before performing the corresponding movements. The stationary situation served as baseline for the optimal perception and interpretation of all 22 tactile motion instructions from the language $L$. The participants stood still and listened to soft music played back over headphones, which blocked the auditory cues from the vibrating motors. In the active situation, they heard the sound of the game played back over loudspeakers while passing between the flags on the screen as accurately as possible.

The order of the stationary and active situation was counterbalanced across the participants. The experimenter randomly triggered all basic and compound instructions twice in each situation. After recording a participant’s response, a random delay between 10–15 seconds was chosen before an-

Figure 7.2: Tactile motion instructions based on the push metaphor stimulated the opposite site of the body in which to perform movements.
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Table 7.1: Number of participants who preferred to be pulled or pushed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus location</th>
<th>Pull</th>
<th>Push</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper chest</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper back</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the torso</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the thighs</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other word from the language was triggered. In the active situation, the participants replayed the game until all instructions were applied.

### 7.2.2 Results

Table 7.1 shows the participants’ preference to moving towards or away from stimuli. Nine participants intuitively preferred the pull metaphor for all stimuli that were delivered to the chest, to the back, and laterally to the torso and the thighs. Seven participants preferred the push metaphor for these stimuli, yet two of them moved towards pulses delivered to the chest.

Four participants preferred a mixed metaphor: one moved towards stimuli delivered to the chest and back but away from lateral stimuli delivered to the torso and the thighs; one moved away from stimuli delivered to the chest and back but towards lateral stimuli delivered to the torso and the thighs. The other two participants preferred the same metaphor for stimuli delivered to the chest, to the back, and laterally to the torso, but they responded differently to stimuli delivered laterally to the thighs: one moved away, and one moved towards these stimuli. The preferred encoding metaphor for these participants—push or pull—was chosen based on their most frequent reactions to avoid mixed mappings in the instruction set.

In the active situation, three participants were absorbed in playing the game and often answered only on request from the experimenter. To avoid speaking, some participants expressed the meaning of the instructions with gestures of their hands and arms. Nine compound instructions were missed: four members of the intuitive group each missed one compound instruction; two members of the counter-intuitive group each missed one compound instruction, whereas one member missed three. Two members of the counter-intuitive group correctly recognized all instructions in both situations.

Table 7.2 summarizes the average percentage of recognized instructions. A mixed between-within ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of the group, $F(1,18) = .035, p = .85, r = .04$, indicating that the ability to recognize intuitive and counter-intuitive instructions was in general the same if we ignore the other factors.

There was a significant main effect of the situation, $F(1,18) = 7.14, p = .016, r = .53$, indicating that the ability to recognize instructions degraded in the active situation compared to the stationary situation.
Table 7.2: Average accuracy in responding to the ten basic instructions and to the twelve compound instructions encoded based on the participants’ intuitive or counter-intuitive metaphor (in %, with standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Instruction type</th>
<th>Intuitive group</th>
<th>Counter-intuitive group</th>
<th>Both groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all</td>
<td>99.77 (0.72)</td>
<td>95.23 (7.38)</td>
<td>97.50 (5.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>basic</td>
<td>99.50 (1.58)</td>
<td>96.00 (5.68)</td>
<td>97.75 (4.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compound</td>
<td>100.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>94.58 (10.40)</td>
<td>97.29 (7.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>90.00 (6.96)</td>
<td>94.32 (4.94)</td>
<td>92.16 (6.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>basic</td>
<td>97.50 (3.54)</td>
<td>96.50 (4.12)</td>
<td>97.00 (3.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compound</td>
<td>83.75 (10.84)</td>
<td>92.50 (7.81)</td>
<td>88.13 (10.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>94.89 (6.95)</td>
<td>94.77 (6.13)</td>
<td>94.83 (6.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>basic</td>
<td>98.50 (2.86)</td>
<td>96.25 (4.83)</td>
<td>97.38 (4.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compound</td>
<td>91.88 (11.19)</td>
<td>93.54 (9.01)</td>
<td>92.71 (10.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a highly significant main effect of the type of instructions, indicating that basic instructions were more often recognized than compound instructions, $F(1, 18) = 14.66, p < .01, r = 0.67$.

There was a significant interaction effect between the situation and the group, $F(1, 18) = 5.04, p = .038, r = 0.47$. This indicates that the ability to respond to instructions in the stationary and active situation differed between the intuitive and counter-intuitive group if we ignore the type of instructions. The intuitive group performed better than the counter-intuitive group in the stationary situation, but the counter-intuitive group performed better than the intuitive group in the active situation. Although the counter-intuitive group performed similarly in both situations, the intuitive group performed worse in the active than in the stationary situation.

There was no significant interaction effect between the type of instructions (basic vs. compound) and the group, $F(1, 18) = 2.58, p = .13, r = 0.35$. This suggests that the ability to identify basic and compound instructions was in general the same for the intuitive and counter-intuitive group if we ignore the situation.

There was a highly significant interaction effect between the situation and the type of instructions, $F(1, 18) = 12.44, p < .01, r = 0.64$. This indicates that the ability to respond to basic and compound instructions differed in the stationary and active situation if we ignore the group. Basic instructions were recognized with similar accuracy in both situations, but compound instructions were more accurately recognized in the stationary than in the active situation. Although the ability to recognize instructions decreased in the active situation compared to the stationary situation, this decrease mainly affected compound instructions but not basic instructions.

The situation × instruction type × group interaction effect was significant, $F(1, 18) = 5.98, p = .025, r = 0.50$. This indicates that the situation × instruction type interaction was different for the groups. In the stationary
situation, the intuitive group recognized basic and compound instructions with near-perfect accuracy, and the performance of the counter-intuitive group was slightly worse than the performance of the intuitive group. In the active situation, the ability to recognize basic instructions was similar for both groups, although the performance of the intuitive group slightly decreased, whereas the performance of the counter-intuitive group basically did not change compared to the stationary situation. The main difference between the groups concerned compound instructions. Although the ability to recognize these instructions decreased for both groups in the active situation compared to the stationary situation, this decrease was more pronounced for the intuitive group than for the counter-intuitive group.

Fig. 7.3 illustrates which basic instructions were recognized in the stationary situation. The counter-intuitive group ($M = 96.0\%, SE = 1.80\%$) performed worse than the intuitive group ($M = 99.5\%, SE = .5\%$); the difference between the profiles of the recognized instructions was significant $t(10.39) = 1.88, p = .045, r = .40$ (independent t-test, one-tailed,

![Figure 7.3: Average percentage of recognized basic instructions in the stationary situation (with standard error).](image)

**Table 7.3:** Number of participants who misinterpreted basic instructions in the same category (see Table 6.4 for categories). The row “distinct users” denotes the number of different participants across both situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinct users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-intuitive group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distinct users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.4: Average performance of recognized basic instructions in the active situation on the Wii balance board (with standard error).

Table 7.4: Number of misinterpreted patterns for compound instructions (see Table 6.4 for categories). The last two columns show the number of mistakes for the first and second pattern of compound instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-intuitive group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

equal variances not assumed). Fig. 7.4 illustrates which basic instructions were recognized in the active situation. The counter-intuitive performed similarly ($M = 96.5\%$, $SE = 1.30\%$) to the intuitive group ($M = 97.5\%$, $SE = 1.12\%$); the difference between the profiles was not significant $t(18) = 0.58, p = .28, r = .14$ (independent t-test, one-tailed, equal variances assumed).

Table 7.3 summarizes the number of participants who misinterpreted basic instructions. Although only few participants had difficulties with basic instructions, half of the members of the counter-intuitive group occasionally misinterpreted the instructions in category C4 (Lean forward and Lean backward). Four of these participants responded incorrectly in the stationary situation but not in the active situation.

Fig. 7.5 shows which compound instructions were recognized in the stationary situation. The counter-intuitive group performed worse ($M = 94.58\%$, $SE = 1.56\%$) than the intuitive group ($M = 100\%$, $SE = 0\%$); the difference between the profiles of the recognized instructions was highly significant $t(11) = 3.46, p < .01, r = .59$ (independent t-test, one-tailed,
equal variances not assumed). Fig. 7.6 shows which compound instructions were recognized in the active situation. In contrast to the stationary situation, the intuitive group performed worse ($M = 83.75\%, SE = 1.86\%$) than the counter-intuitive group ($M = 92.50\%, SE = 2.50\%$); the difference between the profiles was highly significant $t(22) = -2.81, p < .01, r = .51$ (independent t-test, one-tailed, equal variances assumed). Overall, the counter-intuitive group performed similarly in both situations, whereas the intuitive group identified all compound instructions in the stationary situation but often misinterpreted them in the active situation.
Table 7.4 summarizes the number of misinterpreted compound instructions. The intuitive group most often misinterpreted the first element of these instructions, which was an instruction from the category \( C2 \) (Shift weight left (right)) in eight of the twelve compounds. Overall, two participants had difficulty with these instructions and performed 41.03% of all mistakes. Also, the four volunteers who preferred a mixed metaphor were randomly assigned to this group and performed 33.33% of all mistakes. Even so, this group correctly recognized all compound instructions in the stationary situation. In contrast, the counter-intuitive group misinterpreted compound instructions in both situation, but this group had less difficulty with the first element of these instructions than the intuitive group.

Both groups recognized the instructions \( \text{Turn left (right)} \) as single instructions in the stationary situation and in the active situation. Even so, both groups misinterpreted these instructions a few times in the active situation when these instructions were applied as the second element of a compound.

The participants did not mention to have problems in learning the set of basic instructions. Even so, some participants stated that they could benefit from a longer training session, although they practiced less than the allotted time. The tactile patterns around the shoulders, which represented \( \text{Turn left (right)} \), were clear to follow. One former ballet dancer considered tactile instructions appropriate for dance training; they reminded her of dance lessons, rotation around the shoulders in particular. Another participant stated that he liked tactile instructions. He had more fun playing the game with these instructions than practicing on the Wii balance board without tactile feedback. Also, he mentioned that these instructions could indicate which movements to perform in order to guide the user during exercises.

Apart from these positive comments, two participants commented that the instructions did not always match to the movements that they had performed while playing the game, which made it difficult to accurately pass through the flags and to move the body as instructed. Also, a few participants stated that they tended to mix up the directions while speaking, although they knew what the patterns actually meant.

Two participants who learned instructions based on the push metaphor commented on the nature of the stimuli that were applied to the back of their thighs, which moved upwards to represent \( \text{Stretch the legs} \). Since these stimuli were close to the hollow of the knees, they would resemble a slight stroke that would automatically trigger knee flexion. Therefore, they considered these patterns more appropriate for indicating \( \text{Flex the legs} \).

### 7.2.3 Discussion

In this study, we have investigated if compound tactile motion instructions could communicate body motion sequences in a similar way as sentences can convey instructions in spoken languages. Considering the participants’
intuitive and counter-intuitive reactions to the chosen tactile patterns, we have assessed how accurately the participants could recognize basic and compound instructions in a stationary situation and in an active situation on the Wii balance board. Overall, our findings indicate that tactile motion instructions form a simple language and that this language can communicate sequences of instructions that could describe how to move the body in physical activities.

Considering our participants’ overall performance in responding to tactile instructions in the active situation on the balance board, we can summarize three main findings. First, both intuitive and counter-intuitive instructions were recognized with high accuracy. Overall, less than 6% of these instructions were misinterpreted. This finding indicates that the encoding metaphor did not influence the ability to verbally respond to tactile instructions. Those participants who preferred to be pushed and those who preferred to be pulled could learn and identify instructions with reversed mapping. This suggests that both encoding metaphors can be applied regardless of the user’s preference to moving away or towards the vibration.

Second, basic (single) instructions were more accurately recognized than compound instructions. One reason that could have diminished the ability to identify compound instructions is that compounds were longer than single instructions. In our case, these compounds required more attention to remember and to utter their meaning than single instructions. Had our participants only performed the movements without uttering the meaning of the instructions, we surmise that their ability to identify compound instructions would have been similar to their ability to identify single instructions. Another reason could be that our participants did not know which compound instructions to expect. Had they also learned the set of compound instructions when they learned the set of basic instructions, they might have better recalled the meaning of these instructions.

Third, the active situation degraded the ability to name the instructions compared to the stationary situation. This finding corresponded to the findings of our previous studies (see section 6.3). Even so, considering the situation and whether single or compound instructions were applied, the intuitive and counter-intuitive group performed differently.

In the stationary situation, regarding basic and compound instructions, the participants who received these instructions based on their preferred encoding metaphor performed on average fewer mistakes than the participants who received these instructions based on their counter-intuitive metaphor. Moreover, the profiles of the recognized instructions significantly differed between the groups. We did not expect that the groups would perform differently in the stationary situation because our participants were not distracted when they responded verbally. For this reason, we have failed to reject the first null hypothesis, which stated that counter-intuitive instructions cause more mistakes than intuitive instructions. According to this finding, intuitive instructions should be applied in stationary situations.
The results were different in the active situation. Both groups recognized basic instructions with similar accuracy. Also, the profiles of these instructions did not significantly differ between the groups. Even so, the intuitive group misinterpreted more than twice as many compound instructions (16.25%) than the counter-intuitive group (7.50%). This finding was surprising because on average both groups recognized basic instructions with similar accuracy in both situations. For this reason, we have failed to reject the second null hypothesis, which stated that counter-intuitive instructions do not cause more mistakes than intuitive instructions. According to this finding, counter-intuitive instructions should be applied in active situations.

These findings are contradicting. The post-study analysis, however, revealed that the intuitive and counter-intuitive groups were not equally balanced regarding the participants' preference for the encoding metaphor and their ability to respond verbally to compound instructions while balancing on the board. Four participants preferred a mixed metaphor. They were randomly assigned to the intuitive group and had to learn and to respond to two counter-intuitive instructions. Also, the intuitive group included two participants who performed poorly for compound instructions but not for basic instructions. Overall, mainly these six participants misinterpreted compound instructions in the active situation. Moreover, they had difficulty in naming the first element of compound instructions, which was further back in time. This indicates that uttering the meaning of compound instructions challenged these participants while playing the game. We assume that these were the main reasons why the intuitive group performed worse for compound instructions in the active situation than the counter-intuitive group, although the intuitive group recognized all compound instructions in the stationary situation. Had the groups been better matched and had the participants not responded verbally, we surmise that both groups might have recognized compound instructions with similar accuracy.

For both groups, the profiles of the recognized basic instructions were similar to the profiles measured with different participants in the first study on the balance board (see section 6.3.1). In this former study, all participants received instructions based on the push metaphor, although some of them might have preferred the pull metaphor. The main difference between the results of these studies is that in contrast to the directional lines around the waist, the semicircular lines around the shoulders have been correctly recognized. This indicates that the semicircular lines were appropriate as tactile patterns for representing Turn left (right). Moreover, our participants could learn and recognize these counter-intuitive instructions.

Overall, the findings of this study indicate that tactile motion instructions can establish a simple language. Also, young adults can perceive and recognize basic and compound instructions with high accuracy in an active situation, although the might misinterpret some instructions if they respond verbally. The experimental conditions, however, were the same as in our previous studies and should be considered when interpreting the aforementioned findings. Randomly applied instructions did not always match to the movements that were required while playing the game. A few par-
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Participants mentioned to have mixed up directions when responding verbally, which increased the cognitive workload on them. Also, our user groups comprised ten participants; the results might vary for larger groups. For these reasons, we surmise that the ability to recognize tactile motion instructions was better than we could measure with the technology that we had available. Further studies are required to confirm our assumption once body movements can be automatically classified without requiring the participants to respond verbally, and by applying only instructions that do not interfere with movements that have to be performed during the activity.

7.3 Characteristics of Tactile Motion Instructions

We have started our investigation into tactile motion instructions by observing how young adults intuitively interpreted artificial tactile stimuli (see section 6.2). These stimuli included localized pulses and directional lines that were applied to the chest, the back, the shoulders, and the lateral side of the torso and the thighs. Since our participants did not have previous experience with artificial tactile stimuli, their answers were unbiased. Also, they could assign any meaning to the experienced sensations without referring to a predetermined set of answers that could have influenced or restricted their responses.

We have found that the reactions to the stimuli often corresponded but also differed across the participants. For example, some participants preferred to move towards points of stimulation, while others preferred to move away; lateral pulses at the torso prompted to move the arm away from the body but also to lean sideways; lateral pulses at the thigh prompted to move the leg but also to redistribute the weight from one foot to the other foot. Moreover, a stimulus that a participant could associate with a specific movement was sometimes too vague to carry meaning for another participant.

Based on these findings, we have chosen those tactile stimuli as tactile motion instruction patterns that our participants most often associated with the same or with a similar body movement. Even so, the fact that these stimuli could be associated with more than one body movement implies that the mapping between a pattern and its meaning was intuitive for some participants but ambiguous to others. Consequently, some participants had to learn the meaning that we had assigned to these patterns.

Moreover, tactile motion instruction patterns have to balance intuitiveness and discriminability. We have modified and changed some of the originally chosen patterns in order to make them perceivable and discriminable in active situations because some participants could not pay attention to the characteristics of the stimuli. For example, the directional lines around the waist, which represented *Turn left* or *Turn right*, were replaced with semicircular lines around the shoulder. These patterns were unique and discriminable in an active situation (see section 7.2). Even so, in a static situation they were less preferred than the directional lines around both
shoulders (see section [6.4]), which in fact had the same drawbacks as the directional lines around the waist because they shared all actuators.

We did not explore whether the volunteers who participated in our subsequent studies regarded the proposed set of tactile motion instructions patterns as evident or not, but informal feedback from several candidates supported both views. In general, our participants regarded the instructions as easy to learn and described the mappings as intuitive. Also, some participants commented that stimuli at the back of the thighs should represent knee flexion. These stimuli occurred close to the hollow of the knees and naturally prompted to flex the legs, as if it was a knee-jerk reaction—a hint that this pattern intuitively represented this body movement. Many comments, however, were biased because our participants had already learned the meaning that we had assigned to the patterns. Also, some participants mentioned that longer training sessions could help to learn the set of instructions (see section [7.2]), which indicated that they regarded some mappings as unfamiliar.

The study described in this section re-evaluated how intuitive potential users regarded the set of tactile motion instruction patterns. In particular, we have addressed the following questions:

- How intuitive is the mapping between the designed tactile patterns and the body movements that they represent?
- How long do end-users need to learn these mappings?
- Do end-users recall these mappings after extended time?

Our assumption was that those tactile patterns whose meanings would be difficult to learn and to remember would be less appropriate for representing body movements in an intuitive way. These patterns would have to be modified further. If, however, the patterns were easy to learn and remember, we could argue that the designed set of patterns and the assigned mappings would be justifiable as tactile motion instructions. Moreover, we could argue that the experimental setup mainly lead to mistakes. In particular, our participants had to respond verbally, and they had to identify instructions that did not always match to the movements that they already had to perform in the active situation.

### 7.3.1 Participants and Experimental Setup

Nine volunteers aged 19–27 years (M = 22.78 years, two women) were recruited from the local university to participate on two consecutive days. None of them had previously experienced artificial tactile stimuli in relation to our technology. Neither did they know about the concept of tactile motion instructions. Eight participants did sports, preferably bicycling, jogging, table tennis, and climbing.
The participants wore the custom-tailored tactile suit with 30 vibration motors and a backpack with five SensAct boxes (see Fig. 3.5). Throughout the study, they wore headphones and listened to soft music that blocked the auditory cues produced by the vibrating motors. To familiarize the participants with the tactile sensations, the experimenter first triggered all ten patterns depicted in Fig. 7.1 once in random order.

Then, each pattern was randomly triggered again. The participants were asked to state with which body movement they would intuitively respond. An open response paradigm was used for answers such that they could assign any meaning to the experienced sensations.

Our first study on the intuitive interpretation of vibrotactile stimuli revealed that some patterns yielded vague or no answers (see section 6.2). Therefore, in this study, the experimenter re-triggered those patterns that did not yield a concrete response and that could clearly represent a push or a pull of the body: pulses at the chest and at the back; and directional lines laterally at the torso and at the thighs. Based on forced-choice paradigm, the participants stated in which direction they preferred to move.

These answers determined the preferred encoding metaphor for the instructions that the volunteers had to subsequently learn. To retain the mappings that corresponded to the participants’ intuitive responses, the experimenter considered mixed metaphors for the patterns that were applied to the chest, to the back, and laterally to the torso and the thighs. To retain the sensations that were experienced at the beginning of the experiment, the pull metaphor was used for knee flexion and extension, and for upper body rotation: directional lines in downward direction at the back of the thighs represented *Flex the legs*, which initially received the most responses (see section 6.2) and which were recommended by former participants (see section 7.2); lines in upward direction at the front of the thighs represented *Stretch the legs*; semicircular lines around the left (right) shoulder from the chest to the back represented *Turn left (right)* (see Fig. 7.1). The participants learned their customized instruction sets by pressing buttons the GUI of the SensAct Control application, which triggered the corresponding tactile patterns (see Fig. 3.9). They practiced as long as they wished, until they were sure to have memorized all mappings.

After this training session, the ten instructions were randomly applied for four times to record how well the participants remembered the meaning of the tactile patterns. These responses served as baseline for the optimal recall of the instructions. To record their long-term recall, we asked the participants to return on the following day. We did not mention the purpose of this post-test to avoid practice at home. After this post-test, the participants were asked to rate the mapping between the patterns and their meaning. In particular, we were interested if they had difficulty in learning and remembering the ten instructions.

Three months later, the participants were invited by e-mail to participate in a final study on tactile motion instructions. As before, all instructions
Table 7.5: Number of participants who preferred to be pulled or pushed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus location</th>
<th>Pull</th>
<th>Push</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper chest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper back</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the torso</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the thighs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.7: Intuitive interpretation of tactile patterns that could represent body movements. Abscissa labels denote the intended meaning of the patterns. We accepted both a push and a pull of the body as answers for stimuli that were applied to the back, to the chest, and laterally to the torso and the thighs.

were randomly applied for four times to record how well our candidates could recall the meaning of the tactile patterns.

7.3.2 Results

Table 7.5 shows the participants’ preference to moving towards or away from stimuli. Three volunteers preferred the push metaphor, whereas one preferred the pull metaphor. The other five participants preferred a mixed metaphor: three moved towards pulses delivered to the chest and back but away from lateral stimuli to the torso and the thighs; one moved away from pulses delivered to the chest and back but towards lateral stimuli to the torso and the thighs; one moved away from pulses delivered laterally to the torso but moved towards the other stimuli.

We have classified the participants’ intuitive responses into three categories. Intended movements comprised the answers that exactly represented the assigned meaning of the patterns ($M = 35.56\%, SD = 17.21\%$). Re-
Table 7.6: The participants’ intuitive answers to the tactile patterns (with frequency of the responses). For some instructions, we did not find answers that were related to the intended movements (none).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended movements</th>
<th>Related movements</th>
<th>Different movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stretch legs (0)</td>
<td>jump upwards (3)</td>
<td>bend legs (2), walk forward, hop forward, lift legs, walk backward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flex legs (4)</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>walk forward (3), walk backward, stretch legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift weight left (4)</td>
<td>lift left leg (4) (weight shifted to right foot)</td>
<td>don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift weight right (4)</td>
<td>lift right leg (4) (weight shifted to left foot)</td>
<td>don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean left (5)</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>turn left (2), lift arm, don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean right (5)</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>turn right (2), lift arm, don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean forward (3)</td>
<td>pushing sensation</td>
<td>don’t know (2), move shoulders forward, turn around, breath in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean backward (3)</td>
<td>straighten up</td>
<td>move shoulders backward (2), move forward, turn around, don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn left (2)</td>
<td>move left shoulder backward (3)</td>
<td>move/lift arm (2), lean left, lift shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn right (2)</td>
<td>move right shoulder backward (3)</td>
<td>move/lift arm, lean right, lift shoulder, don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Related movements comprised the answers that resembled or contained the expected movements ($M = 21.11\%, SD = 18.48\%$). Different movements comprised the answers that differed from the expected results, such as conflicting movements or no movements at all ($M = 43.33\%, SD = 18.48\%$). Fig. 7.7 summarizes these responses. Table 7.6 lists all answers.

The answers to directional lines delivered laterally to the torso (55.56\%), laterally to the thighs (44.44\%), and to the back of the thighs (44.44\%) most often corresponded to their intended meaning. When also related movements were considered, lateral pulses at the thighs (89\%) and rotation around the shoulder (55.56\%) most often corresponded to their intended meaning. From this viewpoint, on average 5.64 ($SD = 2.07$) of the ten patterns could be considered to intuitively represent body movements.

On average, the participants learned the mapping between the tactile patterns and their meaning for 3.44 minutes ($SD = 1.42$ minutes). The minimum learning time was two minutes. The maximum learning time was

Instructions that intuitively represent body movements

On average, learning the instructions lasted around 4 minutes.
Figure 7.8: Average percentage of recalled tactile motion instructions on the first two days (nine participants) and three months after learning the instruction set (six participants, with standard error).

six minutes. Overall, these learning times corresponded to the observed learning times in our previous studies (see sections 6.3.1 and 7.2).

Fig. 7.8 shows which instructions the participants recalled. Six of the nine volunteers returned to participate in the long-term study that was conducted three months after learning the instruction set. On day 90, all participants correctly recognized all instructions except one participant who intuitively preferred a mixed metaphor. This participant preferred the pull metaphor for stimuli at the chest and at the back, and the push metaphor for lateral stimuli at the torso and the thighs. He recalled the meaning of the patterns that were applied laterally to the thighs but misinterpreted the patterns that were applied laterally to the torso.

On the second day of the experiment, the participants rated the mapping between the patterns and their meaning. These comments comprised:

- “The patterns for leaning to the left and to the right feel most intuitive.”
- “The patterns for turning the body represent the movements very good.”
- “They are easy to learn and to remember.”
- “The patterns are intuitive. Upper body rotation requires learning because the other patterns made me move away from feedback. It might be easier for me to switch the patterns at the shoulders.”
- “They are easy to learn but the mixed metaphor makes them harder.
to learn. One metaphor might be easier for me. The duration of the patterns is quite long.”

- “The patterns are easy to learn. The patterns around the shoulder do not need the motor at the chest, which first enticed me to lean sideways. The two motors lateral at the shoulder and at the back are sufficient. I can remember the patterns well after one day. I also remember well new techniques in table tennis.”

- “The patterns are easy to learn, especially my intuitive responses. Directional lines and rotation are good. I do not like the motors to start and stop abruptly. They should be like a wave and increase gradually.”

- “Rotational patterns and patterns for leaning, which go upwards on the body, are good to follow and intuitive. Leaning forward and backward are less clear because they can be interpreted differently.”

- “The patterns are intuitive, easy to learn, and to internalize. It might be easier if all patterns showed the direction to move (pull) instead of being mixed. A mixed metaphor makes sense for single patterns.”

7.3.3 Discussion

The findings of this study confirmed that the intuitive responses to the same tactile pattern could vary between people, as was also the case in the initial investigation on the interpretation of tactile stimuli. This supports our assumption that tactile motion instructions are not universally intuitive. While some instructions were regarded as intuitive, the meaning of other instructions had to be learned. On average, our participants regarded five of the ten instructions as intuitive. They responded with the same body movements that these patterns were intended to convey.

This does not mean that the mapping between the other five patterns and their meaning did not make sense. The participants’ comments indicated that these mappings were plausible as well, although they had to be learned. Even so, the average time that the participants spent to learn these mappings was around four minutes. Moreover, they could recall the meaning of all patterns after an extended time without practice in-between. These findings indicate that the designed tactile patterns were appropriate as instructions that represented body movements in an intuitive way.

The cut-off point between answers that we have classified as intended movements, related movements, and different movements is debatable. We have used a stringent classification scheme to reveal the number of answers that were associated with the expected body movements. Nevertheless, many of the other reactions corresponded to these movements for the most part. For example, we have differentiated between lean backward, straighten up, and move the shoulders backward, but these movements have something in common. Considering a less stringent viewpoint, for example by merging
intended and related movements in Fig. 7.7, this could explain why our volunteers regarded all instructions as easy to learn and intuitive.

The findings of this study corresponded to our initial findings on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli (see Table 6.3). Apart from the semicircular lines around the shoulders, which seemed to be less expressive than directional lines around the waist or around both shoulders (see section 6.4), all patterns were similarly interpreted. Also, the directional lines that were applied to the front of the thighs in upward direction were associated with jumping a few times, but they were inexpressive otherwise.

This study did not include an active situation. The participants were not required to speak while moving the body or to interpret instructions that might have interfered with movements that they would have already performed during the physical activity. Since all instructions were recalled with optimal accuracy after an extended time, we could argue that our experimental conditions were the main reasons why our participants misinterpreted instructions in active situations, both in the laboratory on the Wii balance board and in the field while snowboarding and horseback riding. Nevertheless, we cannot confirm this assumption at this time because we do not have technology that could automatically classify body movements or that could provide instructions only when corrections are required.

Despite the fact that our user group correctly interpreted all instructions, the number of volunteers was low. Moreover, our user group only included a subset of potential users. With a larger sample size and with other age cohorts, the results might vary.

Regarding the encoding metaphor, we have found that five participants preferred a mixed metaphor that included instructions based on the push metaphor and instructions based on the pull metaphor (see also section 7.2). These participants did not mention to have difficulty in learning and remembering mixed mappings. Nevertheless, three of them stated that all instructions should be based on a consistent metaphor, which would make the set of instructions easier to learn and recall. Considering each instruction separately, however, the intuitive reactions would make sense.

Regarding the possible origins of the preferred encoding metaphor, some participants might have previously experienced natural tactile sensations that biased them to move in a particular direction, such as during sports training. Also, this preference might have been caused by the way that they interacted with other people, such as when they were pulled at the arm or pushed from the back. One participant mentioned that this preference could relate to the disposition of animals, which are either predators or prey. For example, horses are prey that respond to pressure by pushing back against pressure. This is their natural reaction to break loose of a predator’s hold [Roberts 1997]. In contrast, other prey animals pull away from pressure to escape. Humans might intuitively respond in similar ways to pressure, either by pushing into pressure or by pulling away from pressure.
7.4 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have first focused on the language aspect of tactile motion instructions. While a single instruction could represent a specific body movement, compound instructions that convey a sequence of messages could represent a sequence of body movements. Our findings revealed that young adults were able to perceive and to identify compound instructions with high accuracy in an active situation. Overall, this finding indicates that tactile motion instructions establish a simple language for physical activities, based on single and compound instructions that resemble words and sentences in spoken languages.

Another topic of this chapter concerned tactile stimuli that represented a push or a pull of the body, in particular how stimuli that represented the user’s counter-intuitive reaction—push instead of pull and vice versa— influenced the user’s responses. We found that both encoding metaphors could effectively encode the messages of tactile instructions. Moreover, users who preferred to move either towards or away from the vibration could quickly learn to move in the opposite direction.

Initially, we have based the designed set of tactile motion instruction patterns on the intuitive responses of young adults to artificial tactile stimuli. After evaluating these patterns in several user studies and modifying them based on the gained results, we have re-evaluated if young adults considered these patterns to intuitively represent the chosen body movements. On average, each participant regarded half of the designed patterns to intuitively represent these movements, whereas the meaning of the other patterns was less obvious because they associated these patterns with different body movements. Even so, our participants regarded all instructions as plausible, and they could quickly learn and recall the meaning of the patterns after an extended time.

Our work so far has shown that artificial tactile stimuli could be applied as instructions in active situations. In the next chapter, we will focus on learning of motor skills. We will report a field study where we have applied tactile motion instructions in a realistic situation during sports training.
Chapter 8

Learning Motor Skills

“I now realize that the small hills you see on ski slopes are formed around the bodies of forty-seven-year-olds who tried to learn snowboarding.”

—Dave Barry

Our previous investigation into tactile motion instructions addressed their design, perception, and learning. We have shown that young adults could perceive and recognize ten instructions with high accuracy in active situations. Moreover, they could quickly learn and remember these instructions after several weeks. To complement our research, we will now focus on learning of motor skills. We will report the results of a field study that has investigated if tactile motion instructions could support snowboarders in practicing an unfamiliar riding technique, as envisioned in chapter 1.

The study reported here not only reached into an area that is of interest to sport scientists but also went beyond current practice. In many sports, it is impractical to provide feedback on performance during exercises. For this reason, researchers typically investigated the influence of concurrent feedback on an athlete’s performance and learning of motor skills in constrained settings, such as in the laboratory, using feedback that athletes received on a computer monitor while moving the body. Moreover, tactile motion instructions, which represent specific body movements, have not been explored before. Our study provided the first insights into using this novel approach for teaching motor skills in a real-world setting, based on our custom-built wearable system that could automatically signal snowboarders which body movements to perform while descending the slope.

Before detailing this experiment and the results, we will briefly summarize important factors that could influence how well humans can perform and learn motor skills. These issues explain the design of our study and the implications of our findings in the larger context of motor learning.
8.1 Feedback in Motor Skill Learning

Two types of feedback are distinguished in the field of motor learning: intrinsic and extrinsic feedback [Winstein 1991]. Intrinsic feedback relates to information that athletes naturally perceive while performing movements. This includes kinesthetic information on the position and movements of the limbs, derived from receptors inside muscles and joints. Extrinsic feedback, also called augmented feedback, relates to information that coaches provide in addition to intrinsic feedback. This feedback could be provided concurrently while performing movements, immediately following, or delayed after performing movements. In contrast to feedback, feedforward is information provided before performing movements [Winstein 1991].

Extrinsic feedback comprises knowledge of results and knowledge of performance [Winstein 1991]. Knowledge of results describes how successful the task was performed compared to the desired outcome. Examples include statements such as “Well done” or the time that was required for performing the task. Knowledge of performance addresses the movement patterns and describes how to correct the posture or how to move the limbs. Examples include statements such as “Flex the legs a little more” or the deviation in degrees of the performed movements from the intended movements.

Various studies have been conducted that focused on how extrinsic feedback could influence the performance and learning of motor skills. In general, extrinsic feedback is considered important because it guides the learner to the correct movements during the following trials [Winstein 1991, Wulf 2007]. Even so, many studies that have addressed the effects of the frequency of extrinsic feedback have lead to controversial results. While some researchers reported that learners could benefit from frequent feedback [Bilodeau and Bilodeau 1958, Bilodeau et al. 1959], others argued that too much feedback could have negative consequences [Salmoni et al. 1984]. We will briefly summarize the main arguments as reported in Wulf 2007.

According to the guidance hypothesis [Salmoni et al. 1984, Schmidt 1991], feedback guides the learner to the correct movements. Even so, frequent feedback has two disadvantages. First, the learner could neglect the intrinsic feedback and could become dependent on the extrinsic feedback. As a result, the performance could deteriorate after feedback is withdrawn. Second, frequent feedback could hinder the learner in developing a stable representation of the movements because it prompts to correct even small errors that might have been caused by the variability in the motor system.

Concurrent feedback has been shown to have strong guiding effects that increase the performance during practice but that block the processing of intrinsic feedback [Wulf 2007]. This could decrease the performance when no feedback is provided, such as in retention tests [Park et al. 2000]. Overall, to decrease the dependency on feedback that is provided frequently or concurrently, its frequency should be reduced, for example, by providing feedback only in every second trial [Park et al. 2000, Wulf 2007].
The constrained-action hypothesis [Wulf et al., 2001] offered new insights into this topic. This hypothesis states that the wording of feedback guides the learner’s attention during the execution of movements and influences the performance and learning of motor skills. Focusing on the movements (internal focus) disrupts automatic control processes that would normally regulate the movements effectively and efficiently. In contrast, focusing on the effects of the movements (external focus) supports unconscious and reflexive processes that automatically control the movements. For this reason, athletes should not try to actively control their movements.

For example, the instruction Flex the legs would induce an internal focus. As a result, the athlete would pay attention to consciously flex the legs, which would constrain automatic processes that would normally regulate knee flexion. In contrast, the instruction Crouch would induce an external focus. The athlete would not pay attention to consciously flex the legs. As a result, the motor system would respond unconsciously, which would enhance performance and learning.

The assumption that the wording could influence performance and learning has lead to studies on the effect of attentional focus. For example, Shea and Wulf [1999] investigated how accurately participants could balance on a stabilometer platform, which required them to redistribute the weight evenly between the feet in order to keep the platform horizontally, depending on whether or not they received concurrent feedback on a computer screen. This feedback represented the deviation from a balanced position, considering internal and external focus instructions. In another study, Wulf et al. [2002] measured how accurately novices and advanced volleyball players could perform serves depending on the wording of instructions, and how accurately advanced soccer players could perform lofted passes depending on the frequency and wording of instructions. Overall, the findings indicated that feedback and instructions improved the performance and learning of motor skills if they promoted an external focus of attention. Moreover, frequent and concurrent feedback did not hinder learning.

The majority of studies that have investigated how the wording of feedback influenced the performance of motor skills have addressed closed skills. These skills involve body movements that are performed in a stable environment where the environmental conditions do not change. Also, the athlete can decide when to execute the movements, such as when playing golf. In contrast, open skills involve body movements that are executed under time pressure without planning them. Moreover, the environmental conditions could change while performing the movements, such as when the opponent influences the trajectory of the ball in soccer or tennis matches.

So far, only few studies have explored how the wording of feedback could influence the performance of open skills. For example, Maddox et al. [1999] measured the accuracy of tennis backhand strokes on balls played with variable trajectories. The results suggested that external focus instructions could improve the performance of athletes. Even so, more studies are required to confirm the constrained-action hypothesis for open skills.
8.2 Concurrent Tactile Motion Instructions for Learning Motor Skills in Snowboarding

Since the missing realtime feedback on performance while snowboarding originally motivated us to design tactile motion instructions, we have decided to test these instructions in this particular context as an example. Snowboarding is an interesting and a challenging physical activity for studying concurrent feedback and instructions. This activity involves open skills because snowboarders move in an unstable environment. They have to quickly decide when and where to perform turns, and how to move the body. The movements of the board in the snow, the descents of other skiers and snowboarders, and environmental forces, including snowfall, wind, and solar radiation, continually change the characteristics of the slope. From the perspective of research in motor learning, we have focused on concurrent feedback, on knowledge of performance, and on open skills that are performed under real-world conditions.

The wearable sensing technology influenced the design of the study.

Two issues have influenced the design of our study and the motor task that we have investigated. First, we were looking for a wearable system that could automatically provide tactile motion instructions on riding mistakes. Since we did not have technology that could detect mistakes, we have built a system that could sense the riding edge (see chapters 3 and 4) and that could provide instructions for guiding the snowboarder to the correct body movements during turns. This experimental setup was similar to other studies in motor learning [Wulf, 2007], where athletes did not receive feedback on mistakes but instructions how to perform a motor task.

First-time snowboarders were too inexperienced to participate.

Second, we were looking for participants with the same skill sets. First-time snowboarders who did not have skills in snowboarding would have been ideal candidates because it would have been possible to compare their learning progress and to draw conclusions on the effects of tactile motion instructions. Novices, however, would have needed introductory lessons in order to gain the skills that were required for learning how to perform turns, such as sliding on the edge and turning towards the fall line. Also, beginners fall frequently. Since snowboarders need to perform a few turns to gain speed, to accommodate to the slope, and to find a safe riding style depending on their skills, frequent falls would have prevented them from experiencing automatic instructions at regular intervals during the ride.

Advanced beginners as participants

Considering these issues, advanced beginners were more appropriate candidates for studying the effects of tactile motion instructions on motor skill learning. Even so, advanced beginners have different riding skills. This made it difficult to find a motor task that challenged all snowboarders and that allowed to compare their learning progress.

We decided to teach advanced snowboarders how to ride basic turns switch.

In order to balance the need for experienced candidates who could descend the slope without frequent falls and for finding a motor task that also challenged these riders, we have decided to teach advanced beginners how to ride basic turns switch. Snowboarders prefer to ride either with the left
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Figure 8.1: Two vibration motors were placed around each shoulder and laterally at the thigh that pointed forward while riding switch. The arrows indicate the direction of the evoked sensations.

foot or with the right foot pointing forward (see Fig. 4.1). This preference in the stance is similar to being left-handed or right-handed. When riding switch, the foot that would normally point backward points forward. This posture would make even experienced riders feel clumsy like beginners.

The correct technique for basic turns involves a sequence of different body movements (see section 4.2). The rider has to shift the weight to the front foot and to rotate the upper body towards the new riding direction (see Fig. 4.3 (b)). The resulting posture would lead the board to follow these movements, to align to the fall line, and to pivot to the other edge. After pivoting, the rider has to return to neutral position by redistributing the weight evenly between both feet and by aligning the upper body parallel to the board.

This sequence of movements challenges many snowboarders and often results in two common snowboarding mistakes: incorrect weight distribution and counter-rotation (see Fig. 4.4). Facing downhill, many riders are afraid to shift their weight towards the front of the snowboard. Instead, they keep their weight towards the back foot. This posture makes it difficult to turn the board and could lead to falls. Also, many riders do not properly align their torso towards the new riding direction. As a result, they abruptly turn their upper body for pivoting the board by exerting force.

We have applied two tactile motion instructions as compound instructions to address these mistakes. Fig. 8.1 illustrates these instructions for a snowboarder whose left foot pointed forward while descending the slope. Con-
We have mentioned that instructions and feedback on performance should guide the learner’s attention to the effects of body movements instead of to the body (see section 8.1). Since the original meaning of our instructions described body movements, their wording had to be changed to induce an external focus of attention (see also Table 6.7). The lateral vibration at the left (right) thigh, which could convey the message *Shift your weight to the left (right) foot*, was reworded to *WL/WR = Increase the pressure towards the nose of the snowboard*. The vibration around the left (right) shoulder, which could represent *Turn your upper body to the left (right)*, was reworded to *TL/TR = Hello mountain* or *TL/TR = Hello valley*. These alternative wordings for *TL* and *TR*—mountain or valley—depended on the riding direction, which could be towards the left or right side of the slope, and whether the new turn was performed on the frontside or backside edge. This relationship is explained in the following paragraphs (see Fig. 8.2).

**The instructions were worded to promote an external focus of attention.**

For a rider whose left foot pointed forward (regular stance) and who started to descend on the backside edge towards the left side of the slope, facing downhill, a subsequent switch to the frontside edge towards the right side...
of the slope, facing uphill, first stimulated the left tight, then the right shoulder: $WL \rightarrow TR$ ($TR = \textit{Hello mountain}$). The next switch to the backside edge towards the left side of the slope, facing downhill, stimulated the left tight and the left shoulder: $WL \rightarrow TL$ ($TL = \textit{Hello valley}$).

For a rider whose right foot pointed forward (goofy stance) and who started to descend on the backside edge towards the right side of the slope, facing downhill, a subsequent switch to the frontside edge towards the left side of the slope, facing uphill, first stimulated the right tight, then the left shoulder: $WR \rightarrow TL$ ($TL = \textit{Hello mountain}$). The next switch to the backside edge towards the right side of the slope, facing downhill, stimulated the right tight and the right shoulder: $WR \rightarrow TR$ ($TR = \textit{Hello valley}$).

Up to now, however, the effect of the wording of feedback on the performance of motor skills has not been explored for tactile instructions that stimulated the body. This raised the question if artificial tactile stimuli could negate the effect of the intended wording, thereby causing an internal focus of attention. We surmised that these stimuli would not induce an internal focus because responding to tactile motion instructions seemed to resemble a knee-jerk reaction that happened automatic. Similar to turning around upon perceiving a tap at the shoulder, we surmised that the sensation that a tactile instruction evoked was associated with the conveyed message and not with the stimulated body area.

### 8.3 Experimental Setup

In this study, we have explored if tactile motion instructions that were applied concurrently while descending the slope could support snowboarders in learning an unfamiliar riding technique. The hypotheses were:

- **Alternative hypothesis:** Snowboarders will make fewer mistakes when they ride with tactile motion instructions than when they ride without these instructions.

- **Null hypothesis:** The number of mistakes that snowboarders make will not be lower when they ride with tactile motion instructions than when they ride without these instructions.

The experiment took place on a slope of 520 m (1700 ft) length in the indoor ski resort [SnowWorld Landgraaf](https://www.snowworld.nl), The Netherlands. One instructor from the [SNOW SPORT Team](https://www.rwth-aachen.de/rrtu/wv/teams) of RWTH Aachen University volunteered to conduct a one-day snowboarding course. He taught how to ride basic turns switch. This technique required the participants to descend in an unfamiliar posture: the foot that normally pointed backward on the snowboard pointed forward. Regular riders who preferred to descend with the left foot pointing forward became goofy riders who had to descend with the
right foot pointing forward. Goofy riders became regular riders who had to
descend with the left foot pointing forward (see Fig. 4.1).

8.3.1 Hardware Setup

The participants wore our custom tactile suit (see Fig. 6.4) with six vibra-
tion motors, as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. To increase the perceived intensity
of the tactile stimulations, they wore these clothes inside out such that the
motors were slightly pressed against the skin. Since some of our previous
volunteers did not like to wear a backpack (see sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3),
we have decided for using a small pouch (see Fig. 4.10, right), which was
carried around the waist, and for one SensAct box (see Fig. 3.5). The host
device, a Nokia N70 mobile phone that controlled the box, was inserted in
a pocket of the participants’ jackets.

Since our SensAct box only had connections for six motors, we had to
reduce the number of motors per tactile pattern from three to two (see
Fig. 8.1). Overall, this restriction did not degrade the intended tactile
experience because two stimulation points are at least required in order to
display directional lines based on sensory saltation (see section 5.3).

The wearable system had to sense the riding edge for detecting the instant
when the rider pivoted the snowboard (see section 4.4.3). This required us
to use two force sensors per foot, which measured the weight distribution
under the heel and under the ball of each foot. To prevent the participants
from feeling the sensor cables under their feet, we attached the sensors to
felt insoles, 0.5 cm thick, and placed them between the inner and the outer
boot (see Fig. 8.3). Since we expected that this layering could dampen the
measured forces, which could decrease the system’s accuracy in classifying
the riding edge, we placed a thin plastic plate, 3 × 5 cm wide and 0.1 cm
thick, between each sensor and the insole. These plates transferred the
forces that occurred around the small sensors to these sensors’ active areas.

Figure 8.3: The insoles with two force sensors were placed between the
inner and the outer boot to increase comfort.
The program for classifying the riding edge and for triggering the tactile instructions was distributed across our wearable platform (see Fig. 3.1). The SensAct box sampled sensor data and classified the riding edge. When the riding edge changed, the result was time-stamped and transmitted to the host device. Depending on the riding edge and stance, a Python script running on the host triggered the appropriate compound instruction, and logged this instruction with its own time stamp.

In our previous field study on the slope (see section 4.4), the SensAct box sampled and streamed force sensor data at 50 Hz. At this sampling rate, however, the ATMega168 micro-controller of the Arduino BT built inside the SensAct box (see Fig. 2.2, right), which classified and streamed the riding edge to the host in realtime, processed the commands that activated the vibration motors too slowly. The burst duration and the pauses between consecutive pulses increased significantly, which hampered the tactile experience. Moreover, the system reported new turns too late.

To keep the system responsive, we lowered the sampling rate. We found 10 Hz to yield an adequate processing speed that allowed the micro-controller to sample force sensor data, to classify the riding edge, to send the result to the host, to process the received commands, and to render the intended tactile sensations in time.

The following lines show an excerpt from the host device’s data log files recorded during the study. The box transmitted the time-stamped riding edge (timestamp in ms; 5 = pivoting, 14 = frontside edge, 16 = backside edge). The host logged the posture that represented the snowboarder’s current turn (Hello mountain, Hello valley, goofy stance, timestamp).

2561544;5
2561644;14
Hello mountain goofy at 11-33-49
2570900;5
2571100;16
Hello valley goofy at 11-33-58
2583864;5
2583964;14
Hello mountain goofy at 11-34-11
2596308;5
2596508;16
Hello valley goofy at 11-34-24
2607576;5
2607776;14

8.3.2 Pilot Test with Snowboard Instructor

Before conducting the study, a pilot test revealed the strengths and limitations of our wearable sensing and feedback system. The snowboard instructor tested the wearable system.
tor tested the hardware on the same slope where we intended to conduct the experiment. To experience when the tactile instructions were triggered during descents and how this feedback felt during the ride, he varied the speed and switched between different riding techniques, including basic turns, wide and short turns, carving, and riding switch. His insights helped us to gauge how well the system would respond to the different riding skills of potential candidates who would participate in the study. Also, we received feedback on the composition of the tactile patterns, which allowed us to adjust the timing values for improving the tactile experience.

The instructor noticed that the compound instructions were too long. During short turns, they did not match to the movements that the snowboarder had to perform after pivoting the board—returning to neutral position (see sections 4.2 and 8.2). Sometimes, they also interfered with the body movements that introduced the next turn.

The length of a single instruction was 850 ms, which sequentially pulsed two motors for three times, based on our standard timing values (100 ms for bursts, 50 ms for pauses between bursts). The compound instructions lasted 1750 ms. To shorten the length of the tactile patterns, we explored in a self-experiment how fewer pulses per motor, shorter pulse durations, and shorter pauses between consecutive pulses altered the perceptions on the skin. We agreed to pulse each motor twice, as at least two pulses per actuator are required for sensory saltation (see section 5.3), and to maintain the pauses between the bursts at IBI = 50 ms, which is the optimal timing value for sensory saltation (see section 5.3). In addition, we lowered the burst duration to BD = 80 ms. These timing values preserved the intended tactile experience and reduced the length of a single instruction to 470 ms. The duration of the compound instructions was 990 ms (see Fig. 8.4).

The instructor reported that he basically perceived instructions during all turns, which confirmed that our system could detect turns in realtime with the new sensor layering, with reduced sampling rate, and independent of the riding speed, riding technique, or edging angle. He stated, however, that although he received instructions at the very moment when pivoting the board to the frontside edge, he received instructions shortly after pivoting the board to the backside edge. Ideally, the instructions should have
occurred at the very moment when the body movements were required. This was while initiating the turn and while pivoting the snowboard. Even so, he considered these slightly delayed instructions as less likely to disturb or to misguide our participants if we shortened the duration of the patterns to prevent feedback while traversing the slope after pivoting the board.

The reason why feedback was delayed during backside turns could relate to the front binding and to the threshold value $T_E$, which yielded the riding edge (see section 4.4.3). The front strap of the binding fixated the front part of the boot. During backside turns, with increased weight towards the heels, the frontside edge did not touch the slope. Even so, when the toes were pulled upwards, the ball of each foot remained in its position, and the force sensors still measured some pressure. The difference in weight distribution between the ball of each foot and the heels fell below the threshold value once the rider exerted more pressure on the heels. This typically occurred after pivoting the board, which could have slightly delayed the recognition of backside turns. In contrast, the force sensors located under the heels did not measure pressure during frontside turns when the weight was towards the ball of each foot. In this case, the rider could freely lift the heels inside the boots, which yielded a quick response to frontside turns.

To increase the system’s responsiveness and to decrease the delay of instructions during backside turns, we lowered the threshold value $T_E$. A lower value made the algorithm more sensitive to weight shifts. This threshold value, however, has to be carefully chosen because the system could misclassify turns during bumpy rides with low thresholds (see section 4.4.3).

### 8.3.3 Participants

The experiment was conducted on five consecutive Fridays. For each day, two snowboarders were recruited over e-mail with help from the local university’s sports center. These volunteers had to spend almost the entire day in the ski hall (9:00–15:00). Two women and eight men aged 21–29 years ($M = 26.10$) participated.

It was not possible to recruit only snowboarders with similar riding skills. A few volunteers canceled their appointment on short notice such that we had to resort to volunteers who had time to participate. On a scale ranging from level one (beginner) to level five (expert), three participants rated their skills in snowboarding as level one, four as level two (advanced beginner), and three as level three (advanced). On average, they snowboarded for 4.2 years ($SD = 3.6$ years) and between one and three weeks per year. Three volunteers had previously participated in a snowboarding course to improve their riding skills. Six volunteers had previously tried to ride switch. Three volunteers had previously participated in our studies on vibrotactile feedback. All candidates also practiced other sports occasionally, including biking, jogging, surfing, horse riding, tennis, rowing, and ball games.
One of these volunteers was a first-time snowboarder. The instructor had to introduce her to the basics of snowboarding. She practiced how to correctly fall and how to slide on one edge. She also tried basic turns, riding with her preferred foot pointing forward. This introductory course lasted one hour.

8.3.4 Experimental Procedure

Four people accessed the ski slope on each day of the experiment: the snowboard instructor, two participants, and one assistant. The assistant set up the wearable system and videotaped the descents.

The participants used snowboards with the binding inversely mounted to their preferred riding stance. Donning and testing the wearable system on level ground lasted one hour. After this setup phase, the group descended the slope once to warm up.

We have chosen a within-subjects design with two experimental conditions:

1. Traditional lessons with spoken instructions (feedforward) issued before each descent and with spoken feedback after each descent. These lessons served as control condition.

2. Lessons with spoken instructions issued before each descent, with automatic tactile motion instructions while descending the slope, and with spoken feedback after each descent.

Each condition comprised four descents. Overall, the participants descended ten times in this order:

- One descent for reference
- Four descents for one condition
- Four descents for the other condition
- One descent for reference

The first five descents were scheduled for the morning. The other five descents were scheduled for the afternoon, following a lunch break of 45 minutes. These descents are detailed below.

The first descent in the morning and the last descent in the afternoon served for rating the participants’ initial skills in riding switch before the course and their acquired skills after the course. The participants did not receive spoken instructions before or spoken feedback after these trials. Neither did they receive tactile instructions while descending the slope. For fine-grained ratings, the instructor preferred a scale that ranged from very bad (1) to very good (10).
The snowboarding course was conducted during the following eight descents. In the morning, one participant (S1) was randomly chosen to descend without tactile instructions (condition 1). The other participant (S2) descended with tactile instructions (condition 2). During the four descents after the break, participant S1 received tactile instructions (condition 2), whereas participant S2 did not receive tactile instructions (condition 1).

To prevent bias on the course instructor’s part, we decided for a blind experiment. The instructor did not know during which descents the participants received tactile motion instructions, or if they received these instructions at all. Moreover, both participants wore the wearable system during all descents. This setup ensured that he treated all participants alike when teaching how to ride switch, when explaining exercises, and when providing spoken feedback on their performance after descending the slope. Unlike the instructor, the assistant knew which participant received tactile instructions. Before each descent, he operated both host devices to enable sensor data logging and to either enable or disable automatic feedback.

At the beginning of the course, the instructor introduced his students to neutral position. He explained how to perform turns for riding switch and demonstrated the required body movements while standing still. He mentioned that tactile motion instructions during descents indicated the correct weight distribution and the correct upper body rotation for pivoting. Vibration laterally at the thigh that pointed forward signaled to increase the pressure towards the front of the snowboard. Vibration at the left or right shoulder signaled the direction to turn the torso, which was either towards the mountain or towards the valley. The assistant manually triggered the corresponding compound instructions until both participants were sure to have memorized the meaning that these instructions represented.

For each of the four runs in the morning, the instructor issued an exercise. He explained and demonstrated the required movements on level ground at the top of the slope, and slowly descended the first half of the slope to demonstrate this exercise. He then waived at the first candidate to descend and to repeat this exercise up to the location where he was waiting. Having informed this participant on his performance and how to improve the riding technique, he observed and advised the second participant. Afterwards, the group descended the remaining half of the slope. This time, however, the instructor did not correct his students, which was similar to real courses where instructors cannot provide feedback after every run. Even so, participant S2 did receive tactile instructions until the end of the slope.

The course continued after the lunch break. The instructor re-explained the meaning of the tactile instructions, and the assistant manually triggered the corresponding compound instructions. The following four runs resembled the lessons in the morning: the instructor explained and demonstrated new exercises, observed the participants during descents, and provided feedback on their performance after the first half of the slope. In contrast to lessons in the morning, participant S1 received tactile instructions while descending the slope, whereas S2 did not receive concurrent instructions.
During the course, the assistant descended about 230 meters and stopped at the edge of the slope, above the instructor’s observation point. He videotaped the participants from this location. At the end of the slope, he operated both host devices to save the logged sensor data files. Also, he paused the application, which prevented unintentional feedback while walking or waiting for the lift.

During this five-week study, all participants practiced the same exercises in the morning. Experienced participants also practiced exercises that were more demanding. Experienced snowboarders, however, soon started to feel under-challenged after a few descents. For this reason, the instructor issued for these advanced riders exercises that were more demanding in the afternoon. For example, he asked them to increase the edging angle of the snowboard, as required for carved turns. The carving technique, however, also requires the snowboarder to descend at higher speed, to flex the legs, to keep the torso parallel to the board, to evenly distribute the weight between the left and right foot, and to pivot while traversing the slope before passing the fall line. In this case, the tactile instructions that indicated correct posture for basic turns would not guide the snowboarder to the posture and body movements for carving. For this reason, the instructor asked these riders to regard the instructions as a reminder for avoiding incorrect weight distribution and counter-rotation, which could also occur in carving.

At the end of the course, the participants answered a questionnaire (see Appendix D). This questionnaire addressed their previous experience in snowboarding, their view on riding switch, and their opinion on tactile motion instructions for learning to snowboard.

8.4 Results

Snowboarders often do not pay attention to their riding technique during the first and last few turns. At the beginning, they gain speed, whereas they lower their speed towards the end to stop safely. Therefore, we skipped the first turn and assessed the participants’ progress in riding switch up to the point where the camera was positioned. The assistant videotaped the descents from approximately 25 meters above the instructor’s observation point such that the participants decelerated after passing the camera.

8.4.1 Classification of the Riding Edge

We have analyzed the sensor recordings and the footage in order to determine how accurate our wearable sensing system could classify the riding edge. The host devices that controlled the SensAct boxes were time synchronized with the video camera to log time stamps at one-second accuracy. Despite this coarse resolution, these time stamps allowed us to estimate the time offset between the instant when a new turn was started and when the instructions were perceived. Unfortunately, we had to exclude three partic-
Figure 8.5: (a) The crosses indicate the turning points on the rider’s path, which we marked on footage to count the number of turns and to estimate the point in time when our system triggered tactile instructions. (b) The quality of turns can vary during descents. When descending at high speed, skilled snowboarders could increase the edging angle to pivot their board to the other edge before passing the fall line (carved turn). Less skilled snowboarders would typically descend slowly and pivot with a low edging angle shortly before or when passing the fall line (skidded turn).

Our turn detection algorithm recognized new turns and triggered instructions when the difference in the weight distribution between the toes and heels exceeded the specified threshold value (see section 4.4.3). This occurred when the snowboarder redistributed the weight between the toes and heels while pivoting the board from one edge across the fall line to the other edge. On footage, however, the high uphill recording distance (200 meters) and continuously changing viewing angles on the riding paths often concealed the instant when the board was pivoted. Therefore, we marked the locations when the participants passed the fall line during turns, which we could clearly identify (see Fig. 8.5 (a)). In general, these turning points coincide with the instant when the board pivots to the other edge, otherwise the rider would not be able to change the riding direction.
Table 8.1: (a) $T_1$ and $T_2$ denote the average percentage of correctly classified turns during descents without and with tactile instructions. Three participants were excluded from this evaluation due to incomplete data log files. (b) $O$ denotes the time offset between passing the fall line and the system triggering instructions (mean and standard deviation in seconds). A negative value indicates that the instructions were triggered before passing the fall line as observed on footage. (c) $D$ denotes the duration of turns when riding with tactile instructions as observed on footage (mean and standard deviation in seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M(O)$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$SD(O)$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M(D)$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$SD(D)$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants performed on average 7.44 turns ($SD = 2.01$, $min = 4$, $max = 14$) while riding switch from the top to the middle of the slope. The algorithm correctly classified 90.97% of these turns. The descents without tactile instructions comprised on average 7.68 turns ($SD = 2.38$, $min = 4$, $max = 12$); 90.19% have been recognized. The descents with tactile instructions comprised on average 7.15 turns ($SD = 1.54$, $min = 5$, $max = 11$); 90.67% of these turns have been recognized. While the participants $C$, $E$, $F$, $H$ and $J$ received instructions during all turns, the sensing system worked less accurately for $D$ and $G$, who received instructions in 87.0% and 51.6% of their turns (see Table 8.1 (a)). Overall, the sensing system missed less than 10% of turns. For these turns, tactile motion instructions have not been triggered. Also, we found one false positive.

The average difference between the time stamps of the sensor logs and the time stamps of the turning points on footage indicates that tactile instructions coincided with the time when the participants passed the fall line (in seconds: $M = -2$, $SD = 1.2$). These times, however, varied across the participants. For example, $F$ received instructions on average 0.6 seconds after passing turning points, whereas $J$ received instructions 1.6 seconds before passing turning points (see Table 8.1 (b)). The reason why these time offsets varied is that the turning points on footage did not always coincide with the time when the board was pivoted to the other edge. Snowboarders could switch to the other edge at different points in time before passing the fall line, which could depend on their riding skills, edging angle, riding style, and riding speed (see Fig. 8.5 (b)).

To illustrate the point in time when the participants perceived tactile motion instructions, we have calculated the average duration of the turns (see Table 8.1 (c)), based on the time between two turning points as observed on footage (see Fig. 8.5 (a)). Fig. 8.6 illustrates these average durations and the period when the participants likely perceived the instructions. Overall,
Figure 8.6: The estimated period when tactile motion instructions were perceived relative to passing the fall line. The crosses indicate the turning points on the rider’s path (see Fig. 8.5(a)), considering the average duration of turns as observed on footage (\(M(D)\) in seconds, see Table 8.1(c)). The rectangles show when the participants perceived the compound instructions (990 ms), considering the average time offset between passing the fall line and the system triggering instructions (\(M(O)\) in seconds, see Table 8.1(b)).

This sketch indicates that the instructions were triggered at slightly different times. The main reason could be that the participants’ riding skills differed. On average, the instructions were most delayed for participant F, who perceived them after passing the fall line. This could indicate that he performed skidded turns and that the system detected the riding edge when he exerted more pressure on this edge while traversing the slope. Since F’s turns were short, these delayed instructions could have interfered with the movements that were required for returning to neutral position after pivoting the snowboard.

In contrast, participant J perceived the instructions before passing the fall line, which indicates that he carved the turns at high speed (see Fig. 8.5(b)). The instructions did not interfere with his previous movements for returning to neutral position as he had already introduced the new turn. For the other participants, the slightly delayed instructions might not have interfered with these movements either. Since the compound instructions lasted one second, the participants had enough time to return to neutral position while traversing the slope before introducing the next turn.

In general, the instructions were less likely to interfere with the movements that were required for returning to neutral position.
Table 8.2: The course instructor’s rating of the participants’ skills in riding switch before and after the course. The scale ranged from very bad (1) to very good (10). Some volunteers had previously tried to ride switch or had attended courses to improve their skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating before course</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating after course</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried switch before</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior course</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: Number of falls during descents without tactile instructions (normal font) and with tactile instructions (bold font). Instructions were applied either during lessons in the morning (m) or in the afternoon (a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactile instructions</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First descent (before course)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All descents in the morning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All descents in the afternoon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last descent (after course)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.2 The Participants’ Riding Skills (Video Analysis)

The participants did not receive spoken nor tactile instructions for the first and last descent. Table 8.2 summarizes the course instructor’s rating of these rides and the participants’ pre-experience. On average, they received a rating of $Mdn = 2.5$ ($Q1 = 2, Q3 = 4.75$) before the course and a rating of $Mdn = 5.5$ ($Q1 = 4.25, Q3 = 6.75$) after the course. The six volunteers C, E, F, G, H and I had little or no experience in riding switch.

The course instructor was not available to analyze the footage. We have consulted another instructor from the Snow Sport Team, who agreed to review the footage and to assess the participants’ skills and progress. Uninformed that half of the descents included tactile instructions, he counted the number of mistakes and falls, and rated the overall quality of the descents, regarding the weight distribution and the upper body posture while also considering how dynamic, fluent, and safe these runs were.

Riding Mistakes

The number of falls is a simple metric that shows a snowboarder’s progress (see Table 8.3). On average, the participants fell more often during the first ride before the course ($M = 1.25, SD = 1.58$) than during the last ride after the course ($M = .25, SD = .46$). The number of falls during lessons in the morning ($M = 1.6, SD = .184$) was similar to the number of falls during lessons in the afternoon ($M = 1.3, SD = 1.25$). Also, the number of falls for riding without tactile instructions ($M = 1.5, SD = 1.78$) was similar to the
number of falls for riding with tactile instructions \((M = 1.4, SD = 1.35)\).

The number of falls was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that they were not significantly lower after the course \((Mdn = 0)\) than before the course \((Mdn = .05)\), \(T = 1.5, n = 5, p = .10, r = -.1;\) neither during lessons in the afternoon \((Mdn = 1)\) than during lessons in the morning \((Mdn = 1)\), \(T = 10.5, n = 7, p = .055, r = -.03;\) neither for riding with tactile instructions \((Mdn = 1)\) than for riding without them \((Mdn = 1)\), \(T = 13, n = 7, p = .86, r = -.01.\)

Table 8.4 summarizes the percentage of riding mistakes while pivoting the board. On average, the participants did significantly fewer mistakes after than before the course. The participants did significantly fewer mistakes after than before the course.

The average percentage of counter-rotations during lessons in the morning \((M = 54.39\%, SE = 12.74\%)\) was higher than during lessons in the afternoon \((M = 33.32\%, SE = 7.15\%)\). This difference was not significant \(t(7) = 1.49, p = .179\) but almost represented a large effect \(r = .49.\) The average percentage of incorrect weight distributions was higher during the first ride \((M = 51.60\%, SE = 9.21\%)\) than during the last ride \((M = 21.54\%, SE = 5.84\%)\). This difference was highly significant \(t(7) = 3.75, p < .01\) and did represent a large effect \(r = .82.\)

The average percentage of counter-rotations during lessons in the morning \((M = 34.14\%, SE = 5.46\%)\) was higher than during lessons in the afternoon \((M = 29.23\%, SE = 3.78\%)\). This difference was not significant \(t(9) = .92, p = .38, r = .29.\) The average percentage of counter-rotations for riding without tactile instructions \((M = 36.45\%, SE = 3.72\%)\) was higher than for riding with tactile instructions \((M = 26.92\%, SE = 5.15\%)\). This difference was significant \(t(9) = 2.07, p = .034\) (one-tailed) and did represent a large effect \(r = .57.\)

The average percentage of incorrect weight distributions during lessons in the morning \((M = 27.37\%, SE = 4.35\%)\) was similar to the percentage of mistakes during lessons in the afternoon \((M = 26.72\%, SE = 4.36\%)\). This difference was not significant \(t(9) = .17, p = .87, r = .05.\) The average percentage of incorrect weight distributions for riding without tactile instructions \((M = 28.87\%, SE = 4.15\%)\) was higher than for riding with tactile instructions \((M = 25.22\%, SE = 4.47\%)\). This difference was not significant \(t(9) = .94, p = .19\) (one-tailed) but did represent a medium effect \(r = .30.\)

**Quality of Descents**

Poor descents did not occur except for the last ride of participant G during lessons in the afternoon. This unsafe ride with two falls, counter-rotation, and incorrect weight distribution received low ratings. Also, two descents were difficult to grade for participant D in the afternoon. He jumped while pivoting the board, apparently trying to alternate between flexed and stretched legs, but his overall posture was less clear to assess according to the required body movements and resulted in lower ratings. A few descents were difficult to grade.
Table 8.4: Percentage of riding mistakes while pivoting the board without tactile instructions (normal font) and with tactile instructions (bold font). The overall quality of descents, considering upper body rotation and weight distribution, was rated on a scale from very bad (1) to very good (10). The maximum cumulative score for descents in the morning and in the afternoon is 40. Tactile instructions were applied either in the morning (m) or in the afternoon (a). No footage of participants A and B has been recorded for the first trial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactile instructions</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First descent (before course)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-rotation (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect weight distribution (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of upper body rotation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of weight distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All descents in the morning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-rotation (%)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect weight distribution (%)</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of upper body rotation</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of weight distribution</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All descents in the afternoon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-rotation (%)</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect weight distribution (%)</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of upper body rotation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of weight distribution</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last descent (after course)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-rotation (%)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect weight distribution (%)</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of upper body rotation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating of weight distribution</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8.4 also summarizes the instructor’s overall ratings of the quality of descents while also considering the posture of the upper and lower body. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that the participants received significantly lower scores for upper body rotation during the first ride before the course ($Mdn = 5$) than during the last ride after the course ($Mdn = 7.5$), $T = 0, n = 7, p = .02$, which did represent a large effect $r = -.59$. Also, the scores regarding the weight distribution was significantly lower during the first ride ($Mdn = 4.5$) than during the last ride ($Mdn = 7$), $T = 2, n = 8, p = .02$, which did represent a large effect $r = -.56$.

Regarding upper body rotation, the participants scored similarly during lessons in the morning ($Mdn = 26.5$) and in the afternoon ($Mdn = 28.5$), $T = 20.5, n = 9, p = .81, r = -.05$. Also, they scored similarly for riding without tactile instructions ($Mdn = 26.5$) and for riding with tactile instructions ($Mdn = 27.5$), $T = 14.5, n = 9, p = .34, r = -.21$.

Regarding weight distribution, the participants scored similarly during lessons in the morning ($Mdn = 27$) and during lessons in the afternoon ($Mdn = 26.5$), $T = 19, n = 10, p = .38, r = -.19$. Also, they scored similarly for riding without tactile instructions ($Mdn = 26$) and for riding with tactile instructions ($Mdn = 27.5$), $T = 22, n = 10, p = .57, r = -.13$.

**Individual Progress**

The last descent at the end of the experiment showed that $C$, $E$, $F$ and $I$ most benefitted from the course. Inexperienced in riding switch, they noticeably reduced both mistakes during the last ride compared to the first ride (see Table 8.4). Three of them ($C$, $F$, $I$) also fell less often after the course than before the course (see Table 8.3). $D$, $G$, $H$ and $J$ improved their weight distribution, yet $G$ and $J$ made more upper body mistakes. Overall, the first-time snowboarder $H$ performed best before the course and second best after the course. During the course, however, her performance was lower and included several falls. This was also the case with $G$.

$A$, $E$, $G$ and $I$ received tactile instructions in the morning. $E$ and $G$ were inexperienced in riding switch and most benefitted from these instructions. Their percentage of incorrect upper body posture ($E$, $G$) and incorrect weight distribution ($G$) was noticeably lower during descents in the morning than during descents without tactile instructions in the afternoon (see Table 8.4). For $G$, the overall quality of descents was better in the morning than in the afternoon, although the number of falls was similar (see Table 8.3). For $E$, the overall quality of descents was marginally better in the afternoon.

The performance of the other three participants ($A$, $C$, $I$) did not noticeably change in the afternoon after riding with tactile instructions in the morning (see Table 8.4). The percentage of mistakes remained similar for $A$ (advanced rider), yet the overall quality of descents was better in the afternoon. For $C$ (inexperienced rider), the percentage of mistakes was

Overall riding skills were significantly better after the course than before the course. Overall scores for upper body rotation were similar in both conditions. Overall scores for weight distribution were similar in both conditions. The inexperienced participants most benefitted from the course. Two inexperienced participants benefitted from tactile motion instructions in the morning. Three participants showed a steady performance with tactile motion instructions in the morning and without them in the afternoon.
similar throughout the day, yet the overall quality of descents regarding weight distribution was lower in the afternoon. Participant I (inexperienced rider) rode more often with wrong upper body posture and fell more often in the morning than in the afternoon (4 falls vs. 1 fall, see Table 8.3), yet the percentage of incorrect weight distributions and the overall quality of descents remained similar throughout the day.

Two participants noticeably improved their skills in the afternoon when riding with tactile motion instructions.

$B, D, F, H$ and $J$ received tactile instructions in the afternoon. $D, F$ and $H$ did fewer mistakes during these rides (see Table 8.4). $F$ and $H$ fell less often than in the morning (see Table 8.3). The overall quality of descents slightly improved for $F$ (weight distribution) and $H$ (upper body posture) but slightly worsened for $D$ (upper body posture). $B$ and $J$ did fewer upper body mistakes but rode slightly more often with improper weight distribution. $B$ fell twice in the afternoon. Even so, the overall quality of descents remained similar for $B$ throughout the course but improved for $J$.

8.4.3 The Participants’ Opinion (Questionnaire Results)

Fig. 8.7 shows the participants’ assessment of their skills. Half of the group ($B, F, H, I, J$) considered riding switch as difficult to learn, whereas the other five participants disagreed. Overall, all participants agreed to have much improved their riding technique during the course.

Fig. 8.8 summarizes the participants’ view on tactile instructions for learning to ride switch. All agreed that they did not have difficulty in perceiving these instructions. Six participants stated that tactile and spoken instructions corresponded, whereas for $B, D, H$ and $J$ the tactile instructions somewhat represented the spoken instructions issued before the ride.

The participants disagreed when asked if these instructions helped them to ride switch with correct posture: $A, E, F, G$ and $I$ considered them as helpful; $B, C$, and $H$ were undecided; $D$ and $J$ stated they did not help. In general, tactile instructions somewhat increased their motivation to ride with correct posture and somewhat improved the quality of their descents.

Nine participants, except $B$, agreed that tactile instructions did not distract from carrying out spoken instructions issued before the ride. Even so, four participants ($B, E, H, J$) mentioned that it was difficult to pay attention to the tactile stimuli while carrying out spoken instructions.

Half of the group ($A, C, D, E, I$) considered tactile instructions important for learning new riding techniques (see Fig. 8.9). $B, F, G$ and $H$ regarded them as moderately important, whereas the skilled rider $J$ ascribed little importance to them. Even so, they all stated to prefer lessons enhanced with tactile instructions ($Mdn = 5$) over lessons exclusively with spoken instructions issued before descents ($Mdn = 2$), $T = 0, n = 10, p < .01, r = -.64$ (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, see Fig. 8.9).
8.4 Results

How often do you practice other sports?
(never ... regularly)

How often do you snowboard per year?
(up to 1 week ... more than 4 weeks)

Grade your overall snowboarding skills
(beginner ... expert)

Learning to ride switch is difficult
(strongly disagree ... strongly agree)

How much did you improve your skills
in riding switch during this study?
(not at all ... to a great extent)

Grade your skills in riding switch
before participating in this study
(very poor ... very good)

Grade your skills in riding switch
after participating in this study
(very poor ... very good)

min - [1st quartile - median - 3rd quartile] - max

**Figure 8.7:** Likert scale ratings of the participants’ snowboarding skills before and after participating in the snowboarding course.

The three beginners $E$, $H$ and $I$ preferred to receive instructions during all trials. The other participants, including both beginners and advanced riders, disagreed. They preferred to receive feedback only if their posture was incorrect (see Fig. 8.9).

The snowboard beginner $E$ disliked the system to inadvertently trigger instructions when pausing on the slope. Ideally, the system should only provide feedback during the ride. Also, he mentioned that although the tactile instructions were a bit too much when practicing a new exercise, this feedback was helpful at later stages when repeating the learned movements. Participant $D$ commented that the patterns for upper body rotation were not distinct enough. Participant $I$ mentioned that he had received instructions at the shoulders towards the end of his turns.

Nine participants explained what they liked about tactile instructions: “Direct feedback during the ride” ($A$); “Quite accurate” ($B$); “Clear enough to

Beginners preferred continual feedback.

Negative comments on tactile motion instructions

Positive comments on tactile motion instructions
How well did you perceive tactile instructions during the ride?
(very poor ... very good)

Did tactile instructions correspond to spoken instructions?
(not at all ... to a great extent)

Tactile instructions were helpful for riding switch with correct posture
(it made no sense ... it was a strong help)

Tactile instructions motivated me to try harder to correctly ride switch
(not at all ... to a great extent)

Tactile instructions improved the quality of my ride
(not at all ... to a great extent)

Tactile instructions distracted me from following spoken instructions
(strongly disagree ... strongly agree)

min-[1st quartile - median - 3rd quartile]- max

Figure 8.8: Likert scale ratings of tactile motion instructions that signaled correct posture while riding switch.

notice and locate, but not too strong to distract” (C); “Motors were comfortable to wear” (J); “Feedback at the thigh reminded of correct position and kept me thinking about the weight distribution” (D, F, I); “Feedback reminded of correct basic posture when advancing in the course” (E); “Feedback was an additional clue to activate involved body parts” (H).

Some participants only followed spoken instructions.

Five participants provided further comments on the wearable system and on tactile motion instructions. A was annoyed by the sensor cables inside the snowboard pants. C and D perceived tactile instructions but carried out spoken instructions issued before the ride. D concentrated on the speed and the movements during descents. Participant I concentrated on the tactile instruction that was applied either to the shoulder or to the thigh. Overall, he had great fun during the course and would also very much recommend this system to other snowboarders.

Some participants recommended tactile instructions for snowboarders who already had basic riding skills.

Participant C has never before tried to ride switch. Consequently, she concentrated on keeping her balance to avoid falls. Although she noticed feedback, she did not react to these instructions: “Since riding switch was completely new to me, I was very concentrated on not falling (in the begin-
8.5 Discussion

8.5.1 The Wearable System

Unlike to our previous field studies on the slope, the wearable system withstood more demanding situations during descents, including falls, a different layering of force sensors, reduced sampling rate, and simultaneous sensing and actuation. We did not experience problems with the sensors inside the boots, nor with the vibration motors. Nevertheless, one host device lost the Bluetooth connection to its SensAct box during one descent, crashed,
Table 8.5: Summary of the participants’ riding skills and their opinion on tactile motion instructions (see also Appendix D). This table contains
the abbreviations beg. = beginner, adv. beg. = advanced beginner, adv. = advanced, undec. = undecided, and uk = unknown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowboards for ... years</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated his/her overall skills</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>adv. beg.</td>
<td>beg.</td>
<td>beg.</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated prior course</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried switch before</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding switch is difficult</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile motion instructions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the morning/afternoon</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previously experienced</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corresponded to spoken instr.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>somewhat</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>somewhat</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>somewhat</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were helpful for riding switch</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>undec.</td>
<td>undec.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>undec.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distracted from spoken instr.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are important for learning</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefers only spoken instr.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>undec.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>undec.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefers spoken + tactile instr.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only indicate mistakes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional comments:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I followed tactile instructions</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They remind of correct posture</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile + spoken is taxing</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed for advanced riders</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course instructor’s rating:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding switch before the course</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding switch after the course</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns with instructions (%)</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average delay (seconds)</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>uk</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and lost the corresponding sensor log file. Moreover, one participant wore a short jacket that did not protect the pouch from snow during falls; the SensAct box got wet, stopped to function, and had to be replaced.

Our wearable sensing system recognized fewer turns (90.97%) than we have expected (96.72%), considering the off-line evaluation of our algorithm for classifying the riding edge based on force sensor data recorded during descents (see section 4.4). There are several possible explanations for this. For this field study, we have placed the force sensors between the outer and inner boot to shield the rider from feeling sensor cables during descents. This new layering, however, made it more difficult to precisely position the sensors under the ball of each foot. In addition, the thick material of the inner boot might have dampened the sensor measurements. Another reason might have been that the participants did not descend with their preferred foot pointing forward, as was the case in our first field study. Since riding switch was unfamiliar to them, tensed muscles of the feet might have further influenced the force sensor measurements.

All participants performed at least five turns from the top to the middle of the slope while riding with tactile motion instructions. Therefore, one descent likely included at least ten turns. On average, the participants experienced concurrent instructions during nine turns.

The observed turning points on footage often lay between two frames, such as between the time stamps 14:04:49 and 14:04:50. Our participants sometimes quickly passed these points, whereas at other times they rode more slowly. Furthermore, the host devices logged time stamps at one-second resolution. Consequently, the duration of turns given in Table 8.1 and the estimated point in time when the participants perceived tactile motion instructions are approximate values.

8.5.2 Video Analysis and Questionnaire Results

Unsurprisingly, all participants improved their skills in riding switch. In general, the more they practiced, the more correct and safer they descended. The difference between their riding skills during lessons in the morning and in the afternoon confirmed a gentle learning effect, which was most noticeable for upper body rotation. Moreover, their riding skills were significantly better after the course: the number of counter-rotations, wrong weight distributions, and falls were lower during the last descent than the first descent. Also, the instructor’s rating after the course was higher than before the course, as were the participants’ ratings of their own skills.

We have previously reported that young adults who were asked to descend a slope without performing specific exercises were able to perceive well tactile motion instructions, although the less experienced snowboarders could not pay attention to identify the direction that these stimuli displayed on the skin (see section 6.3.2). The findings of this study confirmed that all participants perceived tactile motion instructions regardless of their riding skills.
Participants, regardless of their riding skills, were able to perceive the applied instructions, although they faced demanding conditions during the course. These candidates practiced an unfamiliar riding technique. In addition, we have shortened the length of the tactile patterns to half a second. For these reasons, we can conclude that in activities that are physically and cognitively less demanding than snowboarding, young adults will be able to perceive the composed tactile motion instruction patterns.

The course instructor explained correct technique and issued exercises and instructions before each descent. These spoken instruction apparently influenced some participants. For example, the participants C and D stated that they only considered the spoken instructions. Although they did perceive the tactile instructions, they did not pay attention to these cues. Furthermore, three snowboard beginners (C, E, H) and two advanced riders (B, J) had some difficulty in paying attention to tactile instructions while carrying out spoken instructions. This explains in part why they did not consider tactile instructions helpful for riding switch. Had they not received spoken instructions before descending the slope, we surmise that they would have regarded these instructions differently.

Five participants (A, D, F, G, I) did not mention difficulty in paying attention to the tactile motion instructions. Moreover, it seems that some of our inexperienced snowboarders benefitted from this concurrent feedback, whereas some advanced riders did not. These findings contradict the opinion of the interviewed instructors who stated that tactile feedback during descents might be useful only for advanced riders (see section 4.1).

Three of the four participants who were less experienced in riding switch (E, H, I) preferred to receive instructions during all turns, whereas the more experienced riders favored feedback only for incorrect posture. This indicates that those who had to pay more attention how to move correctly benefitted from continual feedback. In fact, participant E rode better with tactile instructions in the morning than without them in the afternoon.

Besides E, G also rode noticeably better with tactile motion instructions in the morning than without them in the afternoon. In general, practice runs in the morning should have reduced mistakes in the afternoon but these participants performed more mistakes. In addition, they confirmed that these instructions were helpful, although they did not consider riding switch as difficult. E considered the instructions as motivating and stated they improved the quality of his descents to a great extent. G considered them as somewhat motivating. Therefore, we can attribute E’s and G’s superior performance in the morning to tactile motion instructions.

The riding skills of the other three participants who received tactile motion instructions in the morning (A, C, I) remained substantially the same throughout the course. Participant I, however, fell less often and improved upper body posture in the afternoon, which indicates a learning effect due to previous practice runs. Even so, A and I stated that these instructions helped with riding switch. C was undecided if the instructions were helpful,
but she only carried out spoken instructions. She regarded tactile feedback as helpful after some time of practice, once she could pay attention to riding that was more exact.

All five participants who received tactile motion instructions in the afternoon improved their skills after the break: D, F and H did noticeably fewer mistakes; B and J improved upper body posture, although they rode more often with improper weight distribution. These participants could have improved their skills because of previous practice runs in the morning and because of concurrent instructions. Even so, the questionnaire indicates that only F benefitted from tactile motion instructions. Although he was inexperienced in riding switch, and although he received delayed instructions after passing the fall line (see Fig. 8.6), he did not feel distracted and stated that these instructions were helpful. The first-time snowboarder H did not feel distracted either. Nevertheless, she had difficulty in paying attention to these concurrent instructions while carrying out spoken instructions. This indicates that she mainly improved her skills because of her previous descents in the morning.

The participants B, D and J, who had some experience in riding switch, probably did not take advantage of tactile instructions in the afternoon. After the break, they also practiced exercises that were less appropriate for the chosen tactile instructions. These exercises certainly influenced their performance and opinion. Overall, their statements that tactile instructions somewhat corresponded to spoken instructions and that this feedback did not help with riding switch indicates that their previous practice runs in the morning mainly helped them to improve their skills in the afternoon.

Even so, we can reject the null hypothesis that tactile motion instructions do not reduce riding mistakes in snowboarding compared to descending without these instructions. On average, these instructions significantly reduced the number of counter-rotations and reduced the number of incorrect weight distributions (see section 8.4.2). This indicates that concurrent tactile motion instructions did improve the performance in riding switch. Overall, the results of our study support the findings of sport scientists who have shown that concurrent feedback on performance could improve performance and learning of motor skills [Shea and Wulf 1999, Wulf 2007].

In summary, nine of ten participants considered tactile motion instructions as important or as moderately important for learning new riding techniques in snowboarding. Even so, their view on these concurrent instructions as experienced in this experiment varied. Five participants (A, E, F, G, I), four inexperienced and one slightly advanced in riding switch, mentioned that the instructions helped them to improve their skills. The instructions were less helpful for the other five participants (B, C, D, H, J): three advanced riders also practiced exercises that were less suited for the chosen instructions; two inexperienced and three advanced riders had difficulty in paying attention to these instructions, in particular when carrying out spoken instructions.
8.5.3 Study Limitations

Our findings indicate that providing tactile motion instructions during descents could support snowboarders in learning an unfamiliar riding technique. This study, however, had some limitations that should be considered.

The participants’ skills varied. People have different learning abilities. While some quickly learn new motion sequences, others need long practice. We were not able to recruit only volunteers with similar pre-experience in snowboarding and in riding switch. Consequently, our participants’ performance varied and likely influenced their opinion if tactile motion instructions were helpful. Even so, we have received valuable insights from a broader user base.

Confounding factors. Our participants’ performance also depended on factors that we were not able to control. For example, they descended at different speed, they chose different riding paths, and the slope was open to other winter sport practitioners who crossed and influenced our participants’ riding paths. Moreover, fatigue after several descents is common in snowboarding and could have degraded their performance in the afternoon.

This short-term study had few participants. In general, snowboarding requires lots of practice. This field study lasted one day and comprised eight descents with about ten turns per trial. Four descents included tactile instructions. Although all participants could improve their technique during the course, four descents on a slope of 520 meters (1700 ft) length might not provide representative data on learning success, in particular because our user group was small. Also, due to time constraints for conducting this study, the instructor assessed the participants’ acquired skills in riding switch immediately after the course, which did not reveal long-term learning effects.

Studies on motor learning measure performance and learning over several days. Studies on motor skill learning typically involve a between-subjects design with one group for each experimental condition. To account for the variability in performance, as many as thirty participants per group perform several trials on two consecutive days. Moreover, a retention test measures long-term learning effects on the third day or later.

Tactile motion instructions conveyed information that was not available in the control condition. Another issue is that tactile motion instructions provided additional information how to move the body. This information was not available in the control condition and could be one reason why descending with tactile motion instructions reduced the average number of riding mistakes. Future studies should compare, for example, concurrent tactile motion instructions to concurrent spoken instructions. This approach would ensure that the participants receive the same amount of feedback during all trials.

The participants also experienced tactile motion instructions during turns with correct posture. Other limitations concern our wearable sensing and feedback system. This system could not detect riding mistakes. For this reason, we have programmed the host device to automatically issue tactile motion instructions during all turns such that our participants also experienced concurrent instructions when their posture was correct. Consequently, we cannot gen-
eralize the reported findings to situations when athletes will only receive feedback or instructions on incorrect posture and body movements.

Moreover, our participants did not receive tactile motion instructions at the very moment when they had to execute the body movements while introducing a turn and while pivoting the snowboard. Instead, they received instructions after introducing a turn, as soon as the system detected that the board has been pivoted to the other edge. In fact, participant J received instructions after passing the fall line, and participant I stated that he perceived feedback at the shoulders towards the end his turns. Our course instructor who initially tested the system also mentioned that some instructions were delayed. Since these delayed instructions did not match to the movements that were required in the current riding situation, our participants were less likely to execute these instructions, which could have influenced their performance and opinion.

All participants experienced tactile motion instructions for the first time. The unfamiliar wearable technology with artificial tactile stimuli probably influenced their opinion as well. Moreover, they knew that we observed and videotaped their descents (Hawthorne effect) [Landsberger, 1968]. Therefore, it is possible that those snowboarders who rode better with tactile instructions than without them intentionally paid more attention to correct their posture. Also, even those participants who mentioned that these instructions were not helpful for riding switch stated to prefer lessons augmented with tactile instructions to traditional lessons. A long-term study might help to avoid such unfavorable experimental effects, in particular once the participants become accustomed to the new technology.

It is easy to observe how feedback influences the accuracy of basketball shots, soccer passes, tennis strokes, or volleyball serves—the ball either hits or misses the target area. In snowboarding, however, it is often difficult to accurately assess a rider’s posture from a distance because some movements remain concealed, even on footage. Also, coaches could have slightly different views on what constitutes correct riding technique. Unless snowboarders noticeably counter-rotate their torso or ride with too much weight towards the back foot, the threshold between incorrect and correct posture is debatable. For these reasons, our results were partially biased towards the viewpoint of the instructor who analyzed the footage. For example, the percentage of riding mistakes did not always seem to correspond to the overall ratings of the descents where the instructor also considered how safe and dynamic the participants descended the slope.

Our findings require further investigation, considering other physical activities and motor skills that can be measured objectively. Nevertheless, we can state that tactile motion instructions could support athletes in improving their performance and in learning motor skills if the athletes have free cognitive resources to pay attention to these artificial tactile stimuli.

Tactile motion instructions were slightly delayed.

The novelty of the system likely influenced the performance in snowboarding and the participants' opinion.

The instructors' ratings were biased.

Further studies are required.
8.6 A General Set of Tactile Motion Instructions

In this thesis, we have iteratively designed and evaluated artificial tactile stimuli that could serve as instructions how to move the body during physical activities. These stimuli comprised localized pulses and directional lines that young adults could intuitively associate with body movements when they perceived the evoked tactile sensations across the body for the first time. Based on the sensations that were most often associated with specific body movements, and considering the sensations that could be perceived and differentiated in active situation, we have composed ten tactile patterns as a general set of tactile motion instructions.

Fig. 8.10 illustrates these patterns and their possible meaning. In this sketch, the mapping between the evoked sensations and their meaning is based on the pull metaphor, which would prompt to move the body towards...
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the vibration. The formal notation of these patterns is (see Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body location and Table 6.4 for the acronyms on body movements):

**Stretch the legs, flex the legs:**

- \( SL = R_U(TRV) + R_U(TLV) \) at the front of the thighs
- \( FL = R_D(TRD) + R_D(TLD) \) at the back of the thighs

**Shift the weight to the left / right foot:**

- \( WL = R_U(TLL) \) laterally at the left thigh
- \( WR = R_U(TRL) \) laterally at the right thigh

**Lean upper body to the left / right:**

- \( LL = R_U(BLL) \) laterally at the left side of the torso
- \( LR = R_U(BRL) \) laterally at the right side of the torso

**Lean upper body forward / backward:**

- \( LF = P^3(SLV) + P^3(SRV) \) at the upper chest
- \( LB = P^3(SLD) + P^3(SRD) \) at the upper back

**Turn upper body to the left / right:**

- \( TL = P^3(SLV) \rightarrow P^3(SLL) \rightarrow P^3(SLD) \) around the left shoulder
- \( TR = P^3(SRV) \rightarrow P^3(SRL) \rightarrow P^3(SRD) \) around the right shoulder

Fig. 8.11 illustrates these patterns and their possible meaning considering the push metaphor. The mapping between the evoked sensations and their meaning would prompt to move the body away from the vibration. The patterns for the instructions to flex and to stretch the legs are the same as in Fig. 8.10 as several of our study participants recommended this mapping. The formal notation of these patterns is (see Fig. 6.3 for the acronyms on body location and Table 6.4 for the acronyms on body movements):
Stretch the legs, flex the legs:

- \( SL = R_U(TRV) + R_U(TLV) \) at the front of the thighs
- \( FL = R_D(TRD) + R_D(TLD) \) at the back of the thighs

Shift the weight to the left / right foot:

- \( WL = R_U(TRL) \) laterally at the right thigh
- \( WR = R_U(TLL) \) laterally at the left thigh

Lean upper body to the left / right:
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- $LL = R_U(BRL)$ laterally at the right side of the torso
- $LR = R_U(BLL)$ laterally at the left side of the torso

**Lean upper body forward / backward:**

- $LF = P^3(SLD) + P^3(SRD)$ at the upper back
- $LB = P^3(SLV) + P^3(SRV)$ at the upper chest

**Turn upper body to the left / right:**

- $TL = P^3(SRD) \rightarrow P^3(SRL) \rightarrow P^3(SRV)$ around the right shoulder
- $TR = P^3(SLD) \rightarrow P^3(SLL) \rightarrow P^3(SLV)$ around the left shoulder

In section [6.1] we have argued that tactile motion instructions should resemble real-world sensations; they should be expressive; and they should demand low conscious attention such that users could perceive and recognize these artificial tactile stimuli in active situations. Some of the composed tactile patterns fulfilled these requirements, whereas other patterns fulfilled them in part. We will now review these requirements.

Overall, our findings indicate that the amount of cognitive load that these tactile patterns imposed on the user was low. All ten patterns were perceived in active situations that were physically and cognitively demanding, for example while snowboarding, while riding a horse, and while balancing on the Wii fit balance board. Moreover, the messages that these unique patterns conveyed could be identified by the location where the tactile stimuli were applied to the body. A few patterns were misinterpreted, yet our findings indicate that the experimental conditions mainly caused these mistakes and not the characteristics of these patterns or the chosen mappings.

Directional lines evoked expressive sensations that intensified the sensory experience and that provided additional information how to move the body: the semicircular lines delivered around the shoulders (TL, TR); the lines delivered in downward direction to the back of the thighs (FL) and in upward direction to the front of the thighs (SL); and the lines delivered in upward direction laterally to the thighs (WL, WR) and laterally to the torso (LL, LR). While the patterns for TL, TR, FL and SL could be described to signal the direction in which to perform a movement, the patterns for WL, WR, LL, and LR could be described to represent the increased bending radius of the body when leaning sideways. Alternatively, considering the pull metaphor, directional lines in downward direction delivered laterally to the torso and laterally to the thighs (WL, WR, LL, LR) could be described to pull the body downward when leaning sideways (see Fig. 6.19).
Six patterns evoked sensations that were intuitively regarded to push the body or to pull the body (WL, WR, LL, LR, LF, LB). This characteristic of the artificially created tactile stimuli was advantageous because the evoked sensations resembled real-world pushing and pulling sensations. Also, FL stimulated the area close to the hollow of the knees where tactile sensations could naturally prompt to flex the legs, as if they were knee-jerk reactions.

All ten patterns were applied to those body locations that were primarily involved in performing the intended movements. When perceived for the first time, on average five of these patterns were associated with these movements or were partially included in these movements. For this reason, the meaning that we have assigned to these patterns did not require much learning. The meaning of the other five patterns, however, was less obvious when they were perceived for the first time. The meaning of these patterns had to be learned. Even so, we found that all instructions could be quickly learned and recalled after an extended time.

Based on our participants’ responses upon perceiving the designed tactile patterns for the first time, we can rank how intuitive the instructions were regarded to represent body movements (in descending order):

1. Shift the weight to the left foot or to the right foot (WL, WR)
2. Lean left or right; turn left or right (LL, LR, TL, TR)
3. Lean forward or backward; flex the legs (LF, LB, FL)
4. Stretch the legs (SL)

This ranking is based on the viewpoint of a few young adults and might vary for other users and age cohorts. Obviously, there is room for improving the designed instructions. In particular, SL was perceived as being less obvious, and the representation of this body movement as a tactile pattern seems to be more abstract than for the other body movements. Even so, the mapping that we have chosen between the composed patterns and their meaning is not fixed. The meaning of the patterns should consider the posture and the body movements that have to be performed during the intended physical activity, as this activity can influence how intuitive the instructions are regarded and how well they can be learned and recalled. For example, we have found that for horseback riding, the directional lines that were applied laterally to the thighs (WL, WR) would have been more appropriate to represent Press the thighs together for increasing the contact to the horse than Shift the weight to the left (right) (see section 6.3.3).

Based on the findings on the perception and interpretation of the composed tactile patterns in active situations, we can reconsider the design space of mobile tactile interfaces. For some users, the chosen mapping between these patterns and their meaning might be less obvious. Also, the users’ abilities in paying attention to these stimuli might vary depending on how demanding the physical activity is. For example, novices who learn new
sports could have difficulty to perceive these stimuli when they concentrate on various aspects of the sports’ techniques and on keeping balance while moving the body. For these reasons, we have represented the introduced set of tactile motion instructions by a larger footprint in the design space (see Fig. 8.12). The size of this footprint considers how intuitive a user might regard the artificial tactile stimuli to represent body movements and how much attention a user might have to spend in order to perceive and to recall the meaning that has been assigned to these stimuli.
Table 8.6: Preference to being pushed or pulled (in percent), based on the intuitive responses of 29 participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus location</th>
<th>Pull</th>
<th>Push</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper chest</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper back</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>44.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the torso</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral side of the thighs</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.7 Design Recommendations for Tactile Motion Instructions

The main findings from our empirical studies are summarized below, considering user comments and insights into the perception and interpretation of localized pulses and of directional lines that have been applied across the body in stationary and in active situations.

In general, a tactile stimulus that was perceived at a specific body area prompted to move the same body area or neighboring areas or limbs. The range of reactions varied. Some reactions were concrete, whereas other reactions were vague. This indicates that a tactile stimulus that is applied to a specific body location can represent several body movements in an intuitive way. Even so, some people will have to learn the chosen mapping between the stimulus and its meaning because their intuitive reaction might differ when they perceive this stimulus for the first time.

Directional lines drawn on the body can intensify the sensory experience and can create expressive sensations that can indicate in which direction to perform a movement. Our participants preferred these lines, and they provided more responses and more concrete responses than to localized pulses. Even so, the direction of movement on the skin can be difficult to identify in active situations, in particular when the cognitive workload that the physical activity imposes on the user is high. For this reason, directional lines should not be used as primary encoding parameter for the meaning of an instruction. Instead, directional lines should be used as secondary parameter to redundantly encode the message.

Certain tactile stimuli can prompt to move towards or away from the vibration, as if the body was pulled or pushed: stimuli applied to the chest, to the back, laterally to the torso, and laterally to the thighs. These stimuli can be used as instructions that are based on the push or the pull metaphor, thereby signaling the direction in which to move the body. The mapping assigned to these stimuli—push or pull—can be quickly learned and recalled after an extended time, even if the user might intuitively move in the opposite direction upon perceiving these stimuli for the first time. Table 8.6 shows the preference to moving towards or away from these stimuli, based on the answers from 29 participants (see section 7.2 and section 7.3). Overall, we can see an almost equal proportion to both reactions, indepen-
dent of the location where the stimuli were applied. At the chest, however, tactile stimuli most often prompted to move towards the vibration.

The duration of localized pulses was 400 ms, which comprised three sequential pulses of $BD = 100$ ms bursts with $IBI = 50$ ms pauses. The duration of directional lines was 1300 ms, which stimulated three neighboring locations in line, each with three localized pulses (see Fig. 6.2). Both patterns were perceived in active situations. Moreover, these durations are short such that the user can quickly execute the required body movements. Even so, for compound instructions based on directional lines, which would sequentially apply two or more messages, the total duration of these patterns could be too long when quick reactions are required.

Based on our observations and the findings of our studies, we found that the burst duration, the pauses, and the number of bursts could be reduced further without degrading the perception of the stimuli. In particular, reducing the number of stimulation points from three to two, and using two sequential pulses with a burst duration of $BD = 80$ ms did not impair the perception of the stimuli (see Fig. 8.4). Even so, for tactile motion instructions to be well perceivable and discriminable in active situations, the minimum duration of a pulse and the minimum number of pulses that might be required could vary depending on the physical activity and on the user’s cognitive ability to pay attention to artificial tactile stimuli. Therefore, these minimum values require further investigation.

We can state four guidelines for designing tactile motion instructions:

- **Body location should be used as primary parameter for encoding the meaning of tactile motion instruction patterns.** This requires applying all patterns to unique body locations, which would allow users to differentiate between these patterns without paying attention to other characteristics of the tactile stimuli.

- **The mapping between a stimulus and its meaning can represent a push or a pull of the body, thereby signaling the direction in which to perform the movement.** For large instruction sets, a consistent metaphor should be applied in order to decrease the likelihood of misinterpreting the instructions.

- **Directional lines can create expressive sensations that can indicate the direction in which to perform a movement.** In a static situation, the direction of the sensation can be well perceived. Even so, in active situations, the direction could be difficult to identify. For this reason, directional lines should not be used as primary encoding parameter. They should be used as secondary parameter to redundantly encode the message and to intensify the sensation.

- **While 100 ms is recommended as the minimum duration for a tactile message in a stationary situation (see section 5.3), for active situations we recommend two to three sequential pulses around 100 ms and**
pauses around 50 ms. If these stimuli are applied to opposing body sites, they can be well perceived and localized.

8.8 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have presented the first field study that investigated if tactile motion instructions could support athletes in learning motor skills. During a one-day snowboarding course, ten snowboarders practiced an unfamiliar riding technique. They experienced and compared traditional lessons, where the snowboard instructor provided spoken instructions before and feedback on performance after descents, with lessons where a wearable system additionally provided tactile motion instructions while descending the slope. These artificial tactile stimuli instructed the athletes how to move the body during turns.

Our findings indicate that tactile motion instructions applied during descents could help snowboarders to correct their posture and to avoid two typical snowboarding mistakes. Moreover, the majority of our participants considered these instructions useful for learning. Even so, the benefits that they could provide during training also depend on the learner’s cognitive ability to pay attention to these artificial tactile stimuli. While some people can focus their attention on concurrent tactile instructions during exercises, others might have difficulty in processing this additional sensory information, in particular when also carrying out spoken instructions.

Research in motor learning indicates that instructions and feedback on performance that are provided while executing body movements could improve the skills of athletes. Our findings support this claim and demonstrate that the tactile sense could be an alternative channel for conveying concurrent feedback and instructions, apart from the auditory and the visual channel. In particular, our work indicates that concurrent tactile instructions could support athletes in learning open skills under real-world conditions.

In addition, we have successfully demonstrated the first wearable assistant for snowboard training. This system used force sensors inside the boots to sense the weight distribution and to recognize the movements of the snowboard. Based on this context information, the system automatically triggered tactile motion instructions that guided the snowboarder to the correct posture and to the correct body movements during turns.

Finally, we have presented a set of recommendations for designing tactile motion instruction patterns, and we have presented a set of patterns that could be applied as instructions how to move the body during physical activities. These recommendations and the tactile patterns based on the findings on the perception and interpretation of artificial tactile stimuli that were iteratively evaluated with young adults in stationary and in active situations, considering laboratory conditions and real-world conditions.
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Conclusions

“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.”
—Thomas A. Edison

In sports training, feedback on wrong posture and body movements is essential for learning motor skills. Even so, coaches often cannot provide feedback in time because they are spatially separated from athletes. To address this issue, we envisioned a wearable system that sensed and analyzed posture and body movements, and that automatically provided instructions on how to correct wrong posture and how to move the body. Since spoken instructions delivered over earplugs are often inappropriate especially in noisy environments, we envisioned small vibration motors that delivered artificial tactile feedback to those body areas that had to be adjusted. Such a wearable system could also supervise posture during daily physical activities and warn of harmful posture and movements that could lead to injuries.

This idea motivated us to investigate if tactile stimuli could be applied as instructions during physical activities. Our research addressed

- if tactile stimuli exist that could represent body movements in an intuitive way,
- if these stimuli could be perceived and recognized in active situations that were physically and cognitively demanding,
- how tactile instructions compared to spoken instructions delivered over earplugs,
- how intuitive tactile instructions were rated and how well they could be learned and recalled, and
- if tactile instructions could improve the performance of athletes during sports training.
Conclusions

In order to find tactile stimuli that could inherently represent body movements, we have investigated how young adults intuitively interpreted localized tactile pulses and directional lines rendered across their bodies, and which of the evoked sensations they associated with specific body movements. Based on the stimuli that most often prompted to move in a specific way, we have composed ten tactile motion instruction patterns that could represent body movements in various physical activities.

We have conducted several empirical studies to iteratively refine these patterns and to evaluate if young adults could perceive and recognize these patterns in a stationary situation and in active situations that were physically and cognitively demanding. Our findings revealed that our volunteers could perceive tactile motion instructions almost as well as they could perceive spoken instructions delivered over earplugs. A few instructions were misinterpreted, but we assume that these mistakes were mainly caused by the experimental conditions. These conditions required the participants to respond verbally and also to perform body movements that did not always match to the movements that they already had to perform in the active situation during the experiment.

An important finding was that tactile motion instructions significantly reduced the response times compared to spoken instructions. Since tactile instructions directly stimulated specific body areas, the conveyed messages could be interpreted as soon as the vibration was perceived. In contrast, spoken instructions normally had to be listened in their entirety to interpret their meaning. Overall, this faster response time is an advantage in particular for sports where athletes have to quickly move their bodies.

Another benefit of tactile motion instructions is that they constitute a simple language where a sequence of instructions would resemble a sequence of words or sentences in spoken languages. Our experiments revealed that young adults could recognize these compound instructions in active situations. This indicates that tactile motion instructions could be applied for teaching motor skills that are complicated and difficult to learn. For example, they could guide athletes who practice sports that would require them to perform various body movements in a specific order.

To evaluate if this tactile language could assist in teaching motor skills, we have conducted a field study using snowboarding as example application domain. During a one-day snowboarding course, ten snowboarders learned an unfamiliar riding technique. This user group included beginners, advanced beginners, and advanced snowboarders. They experienced traditional lessons where the coach provided verbal instructions before and verbal feedback after descents, and lessons augmented with tactile motion instructions while descending the slope. All participants were able to perceive tactile motion instructions during descents, independent of their riding skills. Moreover, practicing with tactile motion instructions significantly reduced the number of snowboarding mistakes compared to traditional lessons where feedback on performance was delayed.
Overall, the young adults who participated in our user studies considered tactile motion instructions to be intuitive, and they consistently rated them to be potentially valuable as immediate feedback during training. Even so, some participants preferred to receive tactile instructions, whereas others preferred to receive spoken instructions played back over earplugs. For this reason, users should have the option to choose between tactile motion instructions and spoken instructions.

This research was the first investigation into the design and evaluation of artificial tactile stimuli that could represent body movements in an intuitive way. The findings of our empirical studies have lead to guidelines for designing tactile motion instructions and have resulted in a general set of tactile patterns whose meaning could be quickly learned and recalled after an extended time.

This work also described a wearable sensing and feedback device for prototyping wearable computing applications. Based on this device, we developed the first wearable assistant for snowboard training. This system could sense the movements of the snowboard and could provide tactile motion instructions that guided the snowboarder while descending the slope.

The findings of this research indicate that tactile motion instructions applied while moving the body during physical activities could improve the performance of athletes and could support athletes in learning motor skills. This work has focused on snowboarding as example activity. Nevertheless, tactile motion instructions could also be applied to other physical activities where immediate feedback on wrong posture and movements is important but often delayed or missing. These activities range from sports training to daily physical activities and to rehabilitative exercises. We hope that this dissertation will inspire researchers to continue our work and to build in particular wearable computing technology that could ease the learning of challenging sports, as demonstrated in this work.
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Future Work

“Go for it now. The future is promised to no one.”

—Wayne Dyer

This work contributed to research in the field of wearable computing, of tactile communication systems, and of motor learning. We have already mentioned several challenges that we have faced, and we have addressed some opportunities for future work at appropriate passages in this thesis. In this chapter, we will recapitulate and expand on these issues.

10.1 Wearable Computing

The design and development of wearable computing applications is challenging. Wearable devices have to balance several issues, including physical robustness, portability, reliability, and power consumption. Since off-the-shelf sensing devices were designed for specific purposes, researchers and application designers often have to build custom devices and tools that address their needs. This condition can increase the threshold to prototype, to test, and to deploy wearable systems and applications, such as sensing and feedback devices for physical activities as proposed in this work.

For desktop systems, GUI development toolkits have lead to a proliferation of software, and scripting and visual programming languages also enabled nonprofessionals to easily write applications. To advance the field of wearable computing, we need similar tools for rapid prototyping and testing of systems and applications. In particular, these tools should provide means to experiment with various sensors, to visualize and analyze sensor data, and they should enable developers to iteratively modify and test prototype systems under real-world conditions. For motion- and posture-based interactions, we envision systems that will be programmed by performing the required body movements. This technique—programming by
demonstration—would hide application code and sensor data from designers, and would also empower nonprofessionals to quickly prototype and explore wearable applications \cite{Hartmann2007}.

This work has proposed wearable technology for physical activities that could automatically analyze posture and body movements and that could provide tactile instructions for corrections. As an example, we have demonstrated posture and motion recognition for snowboarding in realtime, based on a custom-built sensing system and an off-the-shelf mobile device. We have also demonstrated that tactile instructions could be applied automatically during descents, considering the snowboarder’s weight distribution. Even so, to deploy wearable systems that can provide feedback on incorrect posture and movements during sports training, it is necessary to sense body movements and to build a posture and motion model that can be evaluated according to specific sports techniques in realtime.

The algorithms that we have developed set thresholds on sensor signals to recognize simple movements, such as transitions between stretched or flexed legs, or increased weight distribution towards the toes or the heels. This approach was fast and could accurately classify live sensor data obtained during descents. Even so, this method cannot classify movements that continuously change over time. To recognize such movements, machine learning techniques are required, as demonstrated by Kwon and Gross \cite{KwonGross2005} and Kunze et al. \cite{Kunze2006}, but these techniques do not yet run in realtime. Overall, we envision wearable devices that can determine posture and body movements independent of the athlete and of the performed activity, similar to speech recognition systems that can process speech independent of the speaker’s voice characteristics and background noise.

Also, our systems did not detect riding mistakes but relied on the transitions between the recognized postures and used the correct posture sequence that had to be performed as basis for deciding when and which instructions to trigger during the descent. Transitions between postures, however, cannot reveal incorrect sequences of continuous body movements. To analyze such movements necessitates a motion model that can describe the correct movement patterns. Such a model could be based, for example, on body movements that were performed by instructors.

### 10.2 Tactile Motion Instructions

This work is the first investigation into artificial tactile stimuli that could represent body movements in an intuitive way. Our findings have lead to a first set of guidelines for designing tactile motion instruction patterns. This design space should be explored further to determine which other parameters for tactile information transfer could be appropriate for composing messages that could represent body movements, considering stationary and active situations, and various physical activities.
Our initial study on the intuitive interpretation of tactile stimuli relied on an open response paradigm such that our participants could state any meaning that they associated with a stimulus. Although this approach allowed us to collect unbiased answers, some responses were often vague and difficult to classify. A forced-choice paradigm, based on a set of predetermined body movements as answers, might help refine the view which tactile stimuli would be suitable for representing a specific body movement.

We have focused on body locations that seemed appropriate for representing a specific body movement, but we did not fully explore the available skin area. Also, we have investigated localized pulses and directional lines that were based on certain timing values for pulses and on a constant vibration intensity. Future studies could explore with which body movements other sensations are associated, and if the characteristics of these alternative tactile stimuli can be perceived and differentiated in active situations.

For example, the timing values for directional lines can influence the perceived smoothness or the length of the evoked sensations. Quickly increasing and decreasing intensity levels might also evoke smooth sensations, which might represent fluid instead of jerky body movements. The stimulus duration and the intensity might encode how quick or wide to perform the movement. In addition, strong pulses delivered across a large area might be more appropriate for representing instructions based on the push metaphor than soft pulses, whereas directional lines that extend over the entire body might result in more expressive sensations than short lines that stimulate either the torso or the thighs. For physical activities that do not involve high cognitive and physical load such that variations in these parameters could be differentiated, tactile patterns might exploit such stimulus characteristics for encoding messages.

Moreover, this work has initially focused on three localized pulses of 400 ms duration and on directional lines of 1300 ms duration. For single instructions, these durations are short, and they would allow athletes to quickly react upon perceiving the vibration. For compound instructions, however, the total duration required for perceiving sequential messages might be too long when body movements have to be quickly executed, as was the case in our study on learning of motor skills in snowboarding. Future work should investigate if athletes can perceive shorter timing values and fewer number of pulses in active situations. These values, however, could vary depending on the physical activity and on the user’s cognitive abilities to paying attention to artificial tactile stimuli. Also, we have focused on compound instructions that consisted of two sequential messages. Future studies should evaluate compounds that consist of longer sequences.

One challenge that we have faced was to accurately measure if our participants could perceive and identify tactile motion instructions in active situations. For this reason, we asked our participants to utter their responses. This experimental condition was not optimal for evaluating tactile motion instructions because some participants tended to mix up the messages when responding verbally. Moreover, they also had to interpret randomly applied
instructions that did not always match to the movements that they already had to perform in the investigated activities. In order to avoid verbal responses and in order to provide instructions that do not interfere with other body movements, future studies should consider technology that can automatically sense and classify body movements.

An interesting finding of our studies was that our volunteers preferred to move either towards or away from the vibration. Therefore, we have based tactile motion instructions on two encoding metaphors: stimuli that pulled the body; and stimuli that pushed the body. Nevertheless, instead of assigning different meanings to the same stimulus, which actually evokes the same sensation on the skin, wearable displays should create pushing and pulling sensations that feel realistic. Such devices do not yet exist, except for a force-feedback handheld device that creates pulling sensations as navigation cues [Amemiya et al., 2008].

Also, instead of indicating the direction in which to move the body by stimulating the body area that has to be moved, a different approach could directly stimulate the muscles that would be required for performing the movements. Related work indicated that this approach was less effective and less intuitive for representing hand rotation [Jansen et al., 2004]. Even so, this finding cannot be generalized to other body movements and should be investigated further.

### 10.3 Motor Learning

In the last two decades, research in motor learning has shown that the wording of feedback and of instructions can influence an athlete’s performance. To improve the performance and learning of motor skills, the wording should guide the learner’s attention to the outcome of the performed movements instead of to the body and how to coordinate body movements. Since tactile instructions directly stimulate the body, future work should examine if these artificial stimuli do not negate the effect that the wording of the conveyed message is supposed to induce.

During a one-day snowboarding course, we have compared realtime tactile motion instructions during descents to the traditional teaching method where students only received spoken instructions before and spoken feedback after exercises. Although our findings indicated that tactile instructions could support athletes in learning motor skills, long-term studies should investigate how effective this realtime feedback is compared to traditional teaching methods. Tactile instructions should also be evaluated in other physical activities, such as dancing, martial arts, and rehabilitative exercises. Moreover, we have evaluated these instructions with young adults and with few users. Future studies should consider larger user groups, and they should include users of other age cohorts because the ability to learn, to perceive, and to interpret tactile stimuli could vary between people.
Future work should also compare tactile motion instructions to spoken instructions for learning motor skills, and could investigate if tactile motion instructions that complement spoken instructions are beneficial to learning. Also, since spoken messages could be too long as realtime instructions, shorter messages should be explored, such as single words. This raises the questions how short the wording of a message could be to remain effective as an instruction, and if athletes would prefer to map a single spoken word or a brief tactile stimulus to a specific body movement.

One intriguing application for wearable training assistants is to sense and transmit the instructor’s body movements to the athletes’ body. For example, if the coach flexed the legs during demonstrations, the athletes would perceive tactile instructions at their thighs that signaled to flex the legs. Besides observing the coach during demonstrations, this direct tactile feedback would allow athletes to immediately experience how the instructor moves and which movement sequences are correct.
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Appendix A

Motor Shield Schematic

The developed motor shield was a printed circuit board that could be plugged on top of the Arduino BT. This board could control six actuators by pulse width modulation [Barr, 2001]. The circuit of the motor shield (see Fig. A.1) comprised the following electrical components:

- Power MOSFET IRLD024
- 100 Ω resistors
- 100 nF capacitor
- 1 μF electrolytic capacitor
Figure A.1: The circuit schematic of the motor shield.
Appendix B

Post-Study Questionnaire: Comparing Tactile Instructions to Audio Instructions While Snowboarding

Your Personal Data

Thank you very much for participating in our user study on real-time audio and tactile instructions. Please take 15 minutes time to answer the following questions. Please note that if we use any of your responses in reports or presentations, your real name will not be used, and any personally identifying data will be changed or omitted.

Your Personal Data

What is your name?

Are you a boy or a girl?

How old are you?

What is your profession?

Did you experience artificial tactile instructions before this study?

( ) No

( ) Yes

Do you have a disease or skin damages that could influence your tactile perception?
How would you grade your snowboarding skills?
( ) Beginner
( ) Advanced beginner
( ) Advanced
( ) Proficient
( ) Expert

Audio instructions

I could understand audio instructions during the ride (quality of audio):
( ) Very Good
( ) Good
( ) Barely Acceptable
( ) Poor
( ) Very Poor

I could map audio instructions to body movements:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Having perceived an audio instruction, I felt incited to perform the movement:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Audio instructions distracted from focusing on riding:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

I think audio instructions are helpful during the ride:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
Tactile instructions

I could perceive tactile instructions during the ride:
( ) Very Good
( ) Good
( ) Barely Acceptable
( ) Poor
( ) Very Poor

The sensation of tactile instructions was:
( ) Very pleasant
( ) Somewhat pleasant
( ) Neither pleasant nor unpleasant
( ) Somewhat unpleasant
( ) Very unpleasant

I could map tactile instructions to body movements:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Tactile instructions were intuitive:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Having perceived a tactile instruction, I felt incited to perform the movement:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Tactile instructions distracted from focusing on riding:
( ) Strongly Agree
I think tactile instructions are helpful during the ride:

( ) Strongly Agree  
( ) Agree  
( ) Undecided  
( ) Disagree  
( ) Strongly Disagree

Your overall impression

Which feedback channel do you prefer for corrections? Please explain why.

( ) Audio  
( ) Tactile

Wearing the system was...

( ) Very comfortable  
( ) Somewhat comfortable  
( ) Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable  
( ) Somewhat uncomfortable  
( ) Very uncomfortable

Further comments:
Appendix C

Post-Study Questionnaire: Perception of Tactile Instructions While Horseback Riding

Your Personal Data

Thank you very much for participating in our user study on real-time tactile instructions. Please take 15 minutes time to answer the following questions. Please note that if we use any of your responses in reports or presentations, your real name will not be used, and any personally identifying data will be changed or omitted.

Your Personal Data

What is your name?

Are you a boy or a girl?

How old are you?

What is your profession?

Did you experience artificial tactile instructions before this study?
( ) No
( ) Yes

Do you have a disease or skin damages that could influence your tactile perception?
( ) No
( ) Yes
How would you grade your equestrian skills?
( ) Beginner
( ) Advanced beginner
( ) Advanced
( ) Proficient
( ) Expert

**Tactile instructions**

I could perceive tactile instructions during the ride:
( ) Very Good
( ) Good
( ) Barely Acceptable
( ) Poor
( ) Very Poor

The sensation of tactile instructions was:
( ) Very pleasant
( ) Somewhat pleasant
( ) Neither pleasant nor unpleasant
( ) Somewhat unpleasant
( ) Very unpleasant

I could map tactile instructions to body movements:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Tactile instructions were intuitive:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

Having perceived a tactile instruction, I felt incited to perform the movement:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
Tactile instructions distracted from focusing on riding:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

I think tactile instructions are helpful during the ride:
( ) Strongly Agree
( ) Agree
( ) Undecided
( ) Disagree
( ) Strongly Disagree

**Your overall impression**

Wearing the system was...
( ) Very comfortable
( ) Somewhat comfortable
( ) Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
( ) Somewhat uncomfortable
( ) Very uncomfortable

Further comments:
Appendix D

Post-Study Questionnaire: Learning New Motor Skills

Thank you very much for participating in our user study on real-time tactile instructions. Please take 15 minutes time to answer the following questions. Please note that if we use any of your responses in reports or presentations, your real name will not be used, and any personally identifying data will be changed or omitted.

Your Personal Data

What is your name?

Are you a boy or a girl?

How old are you?

What is your profession?

Which sports other than snowboarding do you practice?

How often do you practice these other sports?
( ) Never
( ) Seldom
( ) Sometimes
( ) Often
( ) Regularly

Your Previous Experience With Artificial Tactile Feedback

Did you experience artificial tactile feedback before this study (for example, other studies on tactile feedback)?
( ) No
( ) Yes
Do you have a disease or skin damages that could influence your tactile perception (for example, burns of the skin)?

( ) No
( ) Yes

**Your Snowboarding Skills**

For how many years do you snowboard?

How often do you snowboard on average per year?

( ) Up to 1 week
( ) 1–2 weeks
( ) 2–3 weeks
( ) 3–4 weeks
( ) More than 4 weeks

How would you grade your overall snowboarding skills?

( ) Beginner
( ) Advanced beginner
( ) Advanced
( ) Proficient
( ) Expert

Did you participate in a course (3 or more days) to improve your skills?

( ) No
( ) Yes

Have you tried to ride switch before this study?

( ) No
( ) Yes

Would you say it is difficult to learn to ride switch?

( ) I strongly disagree
( ) I disagree
( ) Don’t know
( ) I agree
( ) I strongly agree

How much would you say that you improved your skills in riding switch during this study?

( ) Not at all
( ) Very little
( ) Somewhat
( ) Much
( ) To a great extent

How would you rate your skills in riding switch BEFORE participating in this study?
( ) Very poor
( ) Poor
( ) Barely acceptable
( ) Good
( ) Very good

How would you rate your skills in riding switch AFTER participating in this study?
( ) Very poor
( ) Poor
( ) Barely acceptable
( ) Good
( ) Very good

**Real-time Tactile Instructions During Your Ride**

The tactile instructions that you have received during descents indicated important body movements for riding switch with correct posture.

When did you get tactile instructions during the ride?
( ) In the morning, before the break
( ) In the afternoon, after the break

How well did you perceive tactile instructions during the ride?
( ) Very poor
( ) Poor
( ) Barely acceptable
( ) Good
( ) Very good

Before the descent, your instructor explained how to correctly ride switch. Would you say that tactile instructions during the ride corresponded to the spoken instructions?
( ) Not at all
( ) Very little
( ) Somewhat
( ) Much
( ) To a great extent
Would you say that tactile instructions were helpful for you to ride switch with correct posture?
( ) It absolutely made no sense to me
( ) It was no help
( ) Don’t know
( ) It was useful
( ) It was a strong help

Would you say that riding with tactile instructions motivated you to try harder to correctly ride switch as opposed to riding without tactile instructions?
( ) Not at all
( ) Very little
( ) Somewhat
( ) Much
( ) To a great extent

Would you say that riding with tactile instructions improved the quality of your ride as opposed to riding switch without tactile instructions?
( ) Not at all
( ) Very little
( ) Somewhat
( ) Much
( ) To a great extent

Would you say that tactile instructions during the ride distracted you from following the spoken instructions from your instructor?
( ) I strongly disagree
( ) I disagree
( ) Don’t know
( ) I agree
( ) I strongly agree

What did you NOT like about tactile instructions during the ride? Write whatever you think.

What did you like about tactile instructions during the ride? Write whatever you think.

Real-time Tactile Instructions For Learning New Riding Techniques

Imagine that you were learning another snowboarding technique that you have never tried before (Hochschwung/Tiefschwung, Carving, etc.).

How important would you consider tactile instructions that indicated
correct posture during the ride?
( ) Unimportant
( ) Of little importance
( ) Moderately important
( ) Important
( ) Very important

I would prefer to learn new techniques only with spoken instructions before the descent:
( ) I strongly disagree
( ) I disagree
( ) Don’t know
( ) I agree
( ) I strongly agree

I would prefer to learn new techniques with spoken instructions before the descent and with tactile instructions during the ride:
( ) I strongly disagree
( ) I disagree
( ) Don’t know
( ) I agree
( ) I strongly agree

I would prefer tactile instructions that indicated correct posture only if I did something wrong.
( ) I strongly disagree
( ) I disagree
( ) Don’t know
( ) I agree
( ) I strongly agree

Additional comments: Write whatever you think.
Appendix E

The Structure of Languages

In this appendix, we will briefly describe the formal syntactic notation that defines the structure of formal languages. Additional information on this topic can be found in [Rozenberg and Salomaa 1997].

A language is based on a finite alphabet \( \Sigma \). The elements of the alphabet are called letters or symbols. A finite sequence of zero or more letters is called a word or a string \( (w = u_1u_2...u_n, n \in \mathbb{N}, u_i \in \Sigma) \). The empty word is called \( \lambda \) or \( \epsilon \) \( (w^0) \). The concatenation of two words \( v \) and \( w \) form the word \( vw \). \( \Sigma^* \) is the infinite set of all finite words over \( \Sigma \). \( \Sigma^* = \Sigma^* \setminus \{\lambda\} \) is the infinite set of all nonempty finite words. Based on these concepts, a formal language over \( \Sigma \) is defined as a finite or infinite subset of \( \Sigma^* \). This subset contains finite words from its alphabet.

All languages, in particular written languages, can be though of as formal languages. Consider the Latin alphabet reduced to lowercase letters and whitespace \( \Sigma = \{a, b, c, ..., z, \_\} \). This set of symbols suffices to describe words in natural languages, such as in English and German. For example, “bbb”, “star”, and “the sun is shining” are words over \( \Sigma \). One finite language over this alphabet is \( L = \{bbb, star, the\ sun\ is\ shining\} \), which we define by listing all of its words.

In the example language \( L \) given above, “bbb” is a valid word from \( L \) but its form and meaning would not make sense in spoken languages, such as in English. Formal grammars can be used to define how to form strings from the elements of the alphabet. We will not discuss this issue here as it is not relevant for our work.
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